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Introduction
In the winter of 1980, Chester Crocker published “South Africa: A Strategy for
Change,” in Foreign Affairs, describing the political situation in apartheid South Africa
and setting out his ideas for a policy of “constructive engagement.”1 Six months later,
President Ronald Reagan appointed Crocker as the Assistant Secretary of State for
African Affairs, whereupon constructive engagement became the official U.S. policy
toward South Africa. This policy had two primary goals: to maintain a good relationship
between Washington and Pretoria, which the United States viewed as vital in terms of the
Cold War and strategic resources, and to pressure South Africa into a gradual reforming
of apartheid—what Crocker called “evolutionary change.”2 The policy also aimed to
resolve regional disputes in southern Africa, specifically with respect to Angola,
Namibia, and Mozambique.
The United States had been grappling with the problems of policy toward South
Africa since 1948, when the National Party came to power and instituted apartheid, and
each successive U.S. president had attempted to balance strategic and moral concerns.
Ronald Reagan’s immediate predecessor, President Jimmy Carter, had emphasized an
anti-apartheid position, suspending nuclear cooperation with the apartheid regime3 and
joining the United Nations in an arms embargo against South Africa.4 Although Carter
refused to support mandatory economic sanctions, U.S.-South African relations during
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Chester A. Crocker, “South Africa: Strategy for Change,” Foreign Affairs 59, no. 2
(Winter, 1980): 346.
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Ibid., 325.
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J.E. Davies, Constructive Engagement? Chester Crocker & American Policy in South
Africa, Namibia & Angola 1981-8 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 2007), 9.
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his presidency were decidedly cool. Critics like Crocker argued that Carter’s South
Africa policy was characterized by “lectures from the American pulpit” that were
ultimately “counterproductive.”5 It was one of the assumptions of the Reagan
administration that President Carter’s relatively hardline approach had completely failed,
justifying a change in tactics by engaging with South Africa instead of shunning it.
Thus, one of the priorities of the Reagan administration was to maintain friendly
relations with Pretoria, deemed essential because of the strategic importance of South
Africa. This importance was rooted in the Cold War outlook and fierce anti-communism
of the Reagan administration, as U.S. officials like Crocker insisted that the “top U.S.
priority is to stop Soviet encroachment in Africa.”6 The Reagan administration believed
this to be a particularly urgent issue considering the communist presence in the
neighboring states of Angola, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe, as well as fears about Soviet
ties to the African National Congress, one of the main South African opposition groups to
apartheid in South Africa. The Reagan administration saw South Africa as a bastion
against communism and, therefore, believed it was crucial that Pretoria remain an ally in
the Cold War.
South Africa’s mineral resources also made it strategically important to the
United States. A report commissioned by the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
stated that, “Western industrial states are…dependent on South African minerals exports,
in the sense that there are few alternative sources for chrome, vanadium, manganese and
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platinum.”7 In fact, the primary alternative supplier of some of these minerals was either
the U.S.S.R. or its allies. A hostile relationship with South Africa, administration officials
claimed, would endanger U.S. access to strategic minerals, possibly forcing the United
States to become dependent on the Soviet Union for supplies.8
The Reagan administration also had to accommodate moral concerns in its South
Africa policy. As Crocker put it, in order for the United States to associate with apartheid
South Africa “without constraint, embarrassment, or political damage,” Prime Minister
P.W. Botha had to bring about “purposeful, evolutionary change toward a nonracial
system.”9 This second goal of constructive engagement highlighted one of the
contradictions underlying the policy: it called for a warm relationship with South Africa,
but at the same time was supposedly predicated on change to the apartheid system, and
U.S. pressure for change would necessarily embitter relations. Reagan administration
officials believed that the tactics of constructive engagement would allow them to avoid
the sole use of pressure in their efforts to bring about “evolutionary change,” however.
Thus, they dodged the inherent structural conflict in the policy by assuming that the
United States could successfully influence Pretoria through means other than pressure or
punishment.
The central reason the policy of constructive engagement failed was that it rested
on flawed assumptions, the primary of which was that its strategic and moral goals were
reconcilable. This itself was based on multiple assumptions: that officials in the Botha
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government were “modernizers” and “reformers,” 10 moderates who would be inclined to
substantially modify the apartheid regime, even if at a necessarily slow pace, and that the
United States could exploit this moderate-extremist split; that a U.S. presence in South
Africa, specifically through American businesses, would help guide Pretoria into the
appropriate reforms; that good economic conditions in South Africa would lend
themselves to reform; and that economic sanctions or other punitive measures would
make South African officials more intransigent, poisoning the good relations between
South Africa and the United States without any successful modification of apartheid—an
outcome which Reagan officials believed had happened under President Carter.
As constructive engagement failed to make substantial progress toward its stated
moral goal of bringing about change to the apartheid regime, the Reagan administration
had to contend with growing domestic opposition, in the form of public and
Congressional opinion and action. The administration often complained that domestic
attitudes undermined the policy of constructive engagement. Certainly, as public rage
amplified the call for sanctions against South Africa, officials found that they had to
strongly emphasize the moral dimensions of constructive engagement, which enraged
Pretoria and embittered relations. Due to domestic and international pressure, the Reagan
administration found that the two main goals of constructive engagement were
irreconcilable.
Relations were further complicated by the Reagan administration’s goal of
resolving regional conflicts, particularly in Angola, Namibia, and Mozambique, all of
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Ibid., 333-334.
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which required addressing South Africa’s “destabilization policy” against its neighbors.11
South African aggression, fueled by its anti-communism, targeted various nationalist, and
often communist, groups in Angola, Namibia, and Mozambique. The Reagan
administration, fearing regional destabilization that it believed would lead to communist
victories, had to navigate varying and entangled interests, hoping to calm harmful South
African aggression while maintaining friendly relations with Pretoria and reducing
communist influence in southern Africa. The difficulties in maneuvering the regional
situation were exacerbated once more by domestic public and Congressional opinion. The
Reagan administration, therefore, again found that constructive engagement meant
pursuing contradictory goals that required conflicting tactics. When constructive
engagement ultimately failed to fulfill its two stated goals (though with some success at
its goal of reducing regional tensions), it was due to the policy’s flawed assumptions and
structural contradictions, growing domestic pressure, and regional complications.
The historiography of the policy of constructive engagement toward apartheid
South Africa has been characterized by three main approaches. The first, employed
primarily by former Reagan administration officials but also by some scholars,12 looked
to defend the policy, either by glossing over its shortcomings and focusing on regional
successes, or by highlighting only external reasons for its failure. This has overlapped
with the broader thrust of much of the historiography—investigations into why
constructive engagement failed, a premise that the majority of scholarship has generally
11

Baker, The United States and South Africa, 14.
Historians unaffiliated with the Reagan administration who have defended constructive
engagement include Ben L. Martin, “American Policy Towards Southern Africa in the
1980s,” The Journal of Modern African Studies 27, no. 1 (March 1989): 23-46, and John
Seiler, “Constructive Engagement in South Africa: A Viable U.S. Policy,” SAIS Review,
no. 1 (Winter 1981): 161-168.
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accepted. Historians have offered different explanations, pointing alternately to
congressional and domestic opposition, an inherent inability to effect internal change
through foreign policy, the failure to engage with black South Africans, regional
complications, infighting in the Reagan administration, or general incompetence. The
final strand of the historiography has been an examination of the issue of sanctions on
apartheid South Africa, including debates as to the practicality, necessity, effectiveness,
and morality of punitive economic sanctions. Many authors have used the sanctions
debate as a way to critique the policy of constructive engagement, though others have
used the issue to defend the Reagan administration.
Administration officials’ memoirs have, for the most part, either ignored or
actively defended the policy of constructive engagement. For example, President
Reagan’s autobiography, An American Life, only mentioned Africa itself in passing,
eliding discussion of South Africa completely.13 Donald T. Regan, Reagan’s Secretary of
the Treasury and later Chief of Staff, was similarly silent on constructive engagement in
his memoir, only remarking that Congressional sanctions “diminish[ed] American
influence on the South African government.”14 For his part, Secretary of State George P.
Shultz devoted around thirty pages of his thousand-page plus memoir, Turmoil and
Triumph, to southern Africa. Most of his discussion focused on the regional goals of
constructive engagement, highlighting diplomatic struggles faced by the administration
when trying to resolve conflicts in Angola, Namibia, and Mozambique. By blaming
external actors and emphasizing the regional successes of constructive engagement,
13

Ronald Reagan, An American Life: The Autobiography (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1990).
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Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1988), 342.
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Shultz attempted to defend the policy. He concluded that constructive engagement, a
“deftly orchestrated”15 and “meritorious”16 policy, resulted in “huge triumph.”17 By this,
Shultz meant the Tripartite Accord signed by Angola, Cuba, and South Africa, which set
a troop withdrawal schedule and a date for Namibian independence. He attributed these
results directly to the “personal commitment and creative diplomacy” of Chester Crocker
and his constructive engagement policy.18
By emphasizing the successes of constructive engagement, Shultz avoided a
thorough discussion of its shortcomings, especially with respect to the goal of reforming
apartheid in South Africa. As seen by Shultz, the policy itself was “straightforward” and
could have succeeded if not for external forces; any disappointments in this area were
caused by obstacles to the implementation of constructive engagement.19 Shultz argued
that constructive engagement was held back by P.W. Botha’s intransigence and
“outrageous conduct,”20 the “glare of…publicity” that led to public and Congressional
opposition, and the meddling of figures like William Casey, Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), and Patrick Buchanan, White House Director of
Communications. Shultz believed that the State Department “began to lose control of [its]
policy,”21 but stopped short of calling constructive engagement a failure and never
engaged in a conversation about the shortcomings of Crocker’s policy.
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George P. Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph: My Years as Secretary of State (New York:
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In his book about constructive engagement, Chester Crocker followed the same
lines of argument as Shultz. He insisted that constructive engagement put “good, logical
ideas into action” and was based on concepts “consistent with responsible U.S.
internationalism and activist diplomacy.”22 Like Shultz, Crocker argued that he was “not
permitted…to do [his] job”23 when constructive engagement became “the target of
bumper-sticker posturing”24 by a moralistic focus on “the internal affairs of South
Africa” rather than the “regional strife in southern Africa.”25 Crocker maintained that
economic sanctions imposed by the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act (CAAA)
undermined U.S. diplomacy, amounting to “daylight robbery masquerading as the ‘U.S.
foreign policy process.’”26 He acknowledged that constructive engagement often “fell
short,”27 but refused to entertain the idea that the policy itself was flawed, insisting
instead that he “did not have a free hand to conduct this engagement.”28 In addition, like
Shultz, Crocker emphasized “the eventual success of U.S. diplomacy in southern Africa”
much more than its failures in South Africa.29 For Crocker, the entrenchment of apartheid
was “tragic for all those who would pay the price;” he, however, “remained a believer
in…the logic behind [constructive engagement]” and “could wait” for the policy to be
successful.30 In this way, Crocker and Shultz both defended the formulation and
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Chester A. Crocker, High Noon in Southern Africa: Making Peace in a Rough
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30
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implementation of constructive engagement by emphasizing regional successes and
blaming apparently external, uncontrollable factors like public opinion for any failures.
Whether in service of defending or condemning constructive engagement, the
question of why constructive engagement failed (at least with respect to reforming
apartheid) has been ubiquitous in the historiography. The consensus of much of the
historiography is best represented by Pauline Baker’s 1989 book, The United States and
South Africa: The Reagan Years, published as an update to a 1980 report on U.S.-South
African relations. Baker argued that “in the final analysis, constructive engagement, a
highly complex and nuanced policy, will be associated with a major success in its
regional diplomacy and a major failure in its South African policy.”31 As is commonly
argued in the historiography, Baker posited that “widespread public opposition…was the
final undoing of constructive engagement.” She also insisted that “President
Reagan…must share a large part of the responsibility” for the eventual failure of
constructive engagement, due to his “attitude toward blacks,” “his offhand comments
that…showed an instinctive sympathy for the South African government, and his refusal
in 1986 to compromise [over the CAAA].”32 Baker’s criticisms of constructive
engagement did not amount to a structural critique, however. Like many of her
contemporaries, she pointed primarily to issues in implementation rather than
formulation.

31

Baker, The United States and South Africa, 71. Both parts of this thesis have been
challenged. See above for defenses of constructive engagement with respect to reforming
apartheid. For a criticism of constructive engagement’s role in Namibia, see Christopher
Hitchens, For the Sake of Argument: Essays and Minority Reports (London: Verso,
1993).
32
Baker, The United States and South Africa, 73.
9

Christopher Coker’s 1986 book, The United States and South Africa, 1968-1985:
Constructive Engagement and its Critics, was the first monograph-length investigation of
constructive engagement. Though published at the time of the biggest setback to the
policy (the passing of the CAAA) and before substantial achievements in Angola or
Namibia, the book was still sympathetic to the Reagan administration. Coker began by
writing that “if this study is critical of the policy, it is more so in the sense of
disappointments shared, of aims that were honorable if elusive,”33while acknowledging
that “the administration for all of its good intentions…had very little to show for its
endeavors.”34 Unlike other scholars, however, Coker argued that constructive
engagement had failed primarily because of “the limits of American power”—he insisted
that there was a “threshold beyond which external powers can expect to exert little or no
influence over events.”35 For Coker, constructive engagement was doomed to fail not
because of any structural flaws or domestic opposition; indeed, he wrote that the Reagan
administration was as successful as it could be in implementing constructive engagement,
building a “much-improved relationship with Pretoria.”36 The problem was that the
policy aimed to “fundamentally change a society,” and no kind of leverage, whether
positive or negative, could accomplish such a transformation.37 Therefore, Coker
believed the answer lay neither in constructive engagement nor in shunning Pretoria, but
in stepping back and acknowledging that “the black community [in South Africa] will

33
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Duke University Press, 1986), x.
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have to rely largely on its own efforts” to reform apartheid.38 Constructive engagement
was always going to fail, not due to its own flaws, but to the context in which it was
applied.
A decade later, Alex Thomson, in Incomplete Engagement, offered another theory
for why constructive engagement failed. Thomson argued that the failure “lay not in its
conceptual base, but in the implementation of this policy, and the South African
government’s obdurance (sic).” He emphasized that constructive engagement represented
the “most coherent relationship the United States had ever attempted to initiate with the
Republic.”39 The policy’s downfall came with its incomplete implementation, Thomson
argued, as the Reagan administration did not engage “all sections of society” in South
Africa, only appealing to “white political structures.”40 He also faulted the
administration’s imbalanced focus on regional problems over apartheid. Finally,
Thomson argued, constructive engagement failed domestically, as the Reagan
administration “never adjusted its South Africa policy sufficiently to meet the changing
demands of its domestic constituency.”41 Though Thomson did criticize the Reagan
administration, his conclusions were similar to his predecessors’ defenses, critiquing
constructive engagement primarily in its implementation, while avoiding and discounting
any structural criticisms of the policy itself.
In her 2011 book, Constructive Engagement?, J.E. Davies approached the
question of constructive engagement’s failures from a different direction by

38

Ibid., ix.
Alex Thomson, Incomplete Engagement: U.S. Foreign Policy Towards the Republic of
South Africa, 1981-1988 (Brookfield, Vermont: Avebury, 1996), 315-316.
40
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distinguishing between the Reagan administration’s explicit and implicit aims. She
argued that the architects of constructive engagement only ever saw apartheid “in terms
of its potential to cause embarrassment” rather than “an intrinsic moral abhorrence.” For
Davies, the administration’s explicit aims (the reformation of apartheid, a South African
withdrawal from Namibia, and a Cuban withdrawal from Angola) were only “a
smokescreen to cover the fact that constructive engagement was only a realpolitik policy
of national interest.”42 To Davies, the “substance of [Crocker’s] explicit aims was lower
on his list of priorities than this emphasis on appearance.” Davies challenged much of the
historiography by insisting that the successes and failures of constructive engagement
should not solely be judged “in the context of [Crocker’s] publicly stated aims,” but also
with respect to the implicit goal of achieving “an acceptable public face for [constructive
engagement].”43 In this, Davies argued, the policy also failed; with arguments that echoed
other historians, Davies suggested that problems in implementation and domestic
opposition were the root causes of this failure.
The final strand of historiography has been concerned with the issue of sanctions.
Debates over the necessity of sanctions raged while Reagan was in office and have
continued, creating a comprehensive collection of works. Indeed, all of the writings
discussed above included an examination of or remarks on sanctions. In 1987, the year
following the passage of the CAAA, Joseph Hanlon and Roger Omond published The
Sanctions Handbook: For Or Against? The front cover advertised it as “the book that will
help you make up your mind on one of today’s most urgent issues,” illustrating the
relevance with which the sanctions issue was viewed by the public during the Reagan
42
43

Davies, Constructive Engagement?, 31 (emphasis in original).
Ibid., 209.
12

years. Hanlon and Omond offered a comprehensive examination of the arguments for and
against sanctions, as well as a discussion of the types of sanctions that might be
successful in forcing change in South Africa’s apartheid policy. As summarized by
Hanlon and Omond, proponents of sanctions insisted that they would “send a message to
white voters of South Africa,” encourage the black majority, “make apartheid too
expensive to maintain,” and push South Africa into negotiations. Opponents, meanwhile,
claimed that sanctions would only slow Botha’s reform program, hurt blacks in southern
Africa, and limit economic growth that could “bring political liberalization.”44 For their
part, Hanlon and Omond concluded that “sanctions may not be the perfect weapon but no
others are available.”45
There remains a gap in the historiography surrounding constructive engagement.
In answering the question of why constructive engagement failed to cause reform in
South Africa, the majority of historians have pointed to errors in or obstacles to its
implementation rather than its formulation. For example, they have pointed out that
public and Congressional domestic opposition made the policy infeasible, and that the
Reagan administration failed to fully engage with blacks in South Africa. This approach
of criticizing the implementation of constructive engagement was common to both
Reagan’s critics and his supporters. Few authors, however, have engaged in a structural
critique of constructive engagement, neglecting a conversation about its fundamental
contradictions. These contradictions lay in the fact that the goals of the Reagan
44

Joseph Hanlon and Roger Omond, The Sanctions Handbook: For or Against?
(Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1987), 9.
45
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13

administration could not be satisfied with the same tactics—strategic goals required a
close relationship with Pretoria, while such warm relations had little effect on the
objectives of reforming apartheid and restraining South African aggression. This thesis
will attempt to fill this gap by consolidating historiographical arguments about the
failures of constructive engagement with a structural critique of the policy.
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Chapter One
The Foundations of Apartheid and Constructive Engagement
The formulation, implementation, and subsequent failures of constructive
engagement were rooted in the history of South Africa, where apartheid was deeply
entrenched with racist attitudes that had pervaded for centuries, in decades of American
foreign policy based on common assumptions of the values and dangers of the South
African regime, and in President Reagan’s worldview and foreign policy framework,
which relied heavily on anti-communism to the exclusion of much else. Each of these
three areas provides the basis for understanding the policy of constructive engagement
and why it ultimately failed to achieve its objectives.
Apartheid had its origins in the well-established discrimination against and
oppression of nonwhites in South Africa, long before the National Party came to power in
1948. An examination of South African history will explain the internal dynamics
between whites (of both British and Dutch descent) and nonwhites (including Indians,
black South Africans, referred to as “Bantu” by Afrikaner officials, and “Colored,” i.e.
mixed-race, individuals), as well as the nature of the apartheid system.
Colonial encroachment in South Africa began in 1652, when traders from the
Dutch East India Company established a settlement in the Cape of Good Hope. Though
the settlement was only meant to serve a “specific and limited role as a link between the
Netherlands and their (sic) eastern empire,” it marked the beginning of the Dutch Cape
Colony and nearly three centuries of colonial presence in the region.1 The period of
Dutch rule had three important characteristics: the creation of a farmer class, the
1

Leonard Thompson, A History of South Africa (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1990), 33.
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importation of and growing reliance on slaves, and the brutal treatment of indigenous
groups like the Khoikhoi. In 1657, the Dutch East India Company released nine
employees to become “free burghers” (farmers), who were only allowed to sell their
products to the Company.2 Over the next decades, the free burghers began to move into
the interior; this farming class was the precursor for the predominantly pastoralist
Afrikaners, the group that would eventually implement apartheid. Additionally, these
Dutch settlers, mostly single white men, intermarried with black South Africans, forming
the basis of the future “Colored” population. As white settlers took more territory, the
Colony was plagued by consistent labor shortages, hampering the settlement’s
commercial prospects. To alleviate the shortage, traders turned to slave labor. They
imported slaves from numerous regions, including Mozambique, Madagascar, Indonesia,
Ceylon, and, especially, India, and the Cape Colony became a slave society. Slaves were
legally discriminated against; for example, they were required to carry passes in order to
leave town, a precursor to the apartheid-era pass laws in South Africa.3 By the eighteenth
century, the Cape Colony had all four of the populations that would be rigidly
categorized under apartheid—whites, blacks, Coloreds, and Indians. Relations among
these groups, especially the whites and blacks, were marked by tensions and brutality. As
the Dutch settlers expanded, for example, they viciously forced indigenous residents,
especially the pastoralist Khoikhoi, off their land.4 The racism of the apartheid era was
rooted in these early acts of exploitation and discrimination.

2

Johan Fourie and Jan Luiten van Zanden, “GDP in the Dutch Cape Colony: The
National Accounts of a Slave-Based Society,” South African Journal of Economics 81,
no. 4 (June 20, 2013).
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In 1794, the Dutch East India Company declared bankruptcy; the following year,
the British occupied the Cape Colony, motivated by strategic and economic interests. By
1806, the British officially controlled the colony, inaugurating a century of British rule.
In 1820, British immigrants slowly began arriving to the Cape —these British settlers
were the other group that made up the whites of South Africa. Immediately, however, the
British clashed with the Dutch Afrikaners, who resented the Anglicization brought by the
British settlers and the increased power of the British colonial administration, a stark
change from the autonomy that Afrikaner farmers enjoyed under Dutch rule. Afrikaners
were also upset about the relative liberalization under the British, who abolished the pass
system for slaves and then slavery itself in 1834.5 Their disillusionment led to the Great
Trek (1836-1838), wherein Afrikaners migrated eastward in an attempt to escape British
colonial administration, taking indigenous land as they went. Most of the migrants were
farmers. By 1840, around 10% of the white population of the Cape Colony had
migrated.6 The antagonism between the Afrikaners and British remained, persisting
through the twentieth century.
The Afrikaner migration resulted in the creation of the Boer Republics, all in the
northeast of modern South Africa: the three that, along with the Cape Colony, would
become the Union of South Africa were the Boer Republic of Natalia (later known as
Natal), the Orange Free State, and the Transvaal. The British annexed Natalia in 1843,
but recognized the Transvaal (also called the South African Republic) and the Orange

5

Discrimination and oppression were still very much a part of British rule, as will be
discussed later. Eric A. Walker, “The Franchise in Southern Africa,” The Cambridge
Historical Journal 11, no. 1 (1953): 96.
6
Thompson, A History of South Africa, 88.
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Free State as independent countries in 1852 and 1854, respectively.7 Though ostensibly
independent, the Boer Republics were dominated by the British Empire.
Together and separately, Afrikaners and British continued to oppress nonwhites.
For instance, in Natal, the colonial government tried to place the black Africans in
reserves, leaving the rest of the land for white settlers.8 This foreshadowed the creation of
“homelands” for black South Africans under the apartheid government. The Cape Colony
and Boer Republics continually annexed land from indigenous Africans as well. In 1871,
for example, the British annexed diamond fields, forcing its Colored inhabitants off of the
land. The resulting mining industry (both in diamonds and, later, gold) brought with it a
migrant labor force characterized by racial discrimination. The working class was split
into two strata, “white and black: the white, privileged, well paid, and free; the black,
unprivileged, poorly paid, and unfree.”9 White workers lived in town with their families,
while black workers were required to carry passes and live in compounds maintained by
the mining company. In 1895, this was codified by the Transvaal legislature, which
enacted a Pass Law—upon entering the Witwatersrand (the region of the Transvaal with
gold), black workers received a pass that gave them three days in which to find a job.10
This foreshadowed later attempts at labor control and racial division in South Africa.
Indeed, the abolition of slavery in the colonies had not brought an end to the mistreatment
of non-white laborers. For example, in an action meant to assert white dominance over

7

Walker, “The Franchise in Southern Africa,” 101.
Thompson, A History of South Africa, 97.
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non-white labor, in 1841 the Cape parliament passed the Masters and Servants Act,
making it a criminal offense to break a labor contract.11
Racial discrimination was also evident in efforts to restrict the franchise to whites,
enacted in the Transvaal, Orange Free State, and Natal. In contrast, in 1853, the relatively
liberal Cape Colony adopted a nonracial franchise and democratic government. In
practice, however, no non-white member of parliament was ever elected, and the Cape’s
franchise was gradually eroded.12 The Parliamentary Registration Act (1887) excluded
tribal forms of land ownership from the property qualifications for the vote, effectively
disenfranchising the Cape’s black citizens. An editorial in Imvo Zabantsundu, a Xhosa
political journal, called the Act the “Bill to Muzzle the Natives.”13 In 1892, the Cape
Franchise and Ballot Act targeted black and Colored voters by raising the franchise
qualifications from £25 to £75 and adding a literacy requirement.14 Similar restrictions
were enacted elsewhere. In Natal, for example, where white residents feared the power of
the Indian majority, the Natal Franchise Bill of 1894 deprived Indians of the right to
vote.15 The increasing disenfranchisement and exploitation of nonwhites laid the
foundations for what would become the apartheid system. By the twentieth century, the
internal dynamics of exploitation and racism were entrenched in South African societies.
In 1910, with the passage of the South African Act, the Cape Colony, Transvaal,
Natal, and Orange Free State were unified to become the independent Union of South
11
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Africa. Unification did not alter the racial dynamics of South Africa, but perpetuated and
intensified them. Any ideas that race relations might improve, or any expectations that
nonwhites might gain political rights, were crushed at the 1908 Durban constitutional
convention. The delegates, all white men, had to deal with the fact that the franchise laws
of the four colonies differed significantly—from Natal, where nearly all blacks, Indians,
and Coloreds were disenfranchised, to the Cape Colony, where a nominally nonracial
franchise still existed.16 Taking into account the South African Native Affairs
Commission report in 1905, which had insisted that “government must have two kinds of
laws, one for the unenlightened and one for the enlightened,”17 the delegates dismissed
the idea of a nonracial franchise for South Africa. Instead, they agreed that each province
(the former colonies) could retain their own franchise laws, ensuring there would be no
qualitative change in the position of the non-white majority.18
The new South African government quickly enacted a comprehensive program of
discriminatory legislation, which, along with existing laws like the Parliamentary
Registration Act, formed the foundation for the later apartheid laws. This program was
enacted under the leadership of three successive Prime Ministers, all Afrikaner men:
Louis Botha, Jan Christian Smuts, and J.B.M. Hertzog. Pre-apartheid legislation affected
all areas of life, with the common purpose of entrenching white domination.
First, the Botha government passed the Mines and Works Act (1911). The
legislation aimed to codify existing discrimination in the mining industry, legally
16
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establishing South Africa’s industrial color bar. Without mentioning race specifically, the
Act required certificates of competency to perform skilled work in the mines—
certificates which were rarely given to black workers, an act of discrimination defended
by the belief that black South Africans could not handle complex tasks.19 Thus, the Mines
and Works Act rested on racist assumptions and cemented existing discrimination.
The next major piece of legislation passed was the Native Lands Act of 1913,
which formally enacted the territorial separation of black and white populations. The idea
of racial separation was not new; indeed, as discussed, reserves had existed in Natal for
some time. The 1905 report of the South African Native Affairs Commission made it
clear that racial separation would be upheld in the new Union, recommending a system of
reserves in order to “erect in certain areas screens between civilisation and barbarism.”20
The Native Lands Act prohibited black South Africans from purchasing land outside of
the areas designated as reserves for them, which represented only about 7.3% of the total
land area of South Africa (raised to 12.3% by the 1936 Native Trust and Land Act).21 The
reserves, scattered throughout South Africa, were meant to hold all the black South
Africans—73% of the population of South Africa was to fit on less than 15% of the land
area.22 The reserves were characterized by overpopulation and deteriorating
infrastructure. The Natives Land Act also outlawed black sharecropping, and the land
allotments for many blacks living in the reserves were below subsistence level, thereby
19
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preventing residents from producing enough food to feed themselves.23 This helped turn
the reserves into “reservoirs of cheap, unskilled labor for white farmers and
industrialists.”24
A complicated series of pass laws was meant as a mechanism of labor control,
and combined with the Native Lands Act to restrict the mobility of the non-white
population. Amongst these was the 1923 Natives (Urban Areas) Act, which required all
black men in urban areas to carry passes at all times, with influx control provisions that
allowed the expulsion of “surplus” labor.25 This law was expanded multiple times,
eventually replaced by the Natives (Abolition of Passes and Co-ordination of Documents)
Act of 1952, which repealed regional pass laws in favor of one nationwide pass law,
requiring all black South Africans over the age of 16 to carry a pass at all times within
white areas.26 Pass laws were meant to force black South Africans to stay in the reserves,
enacting the principle of racial separation. The idea behind the reserves would eventually
become the idea of “homelands,” an apartheid-era concept that envisioned the expulsion
of all blacks from South Africa into independent areas. Again, pre-apartheid legislation
helped form the foundations of apartheid by systematizing racist ideology.
The South African government also endeavored to further restrict the franchise.
First, in an effort to dilute the electoral power of nonwhites, it passed the Women’s
Enfranchisement Act (1930) and the Franchise Laws Amendment Act (1931). Under this
23
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legislation all white women and men could vote, removing property qualifications; where
nonwhites could still vote (only in the Cape province), these property qualifications were
retained.27 Meanwhile, the Hertzog government pointed to the 1920 Native Affairs Act
and 1927 Native Administration Act as evidence that nonwhites still had political
representation. The legislation had created the Native Affairs Commission, made up of
three members whose role was to “advise the government where the interests of natives
are concerned.”28 These members, however, were not elected by nonwhites, and were
only meant for consultation. The Native Affairs Act also set up local councils in the
reserves, ostensibly giving franchise to blacks, but in reality offering neither political
power nor Parliamentary representation.29 In 1936, the Hertzog government went further
with the Representation of Natives Bill, which moved blacks from the Cape voting rolls
to a separate roll. The Bill gave black residents of the Cape the right to elect three whites
to represent them in Parliament; blacks in all four provinces could collectively elect four
white senators.30 The relatively liberal franchise system of the Cape was thus brought to
an end, as black South Africans began to lose what little political power they had.
Therefore, even before World War II, the stage was set for apartheid, which
would come to rest on the notion that “separate development” was most suitable for all
South Africans. Legislation had restricted nonwhites’ political power and social mobility;
residential and employment discrimination was systematized and legalized; racial
separation was codified, to the extent that the 1927 Immorality Act criminalized
27
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extramarital interracial sex. Of course, black South Africans did not passively accept such
discriminatory legislation. Organizations like the South African Native National
Congress (formed in 1912 and renamed the African National Congress in 1923) worked
to resist the oppressive actions of the South African government. The SANNC declared
that it would be “the voice in the wilderness,” understanding itself as the “only effective
means whereby [Natives] will be able to make their grievances properly known and
considered both by the Government and by the people of South Africa at large.”31 The
SANNC was small but active, publishing articles against the government and creating
petitions against its racist legislation. The ANC would have a crucial role during the
apartheid era as well, and was a particularly important consideration in the formulation of
constructive engagement during the Reagan administration.
President Harry Truman was elected for a second term in office in 1948, the same
year that Dr. Daniel Malan’s National Party came to power in South Africa and
established the apartheid system. Truman would spend the next four years developing a
policy to accommodate both strategic and moral goals toward South Africa, as the
apartheid program rapidly advanced. In formulating policy, the Truman administration
was guided primarily by the logic and assumptions of the Cold War. This East-West
paradigm shaped U.S. actions toward South Africa, as the Truman administration
attempted to align South Africa to the West, mindful of the growing agitation for
independence in African colonies. Whenever Truman officials did discuss the human
rights violations of apartheid, they did it through the lens of U.S. strategic interests,
looking to justify U.S. indifference toward the apartheid system.
31
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Dr. Malan and his National Party ran against Jan Smuts, then Prime Minister, and
the “relatively moderate” United Party in the 1948 election.32 Malan campaigned on a
program of Afrikaner nationalism, apartheid, and fierce anti-communism. Foreign
observers “dismissed Malan as a fanatic and his followers as extremists,” as Malan
played on white fears of the black majority and promoted the idea of apartheid, or
separateness.
The guiding principle behind the policy is that the non-Whites of the
country, especially the Blacks, should be guided by the Whites towards
self-realization and self-government within their own communities and in
their own areas…. The Black man’s ambitions must be realized within the
bosom of his own people and as he progresses he should not leave the
mass of his people in the lurch by seeking to penetrate the White man’s
society or to participate in the latter’s institution of government…. White
and Black must each seek their own future in every respect within their
respective racial groups.33
The National Party’s victory came as a surprise to the international community, which
had expected only “a decline in the strength of [the incumbent United Party],” not its
defeat.34 The British and American publics reacted with “shock and dismay” at the
victory; Dr. Malan had been open about his vision for South Africa, making it clear that
the apartheid program would go farther than ever before to enact racial separation.35 The
Times of London noted that the “exclusively white” electorate in South Africa lived “in
fear of being ultimately overwhelmed by a native population outnumbering it by more
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than four to one,”36 and that “Dr. Malan’s doctrine of apartheid requires the permanent
repression of native aspirations to equality.”37 The outrage would only worsen in the
coming years; one particularly vitriolic New York Times column, published after the
National Party victory in 1953, was titled “A Victory for Evil,” and called apartheid “a
false and wicked doctrine which has been rejected by modern civilizations and by
religion at all times.”38 The Truman administration, and those that followed, struggled to
deal with the depth of public outcry at apartheid. Indeed, after the publication of “A
Victory for Evil,” the Eisenhower administration worried about how to show Malan that
such “hostile editorials…in no way [were] inspired by [the] Department [of State] but
reflecte[ed]…U.S. public opinion” only.39 This challenge would become increasingly
pressing by the time President Reagan was in office.
There was much about which to be outraged in the apartheid program, as the
Malan government passed discriminatory and oppressive legislation, much of it built on
existing laws. For instance, the 1949 Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act, like the 1927
Immorality Act, aimed to prohibit interracial relationships.40 The Group Areas Act
(1950), building on the Native Lands Act (1913) before it, assigned racial groups to
different residential and business sections in urban areas. Non-white South Africans were
uprooted from their communities in this pursuit of racial separation, frequently forced
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into less developed areas far from their jobs.41 The Bantu Authorities Act (1951) and the
Promotion of Bantu Self-Government Act (1959) grouped the reserves into eight
(eventually ten) territories. These territories would be “homelands” wherein the black
population could “develop along its own lines,” and which would eventually be
recognized as independent countries.42 Again, residential segregation and racial
separation had been enshrined in law. This was facilitated by pass laws and the
Population Registration Act (1950), which demanded that each citizen be assigned a
racial category (white, black, Colored, or Indian).43 Meanwhile, the Bantu Education Act
(1953) legalized educational segregation,44 while the Reservation of Separate Amenities
Act (1953) legalized the racial segregation of public premises, vehicles, and services.45
Apartheid legislation also aimed at cementing white political power. The Public
Safety Act (1953), passed in direct response to resistance efforts by the ANC, allowed the
government to declare rigid states of emergency and raised penalties for protesting
against apartheid laws.46 The Suppression of Communism Act (1950) banned the
Communist Party of South Africa, and would frequently be used to suppress groups like
the ANC, which were accused of having communist leanings.47 The Separate
Representation of Voters Act (1951) removed all nonwhites from the voters’ roll,
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fulfilling the long-held goal of disenfranchising the non-white majority.48 When the
Supreme Court declared the law invalid, the Smuts government responded by passing the
South Africa Act Amendment Act (1956), declaring that “no court of law shall be
competent to enquire into or to pronounce upon the validity of any law passed by
Parliament,” and overturning the Supreme Court’s decision.49
The victory of Malan and the National Party presented the Truman administration
with a dilemma: “either support the whites or support the blacks in the latter’s quest for
full political and economic rights under democratic majority rule.”50 In November 1948,
the Department of State wrote a policy statement clearly conveying its decision. Policy
toward South Africa would be guided by three “fundamental objectives:”
(1) to maintain and develop the friendly relations which exist between the
United States and the Union of South Africa; (2) to encourage the
maintenance of South African bonds of sympathy with the western powers
and continued participation in the United Nations; and (3) to encourage
the economic development of South Africa….
With respect to the racist ideology of the South African government, clearly on display in
the 1948 campaign and, indeed, pre-apartheid legislation, the Department of State had
little to say. It acknowledged that “the new [Malan] government is narrowly racialist,”
but suggested that “legislative restrictions in racial matters in South Africa…have always
been more rigid on the books than in administrative application.” Furthermore, it
emphasized that “it is our policy to avoid being drawn directly into discussion of South
Africa’s racial problems.”51
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The administration was much more concerned with the Cold War, looking to the
South African government as an ally against the Soviet Union. In March 1947, President
Truman had announced the Truman Doctrine, signaling the central position that anticommunism would have in U.S. foreign policy for the next four decades. The anticommunism espoused by Truman officials and by documents like George Kennan’s 1946
Long Telegram, was based in a bi-polar view of the world, in which the United States and
the Soviet Union were fundamentally opposed, and which did not allow for neutrality
from any other nation. Communism, an inherently aggressive and expansive force, had to
be countered and contained.52 President Truman’s policy toward South Africa would
consistently prioritize containment of communism, viewing Pretoria as a bastion against
the encroachment of communism on the African continent. Indeed, the 1948 Department
of State policy statement noted that “South Africa has become increasingly aware of the
dangers which Communist propaganda presents to the maintenance of its social
structure….We may count on a sympathetic reception in South Africa of our firm
opposition to Soviet expansionism and Communist fifth-columns.” The statement closed
by noting that “we welcome friendly relations with South Africa because of strategic
considerations….”53 Thus, the Truman administration prioritized a warm relationship
with Pretoria, believing that Malan would align South Africa with the West.
The Malan government emphasized the strength of its anti-communism and desire
to be aligned with the West. In 1950, for example, South Africa sought full membership
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in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, only to be politely told that “the NAP [North
Atlantic Pact] specifically applied to the North Atlantic area….” Malan insisted that “the
natives…were susceptible to Communist propaganda,” and that the Soviet Consulate
General in Pretoria was a “training school for Communist agitators.”54 The Truman
administration sought to support South African anti-communism; indeed, a nation so
willing to “contribute to the containment of communism caught the attention of policy
makers.”55 In 1950, Pretoria offered the use of a fighter squadron to UN forces in Korea,
which the United States saw as “proving beyond any question the Government’s anticommunism.”56 In response to Pretoria’s insistence that “they are prepared to undertake
very serious responsibilities of importance with respect to the defense of Africa, but that
they have very limited resources of their own with which to do this,” the Truman
administration successfully revised the Military Defense Assistance Act of 1949 in order
to supply military equipment to the apartheid regime.57
Alongside containment purposes, the Truman administration was interested in a
close relationship with Pretoria because of South Africa’s strategic minerals and
resources like uranium. With U.S. stockpiles depleted after World War II—and,
importantly, one source of supply cut off (the Soviet Union)—the United States turned to
South Africa, eager to trade.58 In 1951, negotiations were successful; the United States
would receive uranium in exchange for funding several uranium plants in South Africa.59
Thus, U.S. policy during the Truman years was marked by an increasingly close U.S.54
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South African relationship as the president prioritized the strategic interests of the United
States over any moral concerns.
This is not to say that the Truman administration completely disregarded the
human rights violations of the apartheid regime. Truman officials acknowledged “the gulf
between the Whites and Blacks in South Africa,”60 and insisted that “no one here would
even think of attempting to defend the racial policies” of South Africa.61 However, their
engagement with human rights issues of apartheid always came through the lens of
strategic interests. For instance, a 1951 Department of State policy statement feared that
South Africa’s “reactionary racial policies” would “impede the full realization of South
African potentialities in African and in world affairs.”62 The Truman administration
further worried that there was “a pattern of racial tension which threatens the internal
stability of the Union of South Africa,” and suggested that continued practice of
“uncompromising white-supremacy” would risk “large scale Native uprising.”63 This was
dangerous because the Truman and Malan governments both feared that “dissatisfied
Natives” provided a “fertile field for Communist propaganda.”64 Thus, even the moral
concerns of policy toward South Africa were framed in terms of U.S. strategic interests in
the Cold War. Further, with language that foreshadowed Reagan’s justifications, Truman
officials believed that “no representations which we might make would result in the
slightest alteration in basic South African racial policies” and “in fact outside pressure is
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much more likely to exacerbate the situation.”65 In this way, the Truman administration
justified its accommodating policy toward apartheid South Africa.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower approached policy toward South Africa with the
same basic logic and goals as did the Truman administration. In 1956, the Eisenhower
administration stated that:
Present U.S. policy is to maintain the friendly relations existing between
this Government and the Union Government, notably because of South
Africa’s strategic importance and mineral production. At the same time,
U.S. policy seeks to avoid giving the appearance, in any way, of endorsing
or underwriting apartheid, South Africa’s restrictive racial policy.
This statement went on to list the assets and liabilities of South Africa:
Assets: (1) South Africa is strongly anti-Communist, pro-West, and proAmerican… (2) South Africa is astride the Cape sea route…(3) South
Africa is now thought to be the West’s biggest supplier of uranium and is
an important producer of the strategic minerals of chrome (1/4 of world’s
supply), manganese, amosite, asbestos….
Liabilities: (1) South Africa is one of the West’s greatest propaganda
liabilities because of its restrictive racial policy directed at all nonwhites…. Apartheid may arouse anti-white sentiment among Africans
everywhere.66
Just like President Truman, Eisenhower aimed to create a South Africa policy that
preserved U.S. strategic interests, even if it was at the expense of the preservation of
human rights.
When apartheid was mentioned, it was usually in terms of U.S. strategic interests,
as above. Worse, Eisenhower officials exhibited a reflexive sympathy for the white
population in South Africa that they rarely extended to nonwhites. For example, W. J.
Gallman, the ambassador to South Africa, wrote in 1954 a “caution in passing judgment”
on South Africa:
65
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Let us remember that Western civilization was brought to the tip of Africa
by the forebears of these friendly people…. They have done this in the
face of all those difficulties that ordinarily have to be contended with in
building a new country in virgin territory. And during practically all their
history, they have had a most baffling race problem to live with…. All that
should be remembered before we, in our part of the world, judge
them….67
Neither Truman nor Eisenhower could get away with writing off racial justice
concerns completely, however. The example of Namibia (called South West Africa at the
time) in the United Nations illustrated the clash between moral and strategic concerns
that challenged each administration. After World War I, when Germany lost its colonies,
many became mandates under the League of Nations. German South West Africa was to
be supervised by South Africa. The South African government took this to mean that it
had the authority to institute apartheid legislation in South West Africa.68 Upon the
dissolution of the League of Nations, South Africa claimed that South West Africa should
pass into its jurisdiction, refusing to submit a trusteeship agreement for South West
Africa to the United Nations.69 The Truman administration “refused to go along
completely with [South Africa’s] position,” and supported a resolution that requested an
advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice in 1949.70 The South African
government was furious; as one State Department report put it, “our relations with South
Africa have always been friendly but the UN disputes in which South Africa has been
involved…have periodically produced a strain which unfortunately is likely to
continue.”71
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The Eisenhower administration was similarly willing to act against South Africa
in the UN, although only to a limited extent. In 1953, the United States supported the
creation of a UN committee to investigate the Namibia question, in spite of Pretoria’s
protests.72 South African ambassador Gerhardus Jooste, in an unsuccessful effort to
leverage the Eisenhower administration, claimed that “UN intervention was making [the
reformation of apartheid] most difficult indeed,” and that U.S. action in the UN had only
created “a certain antagonistic feeling in the Union towards the U.S….”73 Eisenhower
officials did attempt to moderate resolutions against South Africa, however, concerned
that Pretoria would withdraw from the UN otherwise.74 The Truman and Eisenhower
administrations thus would craft their actions in the UN with the same goals: to
“endeavor…to moderate the strongly critical tone taken by other delegations, and…to
avoid being placed in a position of appearing to defend the Union of South Africa against
the majority of the Assembly.”75 Though neither the Truman nor Eisenhower
administrations were willing to publicly condemn the apartheid regime, they would not
go so far as to vociferously defend the racist government in an international arena. This
was the effect of the clash between moral and strategic goals—a clash that was borne of
the structural contradictions in U.S. policy, which would plague Reagan’s constructive
engagement policy as well.
By the late 1950s, the Eisenhower administration was forced to adjust its South
Africa policy slightly. The decade had seen growing domestic U.S. opposition to
apartheid, especially amongst American labor leaders, church officials, and liberal
72
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Democrats.76 For example, on December 10, 1957, the NAACP organized a “Day of
Protest” in response to South Africa’s refusal to sign the UN Declaration of Human
Rights; Eleanor Roosevelt and Martin Luther King Jr. led the demonstration. In 1958,
after five years of abstaining or opposing all United Nations resolutions directly critical
of South Africa, the United States voted for the anti-apartheid Resolution 1248, though
U.S. support was conditional on modifying language of “condemning” apartheid to
“expressing regret and concern” over its racial policies.77 The Eisenhower administration
noted that a “yes” vote on such a “moderate resolution critical of apartheid is most
consistent with US beliefs, traditions and law,” and, importantly, believed that an
inability to “join others [on] this issue [would have the effect of] confirming [the]
suspicion [of] many African and Asian members…that on racial and colonial issues we
have different standards in judging [the] problems [of] white and nonwhite peoples….”78
In the context of growing African anti-colonialism, it was important to maintain good
relations with non-European members of the UN, even if it risked embittering U.S.-South
African relations.
The limits of the Eisenhower administration’s critique of apartheid became clear
in the aftermath of the Sharpeville massacre. On March 21, 1960, the South African
Police opened fire on thousands of unarmed citizens protesting the Pass Laws, killing
sixty-seven people.79 International outcry was immediate and widespread. The Times
reported that on March 27, some 2,000 people attended a rally in Trafalgar Square against
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apartheid in response to the Sharpeville shootings,80 while the New York Times
emphasized that “the evil policy of apartheid” would inevitably lead to more violence and
tragedy.81 The UN, with U.S. support, passed Resolution 134, saying that the killings
were brought about by apartheid policies and that “the situation in the Union of South
Africa…might endanger international peace and security.”82 Hendrik Verwoerd, the
South African Prime Minister, responded to the massacre by banning the Pan Africanist
Congress (PAC), which had organized the demonstrations, and the ANC.83 Meanwhile,
the State Department, unbeknownst to President Eisenhower, released a statement saying
that “while the United States…does not ordinarily comment on the internal affairs of
governments with which it enjoys normal relations, it cannot help but regret the tragic
loss of life resulting from the measures taken against the demonstrators in South
Africa.”84 Eisenhower was furious at even this relatively moderate response to the
Sharpeville massacre, indicating that his policy toward South Africa remained focused on
strategic aims rather than moral, as Washington attempted to take a middle position
between ignoring apartheid and disassociating from the regime completely. Thus,
Eisenhower’s South Africa policy was essentially unchanged from Truman’s, limited to
very occasional rhetoric against apartheid, without any deliberate change in U.S-South
African relations.
The election of President John F. Kennedy brought a minor shift in policy toward
South Africa. First, the Kennedy administration intensified the rhetorical stance against
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Pretoria, going farther than either the Truman or Eisenhower administrations in
condemning the apartheid regime. For instance, in “perhaps the sharpest language ever
heard in the UN General Assembly from a US representative,”85 UN Representative
Francis T.P. Plimpton declared in 1962 that the United States was “squarely, utterly, and
irreversibly opposed to the policy of racial discrimination epitomized in the term
apartheid.”86 Kennedy officials were particularly concerned that any support for Pretoria
in the UN would embitter relations with the “newly emerged” Afro-Asian bloc,87 which
had experienced a “dramatic increase in power” due to decolonization.88 Therefore,
Kennedy officials were more willing to use negative rhetoric to prove their outrage at
apartheid, not wanting to be seen as “taking one more step toward allying ourselves with
what is perhaps the most unpopular nation outside the Communist world.”89
These fears resulted in another adjustment in U.S. policy toward South Africa, a
voluntary limited arms embargo that was announced on August 2, 1963. Even this move
was restrained, however. Certain officials like Assistant Secretary of State for African
Affairs G. Mennen Williams had argued for “a total arms embargo,” saying that “partial
arms embargo policy was equivocal, was not an effective pressure on the South Africans,
and was considered inadequate by the African countries and by many in the United States
who were concerned about racial discrimination.”90 Other officials, however, worried that
a more complete arms embargo would jeopardize the strategically beneficial relationship
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with Pretoria; thus, the arms embargo would be relatively weak. For example, the
Kennedy administration agreed to sell submarines to Pretoria, violating the embargo “in
spirit” if not in practice.91
Furthermore, even as it announced the embargo, the administration emphasized
that it was against economic sanctions on South Africa. President Kennedy insisted that
“we would not go beyond [the arms embargo] and would not support sanctions,”92 while,
in the UN, Francis Plimpton argued that “we do not believe [sanctions] would bring us
closer to our objective—the abandonment of apartheid in South Africa.” He continued,
warning that “we see little value in a resolution which would be primarily a means for a
discharge of our own emotions,” and asserted that there was no “shortcut to the solution
of the terrible problem of apartheid.”93 Therefore, although the Kennedy administration
went further than either President Truman or Eisenhower in condemning apartheid and in
backing its rhetorical stance with action, it still was reluctant to fundamentally shift U.S.
policy toward apartheid South Africa.
The strategic goals of Truman and Eisenhower remained pertinent for Kennedy.
Indeed, like his predecessors, much of President Kennedy’s general foreign policy
outlook was defined in Cold War terms. During President Kennedy’s tenure, more than a
dozen African colonies won independence, and Kennedy consistently demonstrated a
reflexive sympathy for African nationalist movements, calling nationalism the “most
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powerful single force in the world today.”94 This support of African nationalism was
rooted in Kennedy’s fierce anti-communism, as he consistently spoke of the need to
“persuade [the people of Latin America, Africa, and Asia] to travel the same road that we
are traveling,” and to reject the communist advances of Moscow.95 Kennedy was a
devoted anti-communist. He viewed Africa as an arena in the Cold War, deeply believing
that emerging African states needed to be aligned with the West in order to contain
communism, and that “support for African and Asian nationalists…[was] the best
antidote to potential Soviet influence in that part of the world.”96 These beliefs helped
shape Kennedy’s policy toward South Africa, as he saw the strategic benefits of a warm
relationship with Pretoria just as clearly as Truman and Eisenhower had.
Just like his predecessors, President Kennedy was unwilling to let human rights
concerns overshadow strategic goals; as Secretary of State Dean Rusk put it, there was
“no need [for] this disagreement [over race relations in South Africa to] infect [the] total
range [of] our relations.”97 In his brief time in office, for example, Kennedy worked to
negotiate with Pretoria on maintaining missile tracking stations in South Africa, which
were viewed as “essential to the development of long range missiles and space vehicle
operations.”98 Though one internal report concluded that the loss of the tracking stations
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would be “painful, but not fatal,” President Kennedy decided to retain the stations.99 As
during the Truman and Eisenhower administrations, the Kennedy administration was
often unwilling to translate rhetorical opposition to apartheid into substantive action
against the South African government, too concerned with the strategic benefits of a close
relationship with Pretoria.
President Lyndon Johnson had a similar approach to South Africa policy, taking a
strong rhetorical stance against apartheid while maintaining close relations with Pretoria.
As then Under Secretary for Political Affairs W. Averell Harriman told the South African
ambassador, W.C. Naudé, there was “continuity between the Kennedy and the Johnson
administrations” with respect to Africa, as “the goal of both was, and is, an Africa
wedded to the West, not to the East.”100 Clearly, anti-communism was still at the center
of U.S. policy toward South Africa. Like his predecessor, Johnson opposed economic
sanctions on South Africa. Many Johnson officials argued that “South Africans would
[not] capitulate in the face of economic sanctions.”101 CIA Director Richard Helms, for
example, insisted that “South Africa is one of the least vulnerable countries in the world
to economic sanctions.”102 The Johnson State Department did launch a “comprehensive
series of studies of sanctions and other possible enforcement measures,”103 and, in one
policy reappraisal, questioned whether the United States should engage in “pressures
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going beyond the arms embargo.”104 Nevertheless, these investigations ultimately did not
change the administration’s overall stance toward economic sanctions.
At the same time, Johnson officials, like Kennedy officials, did not shy away from
verbally condemning apartheid, emphasizing that “there has been no softening on these
fundamental issues [of opposing racial discrimination].”105 For example, Harriman
compared apartheid to “Hitlerism and Communism,” in that it could “never be
accepted.”106 In several other ways, however, the Johnson administration took a more
hardline approach to Pretoria than any previous administration; while Kennedy was
ultimately unwilling to sacrifice strategic goals in pursuit of action against Pretoria,
Johnson officials were more prepared to act, as evidenced by five examples.
First, the Johnson administration displayed its harsher stance against apartheid
through the issue of South West Africa. In 1960, Ethiopia and Liberia brought a suit to
the International Court of Justice, seeking to establish the illegality of the South African
occupation of South West Africa.107 The Johnson administration believed that the ICJ
decision would be unfavorable to South Africa, and in 1965, with the decision due in the
next year, officials discussed how to take a hardline stance against South Africa in South
West Africa. The administration worried that South Africa would reject the ICJ’s ruling,
and that, in South West Africa, the Verwoerd government would start instituting
apartheid in earnest—in 1962, a South African commission had released the Odendaal
report, recommending the creation of ten non-white homelands in South West Africa.
The Johnson administration worked to convince the Verwoerd government to hold off on
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the Odendaal actions, and U.S. officials planned ways to “persuade the South African
Government to [accept] the Court’s decision,” whatever it would be.108 In the event that
South Africa rejected the ICJ’s judgment, Johnson officials discussed tightening the arms
embargo, withdrawing missile tracking stations from South Africa, or some form of
economic sanctions. In the end, the ICJ declined to rule on South West Africa, saying that
Liberia and Ethiopia had no right to bring the case. The Johnson administration made it
clear that it considered the South West Africa issue unresolved, and supported the UN’s
termination of South Africa’s mandate when Pretoria refused to let a UN council
administer South West Africa.109
The second way the Johnson administration illustrated its disapproval of apartheid
was by upholding Kennedy’s arms embargo against South Africa. In fact, Johnson went
further than Kennedy, deciding against the sale of anti-submarine planes to Pretoria,
which had been previously approved by President Kennedy.110 Third, U.S. Government
lending agencies temporarily suspended “action on applications for loans or investment
guarantees with respect to South Africa.”111 The administration did not, however, actively
discourage investment in South Africa.112 Fourth, when confronted with the issue of the
missile tracking stations in South Africa, Johnson officials made a concerted effort to find
other possible locations; this enabled them to consider abandoning the stations in order to
send to Pretoria a message of dissatisfaction with apartheid.113 In contrast, President
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Kennedy could never bring himself to sacrifice the strategic benefits of the stations.114
Finally, the Johnson administration took a stand against segregation; when Prime
Minister Verwoerd insisted that U.S. missile stations in South Africa be segregated,115
and that joint U.S.-South African social functions be whites-only, President Johnson
refused, forcing Pretoria to back down.116 All five of these actions, limited as they were,
embittered U.S. relations with South Africa, thus endangering U.S. strategic interests for
the sake of taking a harder stance against apartheid. Ultimately, however, the Johnson
policy toward South Africa remained much the same as Kennedy’s policy—the
differences were mainly in degree rather than substance.
When Richard Nixon became president, one of his first acts was to request a
reevaluation of U.S. policy toward South Africa. Having seen that “the United States has
meaningful yet potentially conflicting interests in the area,” Henry Kissinger, then
Nixon’s National Security Advisor, recommended a full NSC review of “all the options
open to U.S. policy in dealing with the white regimes.”117 The result of this reevaluation
was National Security Study Memorandum 39. A study in response to NSSM 39,
prepared by the NSC, began by setting out the goals of U.S. policy:
To improve the U.S. standing in black Africa and internationally on the
racial issue; to protect economic, scientific, and strategic interests…in the
region; to minimize the likelihood of escalation of violence…to minimize
the opportunities for the USSR and Communist China to exploit the racial
issue in the region for propaganda advantage and to gain political
influence with black governments and liberation movements; to encourage
moderation of the current rigid racial and colonial policies of the white
regimes.118
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These goals were essentially the same as the goals of previous administrations. Of
particular note was the weight put on strategic interests—even when the document
mentioned the racism of white regimes, it did so through the lens of strategic goals
(containing communism or improving the U.S. international image). Indeed, the
document actually stated that “because other countries have made it so, our foreign policy
must take into account the domestic policies of the white regimes,” revealing the limited
extent to which moral considerations played a role in Nixon’s outlook on South Africa.119
The Nixon administration was still aware of the pitfalls that could come from ignoring
apartheid. Like his predecessors, however, President Nixon tended to weigh strategic
goals more heavily, saying, “it is obvious that we have to avoid the colonialist label but
we must analyze where our national interest lies and not worry too much about other
peoples’ domestic policies.”120
The paper offered six options for formulating policy toward the apartheid regime,
ranging from embracing white regimes regardless of their internal politics to
disassociating completely from those regimes and using “measures of coercion” to
“induce constructive change in white-regime race policies.” President Nixon ultimately
chose an option that was similar to President Reagan’s constructive engagement. The
premise of this option was that “the whites are here to stay and the only way that
constructive change can come about is through them.” The United States could, “by
selective relaxation of our stance toward the white regimes, encourage some modification
of their current racial…policies.” But the president accepted “at least over a 3 to 5 year
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period, the prospect of unrequited U.S. initiatives toward the whites…in order to develop
an atmosphere conducive to change in white attitudes through persuasion and erosion.”
This was, in fact, very similar to constructive engagement, as it believed that it was only
through “closer relations” that change could be brought, gradually, to white regimes.121
The Nixon administration, and the Ford administration after it, carried out its
policy in three ways. First, the United States began to vote with South Africa in the UN
on certain resolutions rather than abstaining. For example, in December 1970, the UN
passed a resolution deploring apartheid and condemning foreign economic interests that
impeded change; the United States voted against the measure.122 Later, the United States
voted against a resolution that asked members to undertake “appropriate measures” to
force South Africa to abide by UN decisions regarding Namibia.123 Second, the Nixon
administration actively encouraged investment in South Africa, easing Export-Import
bank loan restrictions.124 Nixon officials suggested that American business practices
would help engender social change in South Africa.125
In 1970, with National Security Decision Memorandum 55, the Nixon
administration decided to discourage investment in South West Africa (soon to be called
Namibia). This harsher policy put the Nixon administration in line with the actions taken
by the UN, which in 1973 recognized Namibia’s primary liberation group, the South
West Africa People’s Organization (SWAPO), as the official representative of the
121
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Namibian people. However, this harsher policy did not extend to South Africa; NSDM 55
specifically stated that “the President intends that the foregoing decisions be regarded as
concerned solely with South West Africa. They are not to be regarded as a precedent for
application of similar restrictions and policies to South Africa.”126 Furthermore, Nixon
officials continually highlighted their “opposition to mandatory economic sanctions
against South Africa,”127 maintaining the viewpoint of previous administrations by
emphasizing that it was “the responsibility of the people who live [in South Africa], not
any outside power” to “transform the situation.”128
The final way the Nixon administration conducted relations with Pretoria was by
loosening the arms embargo against South Africa. National Security Decision
Memorandum 81 specifically declared that dual-use equipment (equipment that could be
used for either military or civilian use) would be exempted from the embargo.129 Officials
knew that “even a limited exemption to our arms embargo policy would be seen by Third
World countries, especially those in Africa, as an abrogation of moral responsibility and a
reversal…of long-standing policy.” They believed, however, that the looser policy
toward “gray area” equipment would allow the Nixon administration to “maintain
constructive relations with South Africa, while responding to legitimate Black African
concerns.”130 This loophole theoretically would allow the Nixon administration to
maintain its international image as opposing apartheid while still preserving its warm
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relationship with Pretoria. This was consistent with President Nixon’s overall policy
toward South Africa, which prioritized strategic considerations and was preoccupied with
the U.S. image abroad.
At the same time, it was during the Nixon and Ford administrations that the
situation in Angola became critical. Since the mid-1960s, three groups had been fighting
for independence in Angola, still under the brutal colonial rule of the Portuguese—the
Movimento Popular de Libertacão de Angola (MPLA), the Frente nacional de Libertação
de Angola (FNLA), and the União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola
(UNITA). The United States had been aiding the FNLA and then UNITA instead of the
MPLA, which, though a legitimate nationalist group, had Marxist leaders. In 1975, the
Portuguese colonial empire collapsed after a military coup. The three Angolan
independence groups set up a coalition government in Angola, but it quickly broke down,
and the country became embroiled in civil war. The United States, along with South
Africa, continued to aid the FNLA and UNITA, while the Soviet Union and Cuba helped
the MPLA, which soon gained the upper hand. In 1976, however, the United States
Congress passed the Clark Amendment, barring U.S. aid to military groups in Angola.131
The situation in Angola would devolve during the Reagan administration, as South Africa
became more heavily involved in fighting the MPLA government.
It took until Jimmy Carter was elected in 1976 for U.S. policy toward South
Africa to significantly change. The Carter administration decided that it was time to
confront Pretoria over apartheid, using pressure to bring about transformative change.
131
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This policy was still built on anti-communist convictions, as officials like National
Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski insisted that “if the black-white struggle in
Southern Africa also becomes a red-white conflict it will be a disaster.” However, the
role of anti-communism was both diminished and interpreted differently in Carter’s
South Africa policy. Brzezinski remarked that “no one in South Africa should be under
the illusion…we will side with the whites against the blacks simply because that would
be the anti-red position.”132 Vice President Walter Mondale emphasized that “the best
way to beat communism is to move toward social justice.”133 This hinted at the new
center of policy toward South Africa—the protection of human rights. This impelled the
Carter administration to act against the apartheid regime much more harshly than any
previous administration.
When Carter came to office, South African blacks were in the midst of renewed
repression by the government of Prime Minister B.J. Vorster. In 1974, the Afrikaans
Medium Decree forced all black schools to use Afrikaans as the language of instruction
half of the time, a language that many black students viewed as “the language of the
oppressor.”134 Resentment grew, and students planned a demonstration that would take
place on June 16, 1976. Thousands of students participated in the peaceful march and
were fired upon by police, who killed 176 people.135 The protests spread in response to
the violence; by the end of the year, an official commission of inquiry reported that
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nearly 600 people were killed, a substantial proportion of whom were children.136 In
addition, there were approximately 4,000 injuries and 6,000 arrests.137 The violence
prompted international outrage: a Times article castigated the South African
Government’s “stupid bureaucratic decision,” noting that “Afrikaans was only the
detonator; the explosive is the whole South African apartheid policy.”138
In one of his first acts as president, Carter requested a review of U.S. policy
toward South Africa.139 It was immediately clear that Carter’s policy would differ
drastically from his predecessor’s. The review emphasized that “the moral issue of
apartheid must figure into this along with economic and strategic considerations,” calling
it “one of the major ethical issues of our time.”140 This was dramatically different from
Nixon’s policy, which rarely discussed the moral or human rights dimension of South
Africa policy. The study did not neglect strategic interests, however; it acknowledged that
“U.S. economic and strategic interests in southern Africa, while not vital to our national
security or economic well-being, are nevertheless important, particularly in South
Africa,” and noted that South Africa was a market for U.S. products and a source for
strategic minerals. However, the review also noted that a harsher policy toward Pretoria
would ease “sharp criticism” from other African nations, thus also bringing strategic
benefits.141
The document suggested five options for U.S. policy toward South Africa. The
first was maintaining the present policy, calling for a warm relationship with Pretoria that
136
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would preserve the “current economic [and strategic] benefits” of such a relationship.
The second option entailed warning “the South Africans that our relationship is reaching
a watershed,” and that “unless it clearly turns away from apartheid, we will be forced to
reconsider aspects of our relations.” The third recommended the same warning to Prime
Minister Vorster, accompanied by measures that would show “we cannot in any event
conduct business as usual,” including voting against South Africa in the UN. The fourth
and fifth options called for public warnings to Vorster and harsh action against the
apartheid regime, such as ceasing all trade. President Carter chose the third option, in
spite of reservations over whether pressure on Vorster would “contribute to the ‘laager
effect’ (i.e., a refractory response by the Afrikaners in which they would resort to more
repression in order to preserve the status quo).”142 That would be especially unfortunate if
it caused the South African government to drop out of Namibian independence
negotiations. Ultimately, the desire to take action against the human rights violations of
the apartheid regime, both for humanitarian and strategic reasons, outweighed the nonvital strategic interests that might be endangered by a new U.S. policy. The aim,
however, was never to completely break with Pretoria; rather, it was to ratchet up the
pressure on the South African government, hoping that a new policy direction would
succeed where previous administrations had failed.
Part of the new South Africa policy was a continuing verbal condemnation of
apartheid. Carter officials frequently spoke against the South African regime, both in
public and in private. For example, on March 17, 1977 President Carter addressed the UN
General Assembly, declaring “in southern Africa, we will work to help attain majority
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rule through peaceful means.”143 In May 1977, Carter sent Vice President Mondale to
speak with Prime Minister Vorster. Mondale made Carter’s new policy clear to Vorster,
telling him “I want you to know that United States policy on human rights is permanent.
There is nothing more central to our policy.” Mondale insisted that “progressive
transformation is necessary,” and warned that without reform to apartheid, “our policies
will go their separate ways.” Vorster reacted angrily, complaining that “we don’t seem to
be getting credit from people [for previous reforms]…. I can take kicks in the pants but
don’t kick me in the teeth.”144
Over the following months, South African intransigence persisted, and unrest
continued to spread in South Africa, leading to a government crackdown on antiapartheid groups like Steve Biko’s Black Consciousness Movement. In the fall of 1977,
the government banned eighteen anti-apartheid groups and the World (a daily black
newspaper),145 while forty-seven black leaders were detained. Steve Biko died in police
custody on October 19, after being treated brutally.146 Thus, the Carter administration
was faced with a worsening internal situation in South Africa and accordingly began
taking steps to “indicate to South Africa that…we were serious about carrying…out
[Carter’s policy].”147 The administration considered a variety of actions including closing
missile tracking stations, discouraging future U.S. investment in South Africa, closing the
consulate, and prohibiting Export-Import Bank facilities in South Africa. President Carter
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decided on three ways to indicate American disapproval of apartheid. First, the Carter
administration ended cooperation with South Africa in ocean surveillance.148 Second, the
United States supported UN Security Council Resolution 418, which imposed a
mandatory arms embargo in November 1977.149 This was complemented by a reversal of
Nixon’s decision to permit the export of “dual use” equipment. Third, the administration
promoted the Sullivan Principles, a corporate code of conduct aimed against racial
discrimination. In March 1977, twelve U.S. firms agreed to institute these guidelines,
pledging to treat all their South African employees equally and to actively seek to
improve their quality of life.150 The Carter administration believed that “American
business in South Africa can be a real force for positive change,” and opposed punitive
economic sanctions for this reason.151 In this way, even Carter’s South Africa policy did
not completely stray from the established practices of dealing with the apartheid regime.
Still, President Carter went further than any previous administration in backing his
rhetorical stance against apartheid with concrete action.
By the time President Carter lost re-election in 1980, his South Africa policy had
apparently accomplished little, failing to prompt substantial transformation of the
apartheid system, just as his predecessors had failed. As Carter himself put it, the United
States was “now just behind the Soviet Union on [South Africa’s] enemies list.”152
Certainly, the Carter administration had succeeded in illustrating its outrage at the
apartheid regime. However, Vorster had refused to reform apartheid substantially, and
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simply “battened down the hatches and waited for a more sympathetic administration to
arrive in Washington.”153 With the election of Ronald Reagan, Pretoria got what it was
waiting for; the Reagan administration’s policy of constructive engagement, while
building on many of the general assumptions of the previous thirty years of South Africa
policy, went further than any of its predecessors in pursuing a warm relationship with
Pretoria.
There was a clear continuity in U.S.-South African policy from President Truman
to President Carter. Each successive administration was concerned with containing
communism, which manifested in two ways: the belief that South Africa and its anticommunist leaders needed to be supported against encroaching communism, and the fear
that the instability brought by apartheid would invite Soviet influence. These beliefs
could be used to justify either a harsh or accommodating policy toward Pretoria.
Additionally, each administration was preoccupied with the strategic benefits of a close
relationship with South Africa, including access to important minerals and the Cape
route. Most administrations also demonstrated at least some awareness of the human
rights dimension of the dilemma, though some, like Truman and Nixon, viewed moral
concerns solely through a strategic lens, primarily worrying about U.S.-South African
relations and the U.S. international and domestic reputation. In most cases, the moral
issues manifested in verbal condemnations of apartheid, though some administrations
went further than others in substantive action against Pretoria. All these concerns were
common themes during President Reagan’s tenure as well.
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President Reagan’s policy toward South Africa was shaped by his worldview and
foreign policy framework. Reagan’s anti-communism was the basis of his foreign policy,
and he would “once again raise the paranoid specter of [communism],” as a Cold War
fanatic who believed fully in the assumptions of the Cold War.154 He positioned the
United States once more against the threat of “evil” communism, which he speculated
would occupy nothing more than a “sad, rather bizarre chapter in human history.”155 He
emphasized the need to contain the spread of communism, believing that “the Soviet
Union was responsible for all the unrest in the world,” and insisting that the United States
was obligated to support any anti-communist regime in need, often regardless of its
internal policies. This stance rested on the assumption that there was a difference between
authoritarian and totalitarian regimes, the latter of which were “hostile to American
interests” and incapable of fitting into the “free world.”156 The Reagan administration
consistently used this reasoning to justify its support for authoritarian dictatorships and
close relationships with brutal systems like the apartheid regime. In an interview with
Walter Cronkite, for example, President Reagan excoriated the Carter administration for
its foreign policy, which he said was “selective with regard to human rights.”
[Under Carter,] we took countries that were pro-Western, that were maybe
authoritarian in government, but not totalitarian, more authoritarian than
we would like, did not meet all of our principles of what constitutes
human rights, and we punished them at the same time that we were
claiming détente with countries where there are no human rights [like] the
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Soviet Union…the greatest violator today of human rights in all the
world.157
Like Nixon before him, President Reagan de-emphasized the importance of human rights
violations in the face of containment.
Reagan’s anti-communist beliefs were enacted through the Reagan Doctrine. In a
speech before Congress on February 6, 1985, President Reagan pledged that the United
States would “nourish and defend freedom and democracy…everywhere we can” by
supporting “freedom fighters” attacking communist regimes in the Third World. He
emphasized that “we must stand by all our democratic allies,” while also insisting that
“we must not break faith with those who are risking their lives…to defy Soviet-supported
aggression.”158 Like several administrations before it, then, the Reagan administration
viewed Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East as arenas in the Cold War, where the
demands of containment were paramount.
Constructive engagement was predicated on, rooted in, and shaped by the history
of South Africa, previous U.S. policy toward South Africa, and President Reagan’s
foreign policy views and assumptions. Constructive engagement was based on the
understanding that the white regime in Pretoria was there to stay, taking note of South
Africa’s entrenched racism and the longevity of the Afrikaner governments. Valuing
stability above all else, the Reagan administration viewed embittered relations with
Pretoria as inviting chaos and Soviet influence, insisting that it would be more useful to
reap strategic benefits from a friendly relationship with South Africa. In the process,
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Reagan officials hoped to persuade Pretoria to reform apartheid. Constructive
engagement also built on previous administrations’ South Africa policy, drawing on the
same values of anti-communism and the pursuit of strategic goals, as well as a reflexive,
but subsidiary, disapproval of the racist apartheid system and the knowledge that an
eventual transformation would be beneficial. Furthermore, constructive engagement was
formulated in direct opposition to Carter’s policy of pressure on Pretoria, which Reagan
officials viewed as a failed tactic. Finally, constructive engagement was shaped by
President Reagan’s foreign policy views, especially his deeply-held anti-communism.
The apartheid regime was stringently anti-communist, as discussed above, and played up
fears of a “total onslaught” of communism, pointing to communist-leaning liberation
forces in Mozambique, the communist-backed ANC, and the MPLA government in
Angola as evidence that it was surrounded on all sides by communist threats. Thus, South
Africa fit easily within Reagan’s foreign policy framework, as the Reagan administration
favored the anti-communist stance of the apartheid regime and minimized the importance
of its human rights violations. In the process of implementing constructive engagement,
however, it would become clear that some of the Reagan administration’s key
assumptions were flawed.
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Chapter Two
A “Marxist-Apartheid Nightmare:” Constructive Engagement, 1981-1984
Upon taking office, President Reagan was confronted with a devolving situation
in southern Africa. Negotiations on the independence of Namibia had stalled; non-white
South Africans were suffering more than ever under the apartheid regime, which refused
to make substantial reforms; regional tensions and violence were pervasive, as South
Africa implemented a “destabilization policy” in attacking its neighbors; and, perhaps
most worrying of all to the Reagan administration, over 20,000 Cuban troops were
present in Angola, welcomed by the Marxist MPLA government to be used in its conflict
against South Africa.1
Constructive engagement was designed to address each of these problems, all in
service of preserving American strategic interests in the region. However, during
Reagan’s first term, the policy brought more failures than victories. By 1985, the
apartheid regime was more entrenched than ever—the Botha government was clearly
devoted to maintaining the racist system and was willing to engage in violent repression
to do so. This directly subverted the expectations and logic of constructive engagement.
The regional situation remained tense, as Pretoria continued to pursue the destabilization
of those neighbors it viewed as threats. Chester Crocker’s intervention, via the strategy of
linkage, was miscalculated and based on flawed assumptions, often acting as an obstacle
to negotiations rather than facilitating them. Finally, by the end of Reagan’s first term,
domestic opposition to constructive engagement, in the form of the divestment
movement, had spiked, presenting a formidable challenge that would have intense
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ramifications during Reagan’s second term. Even with its failures, however, the Reagan
administration refused to seriously re-evaluate constructive engagement, remaining
devoted to its underlying assumptions and demonstrating an inflexibility that would
ultimately compound the shortcomings of the policy itself.
As envisioned by Crocker, constructive engagement had three main goals: to
maintain a good relationship with Pretoria and thus preserve U.S. strategic interests, to
bring about the reform of the apartheid system, and to resolve regional conflicts in
Namibia and Angola. The policy rested on a series of interlocking assumptions about
South Africa, the regional situation, and previous U.S. policy toward the apartheid
regime. First, the Reagan administration believed that South African fears of communist
encroachment were valid. In a memo to the president dated March 18, 1981, Secretary of
State Alexander Haig laid out the administration’s overall strategic objectives in southern
Africa, emphasizing the desire to “resist and reduce Soviet, Cuban, and local Marxist
influence,” and illustrating that the Reagan administration, just like the apartheid regime,
saw numerous sources of communism in southern Africa.2 Angola, Mozambique, and
Zimbabwe were all governed by Marxist-leaning governments—the MPLA in Angola,
the Frente de Libertação de Moçambique (FRELIMO) in Mozambique, and the
Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) in newly independent Zimbabwe.
Meanwhile, other national liberation groups, including the exiled ANC and Namibia’s
South West African People’s Organization (SWAPO), were backed by the Soviet Union
and viewed with much hostility by the South African government.
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All of this led Crocker to summarily categorize the entirety of southern Africa as
“a festering sore which literally invited Soviet mischief.”3 Reagan and Botha alike
viewed the Communist presence and threat in southern Africa with alarm, seriously
believing that “there is no doubt that southern Africa is a major target in Soviet strategy”
and that “Soviet domination of the region would have serious implications for the West.”4
These assumptions aligned with the Cold War outlook of the Reagan administration, and,
accordingly, demanded that the United States formulate a policy toward southern Africa
that would prevent “hand[ing] Moscow” the “huge gift” of southern Africa.5 According
to this view, the United States could not just walk away from the problems in southern
Africa, abandoning Pretoria to face a “total onslaught” of communism and condemning
southern Africa to become a “Marxist-apartheid nightmare.”6 In order to resist the Soviet
Union, the “global adversary”7 of the United States, and contain the spread of
communism, the Reagan administration would have to act in concert with anticommunist Pretoria, maintaining it as an ally in the “rough neighborhood” of a southern
Africa marked by turmoil.8
The second assumption of constructive engagement, implicit in the first, was that
southern Africa was strategically important to the United States. This belief had shaped
the South Africa policies of every U.S. administration since Harry Truman. The most
important consideration for successive administrations was access to strategic minerals in
3
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southern Africa, especially in South Africa, which possessed “the greatest concentration
of strategic and critical materials in the western world.” These minerals included
platinum group metals, manganese, chromium, vanadium, and cobalt, all of which
Reagan officials considered “vital for U.S. defense and industrial preparedness.”9 The
United States was dependent on external sources, including South Africa, for several of
these minerals. For example, from 1980-1983, the United States imported 82% of the
chromium it consumed, 55% of which was supplied by South Africa.10 Causing further
consternation was the fact that the largest alternative supplier of several of these strategic
minerals was the Soviet Union, or countries in the Soviet Bloc. Of the world reserves of
platinum group metals, for instance, South Africa held 80% while the USSR held 17%.11
The rabidly anti-communist Reagan officials could not countenance a growing strategic
dependence on the Soviet Union. In addition, South Africa’s strategic minerals
strengthened U.S. determination to stop the advance of communism in southern Africa. If
South Africa were to be abandoned by the United States and forced to turn to the Soviet
Union (a situation that seemed ridiculously unlikely, at minimum) the communist world
would come to control an even greater share of the world’s minerals.12 Thus, the United
States needed to build a warm relationship with Pretoria in order not to risk losing access
to its supplies of strategic minerals.
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South Africa was also important because of its location by the Cape route, the
main shipping lane to the West for oil. Approximately 65% of Europe’s oil imports came
via the Cape, giving it significant strategic value.13 Finally, South Africa was strategically
important because of its position as a stridently anti-communist and relatively
industrialized nation in southern Africa, making it an automatic ally in the Cold War, at
least in the view of the Reagan administration. Again, the Reagan administration believed
that the strategic importance of South Africa demanded not only a warm relationship with
Pretoria, but a policy aimed at reducing regional tensions that might endanger strategic
interests anyway.
At the center of constructive engagement was a third assumption: that the
apartheid regime would not respond to external pressure for internal reform. In his article
setting out the policy of constructive engagement, Chester Crocker highlighted the
“posture of continued defiance” exhibited by the apartheid regime, which he suggested
was rooted in “Afrikaner nationalism” and a shared history of struggle.14 The survival
instinct and “siege mentality” of the Afrikaner minority was strong, Crocker posited. Any
attempt at punitive pressure would simply prompt the apartheid establishment to “[dig] in
its heels,” as it was more willing to “go it alone” than relent.15 Racism was too deeply
entrenched in South African society, apartheid too strongly linked to the self-perceptions
of white South Africans, for external pressure to make any progress in changing white
mindsets. Central to this belief was a critique of the Carter era. Ignoring the failures of
President Nixon’s South Africa policy, which was actually strikingly similar to
13
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constructive engagement, Reagan officials excoriated President Carter’s anti-apartheid
tactics as accomplishing nothing. Crocker, for instance, argued that Carter’s policy
amounted to “verbal flagellation and lectures from the American pulpit,” which brought
only “increased distance in the [U.S.-South African] relationship” and thus “forfeited
significant influence over South Africa.”16 Crocker insisted that “indignation and strong
convictions do not constitute a foreign policy” and that “the path of rhetoric and
preaching has failed in the past…and it is no more likely to be successful now.”17 In light
of Carter’s failures, then, a new South Africa policy was needed—one that was not
predicated on punitive pressure for change.
The final assumption underlying constructive engagement was that the Botha
government, while immune to external pressure, would respond to quiet diplomacy
employed by a friendly ally. Reagan officials relied on three lines of reasoning to support
this assumption. First, they believed Prime Minister Botha to be a modernizer and
reformer. Theorizing the existence of a moderate-extremist split in the National Party,
Crocker posited that “Botha and his coalition have been carrying out…a drawn-out coup
d’état” against the more conservative proponents of apartheid.18 This moderate-extremist
split, rather than pulling Botha to the right, could be exploited by the United States and
result in a more moderate apartheid government. Crocker suggested that “the obscure
politics of Afrikanerdom have become more pragmatic and seemingly rational, less tribal
and ideological,” and thus Pretoria would be more open to compromise. Members of the
Botha government had apparently learned that apartheid was “an unworkable monster,”
16
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and were determined to take South Africa down the path of reform.19 As evidence,
Reagan officials pointed to Botha’s speech to the National Party Congress on August 15,
1979, wherein he declared: “the world does not remain the same, and if we as
government want to act in the best interests of the country…then we have to be prepared
to adapt our policy…otherwise we die.”20 As would become clear, Botha’s statement was
an indication that he would only reform apartheid in order to preserve its most
fundamental functions—separate development and the political disenfranchisement of
blacks. The architects of constructive engagement, however, interpreted Botha’s speech
as a commitment to reform and, pairing it with slight reforms such as the legalization of
black unions in 1979, found reason to be optimistic.
The second reason Reagan officials believed constructive engagement would
bring internal reform was that they saw U.S. businesses as a liberalizing force in South
Africa. This, combined with general economic improvement, would help bring change to
the apartheid system. For example, Under Secretary for Political Affairs Michael H.
Armacost asserted that “the greatest enemy of apartheid is a modernizing economy and
an expanding work force which need skilled labor, regardless of skin color.”21 He argued
that, in this way, U.S. investment in South Africa could indirectly bring about change. 22
Furthermore Reagan officials insisted that U.S. businesses could be a direct source of
19
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reform through adherence to the Sullivan Principles and economic programs. These
practices would, theoretically, improve the lives of black workers, their families, and
their communities, creating a ripple effect of reform and leading by example. In this way,
U.S. businesses could take a “constructive role in breaking down racial barriers” in
apartheid South Africa.23 Again, then, the Reagan administration believed that the
situation demanded U.S. engagement in South Africa, as officials formulated policy in a
way that would supposedly protect both U.S. economic interests and the interests of
oppressed black South Africans.
The final reason that the administration believed Pretoria would respond to quiet
diplomacy rested in Crocker’s vision for the reformation of apartheid. Crocker knew that
the racist Pretoria regime was deeply entrenched in South African society, and believed
that external influence, whether punitive or friendly, could not uproot the system entirely.
However, such upheaval was never a goal of the Reagan administration. As Crocker saw
it, the change brought by Botha under U.S. influence could only be a gradual process of
“evolutionary change,”24 rather than a complete “dismantling of apartheid.”25 Like the
Nixon administration, the Reagan administration was evidently willing to wait for the
rigid apartheid regime to be gently guided into bestowing civil and political rights upon
non-white South Africans. Indeed, Crocker called for “empathy” for the “awesome
political dilemma”26 faced by the whites who were imposing apartheid, having
determined that the United States could “best promote change…by working with the
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white power structure and taking account of white fears.”27 For Reagan officials, reform
could not be rushed, except perhaps through violence or the risking of U.S. interests.
Because it did not anticipate any substantial reforms, the Reagan administration was
satisfied with the quiet diplomacy of constructive engagement and believed it would
eventually be successful in reforming apartheid, at least to some extent.
In applying these assumptions of constructive engagement to southern Africa, the
Reagan administration saw three major challenges: the continued illegal occupation of
Namibia by South Africa, the presence of Cuban forces in Angola, and the recalcitrance
of Pretoria to reform apartheid. Constructive engagement would have to address each of
these complex and entangled problems.
When Reagan came into office, Namibia was still dominated by South Africa,
despite decades of international attempts to negotiate independence. In December 1974,
for example, the UN passed Resolution 366, which demanded that South Africa withdraw
from Namibia within six months.28 Pretoria refused, announcing its intention to form an
interim government in Namibia. In 1976, the UN recognized SWAPO as the “legitimate
representative of Namibia,” much to the alarm of the United States and South Africa,
which both “remained extremely suspicious of SWAPO”29 as a “Soviet-oriented, Marxist
movement.”30 Two years later, in 1978, the United Nations unanimously adopted
Security Council Resolution 435, which aimed at ending South Africa’s illegal
27
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administration of Namibia.31 Resolution 435 was adopted after a year of negotiations
between SWAPO President Samuel Nujoma, the South African government, and the
“Western Five” Contact Group (France, Britain, the United States, West Germany, and
Canada).32 The resolution set out a plan for independent elections in Namibia, to be
administered by the South African government under the supervision of a United Nations
Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG). This, the UN hoped, would ensure free and
democratic elections in a country that had been dominated by Pretoria since 1919.
Resolution 435 also called for a ceasefire and the withdrawal of South African troops
from Namibia, which was one of the three targets of South Africa’s regional
destabilization policy. It would ultimately take ten years for Resolution 435 to be carried
out, a delay principally caused by South Africa’s regional conflicts undermining
negotiations and Pretoria’s unwillingness to comply with the UN plan.
The South African Defense Force (SADF) had been fighting SWAPO in Namibia
since 1966. Fighting occurred in Angola as well, where the MPLA, “SWAPO’s primary
African patron,” offered bases to SWAPO for launching attacks against the South African
military.33 In this way, the tension between South Africa and Namibia was inherently
linked to the Angolan-South African conflict. Pretoria had long been hostile to Angola
due to its Marxist MPLA government and the presence of Cuban troops, which began
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arriving in 1975 as support in the Angolan Civil War.34 The MPLA and Cubans were
fighting UNITA, an Angolan national liberation group that was backed by the United
States and South Africa. While the United States government cut off its financial
participation in the Angolan Civil War by December 1975, with the passage of the Clark
Amendment, Pretoria remained deeply involved.35 Thus, tensions between South Africa
and Angola were based in South Africa’s support for the anti-MPLA UNITA and in
Angola’s aid to the anti-Pretoria SWAPO, as well as in Pretoria’s reflexive anticommunism. The United States, for its part, displayed a consistent sympathy for UNITA
and dislike of SWAPO, determined primarily by U.S. devotion to anti-communism.
Because of this anti-communism, as held by the architects of constructive engagement,
the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola would be of the highest priority.
Together, Namibia and Angola were two of the three targets of South Africa’s
destabilization policy. The third was Mozambique, where the Marxist FRELIMO party
held power. Like the MPLA, its Angolan counterpart, FRELIMO was supported by the
Soviet Union and came to prominence as a national liberation group in the wake of
Portuguese decolonization. Compounding South African reflexive hostility toward the
Marxist-leaning FRELIMO was the presence of ANC bases in Mozambique. Because
Mozambique and South Africa shared a border, Pretoria viewed the FRELIMO
government as a dangerous facilitator of anti-apartheid activity, because it allowed ANC
members (banned in South Africa since the Sharpeville massacre) to attack South Africa
across the border. Pretoria’s “principal instrument of destabilization” in Mozambique was
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the Resistência Nacional Moçambicana (RENAMO), an insurgent group established by
Rhodesia in the mid-1970s in order to weaken Mozambique’s ability to support antiRhodesian groups. With South African patronage, RENAMO committed brutal atrocities
against Mozambicans, attacking civilians and destroying the rural economy in an attempt
to destabilize the FRELIMO regime.36 Thus, in both Angola and Mozambique, South
Africa carried out a campaign of destabilization by supporting opposition groups.
Pretoria’s destabilization tactics and attitude toward SWAPO consistently
undermined Namibian independence negotiations, and though Prime Minister Botha had
agreed to Resolution 435 in principle, the apartheid government “could not be pinned
down to act upon it.”37 In January 1981, just before Reagan’s inauguration, a conference
was held in Geneva with the purpose of jumpstarting the stalled negotiations by selecting
a cease-fire date. This would hopefully “clear the way to independence for the territory
by the end of the year.”38 However, the talks ultimately collapsed without agreement,
resulting in condemnation of South Africa by the UN, which deplored South African
“intransigence” and “persistent defiance of the international community.”39 This outcome
suited the Reagan administration, however, which feared a SWAPO victory if elections
were held in Namibia: as Crocker put it, “Ronald Reagan had not been elected to make
Africa safe for Marxism.”40
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As Reagan’s first term began, the Botha government demonstrated renewed
intransigence, believing that “the approaching inauguration of President Reagan appeared
to offer the South Africans the possibility of a better deal.”41 Botha himself remarked that
Reagan’s election had given Pretoria “four years in which South Africa could better its
strategic position and ward off the threat of sanctions.”42 Pretoria remained as committed
as ever to the principles of apartheid, repeating that “South Africa could not allow itself
to be pressured into abandoning its policies in order to satisfy the rest of the world,” and
correctly expecting Reagan to ease external pressure.43 The failure of the Geneva
Conference, however, brought with it the specter of punitive sanctions, an outcome that
the Reagan administration wanted to avoid nearly as much as Pretoria.44 Accordingly, the
architects of constructive engagement were further motivated to address the regional
tensions in southern Africa and calm international outrage.
At the center of Crocker’s strategy for addressing these regional disputes was the
tactic of linkage, which tied the independence of Namibia to the withdrawal of Cuban
forces from Angola. Crocker believed that, if carried out successfully, linkage could
address all three of the problems plaguing southern Africa. He assumed that the
resolution of the Namibia and Angola conflicts would foster a “regional climate
conducive to compromise and accommodation,” while simultaneously prompting
stability that would preserve U.S. strategic interests in the region.45
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As Crocker envisioned it, linkage had benefits for every party involved. First, it
was in the moral and strategic interests of Angola to get South Africa out of Namibia: the
moral benefit rested in the MPLA’s sympathy for their counterpart, SWAPO, and for the
plight of black Namibians under Pretoria’s rule. Meanwhile, linkage served Angola’s
strategic interests because the SADF would not be able to fight the MPLA effectively
with an independent Namibia as a buffer state between them. South Africans, Crocker
thought, would also see strategic benefits from linkage. First, the withdrawal of Cuban
troops from Angola would leave the MPLA to fight UNITA alone, suiting Pretoria’s
ultimate goal of unseating the Marxist MPLA. Even if withdrawal did not bring military
victory in Angola, however, the Botha government would be happy to see a lessening of
communist presence in the region. The price, of course, would be control over Namibia—
a price that Crocker hoped Pretoria would be willing to pay. For its part, the United States
believed that a Cuban withdrawal, in addition being to “inherently attractive in its own
rights,” would force reconciliation between the MPLA and UNITA.46 Officials such as
Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs Lawrence Eagleburger believed that a
weakened MPLA would concede that “the only way to deal with UNITA in the end is to
reach a political compromise with it,” rather than stretching out an unwinnable war.47 The
corresponding end to the Angolan Civil War would serve U.S. interests by easing turmoil
that they believed invited Soviet involvement, while an MPLA-UNITA reconciliation
would hopefully ensure the survival of UNITA in some form.
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Importantly, then, constructive engagement was a policy that was based in efforts
to stabilize southern Africa, aiming to cool tensions between Angola, Namibia, and South
Africa. However, Pretoria operated on the assumption that its tactics had to be rooted in
destabilization, allowing it to protect its strategic interests and to ensure the survival of
the apartheid regime by undermining its opponents, like the MPLA and SWAPO. Thus,
U.S. and South African foreign policies were fundamentally at odds. Indeed, it was one
of the flaws of constructive engagement that it was predicated on the reconciliation of
South African and U.S. tactics. This structural flaw would prevent the success of
Crocker’s regional policies for several years.
There were other pitfalls in linkage that would soon become clear: it failed to
sufficiently address the presence of the SADF in Angola, operated on the belief that the
MPLA could be convinced to give up crucial Cuban support, and thought that the MPLA
would reconcile with UNITA, a black nationalist group that was unforgivably supported
by the racist Pretoria regime. Linkage also imagined that Botha could convince fellow
right-wing politicians and the military to give up Namibia and bow out of a war with
Angola that they believed UNITA could win.48 The implementation of constructive
engagement would thus require extensive and complex negotiations, exercised through
“nimble” diplomacy and in spite of the structural flaws of both linkage and, more
broadly, constructive engagement itself.49
Reagan’s first year in office was characterized by three broad themes: an
increasingly close relationship with Pretoria (in spite of continual violence in Angola and
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no indication of any reforming of apartheid), continued Namibian independence
negotiations, and deteriorating relationships with black Africa, particularly Mozambique.
Over the course of the year, some of the structural contradictions of constructive
engagement began to emerge, especially with respect to Pretoria’s regional
destabilization and internal intransigence.
Throughout 1981, the Reagan administration looked to create a warmer
relationship with Pretoria. In May 1981, South African Foreign Minister Roelof Frederik
“Pik” Botha visited Washington to meet with President Reagan and Secretary Haig for
the first time.50 A paper written by Crocker outlined the primary objective of the meeting:
To tell the South Africans that we are willing with them to open a new chapter in
our relationship based upon strategic reality…and the continued explicit
commitment of P.W. Botha’s government to domestic change…. Although we
may continue to differ on apartheid…we can cooperate with a society undergoing
constructive change. [Pretoria’s] explicit commitment in this direction will enable
us to work with [them]. [They] must help to make this approach credible.51
Haig later reported that the meeting “accomplished our major objective…to establish a
new relationship with South Africa.” In their meeting, Haig and Pik agreed on the
principle of linkage, emphasizing especially that there would be “no Soviet flag in
Windhoek.”52 Meanwhile, in anticipation of public concern about the meeting, Press
Secretary Larry Speakes was told to emphasize that “the U.S. cannot and will not endorse
the principles of apartheid,” and that the meeting was not indicative of a U.S. “tilt toward
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South Africa.” However, the Reagan administration insisted that “consultation and
communication with the South African government are correct and necessary…we will
not be put in a position of choosing between our interests in black Africa and South
Africa.”53 Already, the Reagan administration had to balance its steps toward Pretoria
with domestic justifications.
In fact, even before the meeting with Pik Botha, and indeed before the Reagan
administration made substantial policy moves, it began to defend constructive
engagement before a domestic audience and to the international community. As became
the pattern, President Reagan included a rote condemnation of apartheid when he spoke
of Pretoria, before launching into a defense of the South African government (distinct
from its racial policies) and, correspondingly, constructive engagement. In a March 1981
interview with Walter Cronkite, for example, when asked whether the United States
should “drop all of our concerns about human rights in South Africa,” Reagan responded:
No, no, and I think…that there’s been a failure, maybe for political reasons in this
country, to recognize how many people, black and white, in South Africa are
trying to remove apartheid and the steps that they’ve taken and the gains that
they’ve made. As long as there’s a sincere and honest effort being made…it
would seem to me that we should be trying to be helpful…. Can we abandon a
country that has stood beside us in every war we’ve ever fought, a country that
strategically is essential to the free world…? I just feel that…if we’re going to sit
down at a table and negotiate with the Russians, surely we can keep the door open
and continue to negotiate with a friendly nation like South Africa.54
In his answer, Reagan immediately shifted from a cursory acknowledgement of the
importance of human rights to a defense of Pretoria, painting the Botha regime as
moderate and reformist, just as constructive engagement assumed. In the coming years,
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with the growth of the anti-apartheid movement in the United States, more emphasis
would come to be placed on condemning the apartheid regime. Before the mid-1980s,
however, South Africa was not a top concern for much of the American public: indeed, in
one December 1978 poll asking for “the two or three biggest foreign policy problems
facing the United States today,” only 4% of respondents named any African issue.55
Domestic interest and opposition would spike only by the end of Reagan’s first term.
As it was, Washington was still very aware that it could not be seen to “endorse a
system that is racist in purpose or effect.”56 As the Reagan administration began to
implement constructive engagement, it attempted to pre-empt any criticism of the policy,
especially worried about the U.S. relationship with black Africa. For example, in March
1981, a potential visit by Jonas Savimbi, the head of UNITA, was discouraged; the
Department of State worried that it would offend “African chiefs of state if the first
African leader received at the highest level was one considered by many (incorrectly) to
be a South African stooge.”57 This caution with respect to Savimbi did not change the
overall policy of constructive engagement, nor did it signal a desire to re-evaluate any
fundamental assumptions about the legitimacy of UNITA or the necessity of being
friendly with Pretoria. Indeed, only a few weeks later, Secretary Haig requested a signal
to Savimbi that he was welcome to visit and that the administration believed him to be “a
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bona fide nationalist.”58 Haig later insisted that “we should be prepared to see him despite
the orchestrated screams from certain quarters.”59 Savimbi would officially meet with
Reagan within the year. This was indicative of a general trend in the implementation of
constructive engagement: when necessary, minor efforts to conciliate opponents of
constructive engagement would be made publicly, while the underlying policy remained
inflexible in its assumptions, tactics, and goals.
This trend of inflexibility was visible in U.S. treatment of Pretoria throughout
1981, which was consistently positive, despite the lack of concrete evidence that Botha
would reform apartheid. In addition to the meetings with Pik Botha, the Reagan
administration made multiple concessions toward the apartheid regime. For example, in
June 1981 it relaxed a Carter-era sales embargo that had prohibited exports to the South
African police and military.60 In 1980, the Carter administration had also embargoed all
nuclear fuel deliveries to South Africa until Pretoria agreed to follow International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards.61 The Reagan administration followed this
embargo, but worked around it at Prime Minister Botha’s request, convincing France to
deliver the fuel and then be reimbursed by the United States. 62 This was in spite of the
fact that Pretoria still refused to adhere to the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
Treaty (NPT) or IAEA safeguards—a signal that Pretoria was not responding to
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constructive engagement’s positive sanctions with even limited reforms.63 Even with
these early indications of the failures of constructive engagement, however, the policy
was not reevaluated. The Reagan administration remained committed to softening its
stance toward Pretoria, to the point of abstaining on a UN resolution that simply
expressed solidarity with the women and children who suffered under apartheid.64
Despite its closer relationship with the United States, and continued entreaties by
the Reagan administration for regional peace, Pretoria continued to pursue its policy of
destabilization. In August 1981, South Africa launched Operation Protea into Angola’s
southern Cunene Province.65 The “large-scale invasion”66 resulted in 450
SWAPO/Angolan deaths, while fourteen South Africans were killed.67 The international
community strongly condemned the South African action, and the UN Security Council
considered a resolution condemning Pretoria for the Angolan invasion. The United
States, however, used its veto to defeat the resolution.68 Throughout the year, South
Africa also continued to support RENAMO in Mozambique, intensifying U.S. concerns
that Pretoria and RENAMO were “seriously talking about [RENAMO] taking Maputo
and overthrowing the [FRELIMO] regime.”69
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Just as it continued to implement its regional destabilization policy, the Botha
government remained committed to the ideology of apartheid. One manifestation of this
was the continuing homelands project, operating under the vision of “grand apartheid”—
that all non-white South Africans would live in their own independent countries,
relocated and deprived of their South African citizenship, and leaving South Africa for
the whites. Before Reagan came into office, three homelands had become “independent:”
Transkei in 1976, Bophuthatswana in 1977, and Venda in 1979.70 Ever since 1963, when
Transkei had first become “self-governing,” it had been U.S. policy not to recognize the
homelands as legitimately independent, a policy that was continued under the Reagan
administration. However, the Botha government remained committed to the homelands.
In August 1981, members of the Progressive Federal Party (a South African opposition
party) visited resettlement camps in Ciskei, a homeland which was to become
independent in December. The Ciskeian camps, called “camps of shame” by a Port
Elizabeth newspaper, were filled with 20,000 South Africans who had been forced out of
their homes. The PFP members observed poverty and dilapidation, writing that “job
opportunities are nonexistent and the people appealed to us for work saying that they
were hungry.”71 The conditions in the homelands invited frequent international
condemnation as well as internal outrage. For his part, Botha declared that “the PFP
could wait until chickens grow teeth before he would adopt their policies.” Though he
went on to “again reject…opposition claims that he had deviated from his reform path,” it
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was clear that Pretoria was taking no action to substantively reform apartheid.72 Indeed,
as the 1981 Human Rights Report argued, the “continued existence of the apartheid
system…[and] the continued relegation of blacks to the homelands in terms of national
political participation” indicated that Botha was not committed to “fundamental political
reform.”73
Moreover, 1981 also saw little progress on Namibian independence negotiations,
which were to be divided into three phases. The first phase, as decided by the United
States, consisted of defining constitutional principles for a future independent Namibia,
the end goal being “a free, democratic system in which the rights and property of all will
be protected.”74 The Contact Group met several times throughout 1981 to develop these
constitutional principles, and in September it finished a proposal to be presented to South
Africa, Namibia, and the Frontline States (a coalition of African states committed to
ending apartheid).75 Since the failed Geneva talks, South Africa had indicated its
reluctance to go forward with the UN plan under Resolution 435, fearful that elections in
Namibia would result in a SWAPO victory, a concern shared by the Reagan
administration. Thus, the Contact Group proposal stipulated that the Namibian
constitution would require a two-thirds majority to be adopted by the constituent
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assembly, a “failsafe mechanism” meant to decrease the likelihood of an outright
SWAPO victory.76
To further assuage South African fears, the United States abstained on an
emergency UN resolution in September 1981 that called for sanctions against South
Africa and support for the Frontline States and SWAPO.77 The Reagan administration
hoped that such a move would demonstrate to Pretoria that the UN “will not affect the
Contact Group’s continuing effort toward [Namibian independence].”78 The rest of the
year was devoted to Phase I negotiations, as the Reagan administration tried to convince
its allies that Angola could be on the agenda of the Contact Group79 and to moderate
South African insistence on land compensation to white farmers in Namibia.80 By
January 1982, a set of constitutional principles had been established, although an
agreement on the Namibian electoral system was still elusive.81
Over the course of the year, as U.S.-South African relations grew friendlier, the
U.S. relationship with black African states like Mozambique deteriorated. In March 1981,
in an article that signaled this rapid decline, The Washington Post reported that “black
African nations have begun criticizing the Reagan administration,” specifically naming
Zimbabwe’s Prime Minister Robert Mugabe, Sierra Leone’s President and Chairman of
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the Organization of African Unity (OAU) Siaka Stevens, and Mozambican President
Samora Machel. The Reagan administration’s conciliatory efforts toward Pretoria had not
gone unnoticed, as Mugabe, Stevens, and Machel all criticized the “drift by the Reagan
administration toward improved relations with white-ruled South Africa and away from a
U.N.-sponsored plan to bring independence to [Namibia].”82 In a further indication of
souring U.S.-African relations, the OAU adopted a resolution in June 1981 that
“vehemently denounce[d]” the Reagan administration “for undertaking steps to forge
close links with the apartheid regime.”83
The complaints by African leaders had little effect on the implementation of
constructive engagement. A few months later, United States Information Agency Director
Charles Z. Wick wrote to the Reagan administration, warning that “we are today
misperceived in Black Africa as being pro-apartheid…. The misperception can damage
our military…and…economic ties with Black Africa and has already widely benefited
psychologically Moscow’s hopes to lead the continent toward a communist future.”84 The
Secretary of State, however, brushed off Wick’s concerns, responding that “[we] have at
every opportunity publicly stated our abhorrence of apartheid,” but it “had had no visible
effect on the drumfire of African criticism.”85 Ignoring the reality that constructive
engagement was directly harming U.S.-African relations, Reagan officials once more
refused to re-evaluate the fundamental logic of the policy.
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The most severe problems in U.S.-African relations came in Mozambique,
sparked by the March 1981 expulsion of four U.S. diplomats accused of being spies.
Reagan officials, calling the expulsion a “small and dirty tactic,” urged “appropriate,
swift, and symmetrical retaliation.”86 A week later, when Chester Crocker agreed to give
Mozambique $8.1 million in foodstuff aid, the White House immediately halted the plan,
calling it “an incredibly bad move which signals weakness and passivity” and suggesting
that only states “who are less hostile and more supportive of our interests” deserved U.S.
humanitarian aid.87
By halting aid, the Reagan administration hoped to force Mozambique to alter its
rhetorical stance toward the United States. On the contrary, the U.S.-Mozambican
relationship continued to devolve throughout the year. In July 1981, meeting with the
U.S. ambassador in Mozambique, President Machel “rapped America for backsliding on
Namibia,” and for Reagan’s “tilt toward South Africa.” He insisted that “American
attempts to link Cuban withdrawal from Angola to South African withdrawal from
Namibia were wrong,” and excoriated the Reagan government’s “lack of concern about
African sentiments.”88 The next month, in a speech at a banquet for the Swedish Prime
Minister, Machel accused the United States of “creating conditions for a new world war”
and called for international condemnation of U.S. actions. The U.S. ambassador to
Mozambique described Machel’s “catalogue of U.S. sins” as “one of the strongest attacks
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made on the U.S. since 1975.”89 Constructive engagement clearly had not created
regional stability, as the U.S. tilt toward South Africa only compounded regional
tensions.
By the end of 1981, the Reagan administration appeared no closer to
accomplishing any of its goals: while it had cultivated a closer relationship with Pretoria,
it was at the expense of good relations with black Africa and, furthermore, had made no
difference in Pretoria’s internal agenda. In addition, linkage was making little headway as
a negotiating framework. The following year would see a continuation of some of the
same patterns, with limited progress. In 1982, the Reagan administration further softened
its stance toward Pretoria, in spite of indications that constructive engagement was not
ameliorating apartheid or South Africa’s destabilization tactics. Meanwhile, there were
continued roadblocks in the implementation of linkage, as Washington struggled to get
all parties on the same page. Part of this process involved a lessening of tensions with
Mozambique, a movement that the Reagan administration interpreted as the first
successful steps toward regional stabilization.
In his second year in office, President Reagan continued to make concessions
toward Pretoria. In March 1982, for example, he further relaxed the Carter-era embargo
on sales to South African military and police, allowing the sale of food, clothing,
industrial and office equipment, and certain chemicals. At the same time, Secretary of
State George Shultz insisted that the United States would maintain “a strong symbolic
and practical disassociation…from the enforcement of apartheid in South Africa,”
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promising to adhere to the 1977 UN arms embargo.90 Even so, the relaxation was
“roundly condemned” by constructive engagement’s critics.91 The Reagan administration
also “eased a long-standing practice of not allowing high-ranking South African military
officers into [the United States] on official business.”92 This conciliatory attitude toward
Pretoria held through the end of the year, when the United States was the only country in
the UN to vote against a resolution addressing apartheid in sport.93
As before, U.S. policy toward Pretoria did not yield significant results, and the
Botha regime remained committed to its destabilization policy and the apartheid system.
In the first half of 1982, SADF actions in Angola showed no signs of abating; indeed,
Reagan officials noted that Pretoria was actually becoming “more aggressive in their
covert activities in neighboring states,” stepping up aid to RENAMO and UNITA.94
South African aggression toward Angola specifically would slow somewhat by the end of
the year, as will be discussed later, but Pretoria had by no means abandoned its
destabilization policy. For example, in December 1982, the SADF attacked Lesotho,
killing at least thirty-seven people, including children. Pretoria alleged that the operation
was a strike against ANC members, saying that deaths of the children were accidental,
while Lesotho insisted that most of victims were “political refugees and not active
insurgents.” South African actions generated international criticism, and the Reagan
90
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administration denounced the attack. However, Reagan officials refused to interpret the
killings as proof that Pretoria was committed to violence and destabilization, instead
suggesting that it only proved the necessity of constructive engagement, which was
focused on “finding a means of resolving the problems of the region through peaceful
negotiation and conciliation.”95 President Reagan, when asked specifically about the
Lesotho raid and its implications for constructive engagement, merely answered, “Well,
we let them know our unhappiness about that. But we have made progress,” once again
defending constructive engagement despite its clear failures to meaningfully dissuade
Pretoria from inciting regional violence.96
The Botha government also remained devoted to the apartheid system, showing
few concrete signs of reform. In April 1982, Herman Nickel, the new U.S. ambassador to
South Africa, met Prime Minister Botha for the first time. Botha told Nickel that he
welcomed “the beginning of a new and more constructive chapter in U.S.-South African
relations.” During the meeting, Botha alternated between rhetoric of shallow reform and a
commitment to the same racist ideology that had undergirded the apartheid system for
decades:
Though he thought that the process would take “a generation,” he knew that the
time of this Prime Ministership was a time to move forward towards an
accommodation of the rights of all of the groups that make up South Africa….
Though, quite naturally, [whites] wanted no solution that would endanger their
own right to national survival…. It was logical to concentrate…on bringing
coloreds and Asians into the new political dispensation. The coloreds, he said,
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were a “Western” people…. As for the blacks, the problem here was…the reality
of tribal loyalties….
Botha remained firmly dedicated to the underlying beliefs of apartheid, fearful of
challenging the status of whites and continuing to view South African society in binary
terms of “Western” versus “tribal” peoples, the latter of whom were unprepared for
political participation. Botha went on to warn Nickel to “remember that pressurizing
South Africa would have exactly the opposite effect from the effect intended.” Ignoring
these hints of Botha’s essential unwillingness to reform apartheid, Nickel reported
positively about the new “close working relationship” with Pretoria.97
Meanwhile, Chester Crocker spent 1982 attempting to carry out Phase II of the
Namibian negotiations, though Phase I was still incomplete. The second phase of the
negotiations called for discussions over the “role of the UN and the composition and
parameters of the UNTAG” that would supervise Namibian elections.98 These issues had
derailed the Namibian negotiations in 1978-1980 because of South African mistrust of
the UN.99 Phase II also required a commitment by both Angola and South Africa to
adhere to the concept of linkage. Over the course of the year, negotiations stalled once
more as the issue of Cuban withdrawal from Angola became “a stumbling block,”100 or,
as Chester Crocker put it, “the sole remaining obstacle to a settlement.”101
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The problem rested in the shortcomings inherent in Crocker’s linkage framework,
which called for Namibian elections if and only if Cuban troops withdrew from Angola.
Angola and the Frontline States rejected linkage on principle, arguing that the Cuban
troops were an internal Angolan issue that should not take precedence over the continued
South African illegal occupation and imposition of apartheid in Namibia.102 In addition,
the MPLA distrusted the United States and was reluctant to work with Washington, citing
the Reagan administration’s close relationship with Pretoria, its historical support of
UNITA, and its 1981 veto of the UN resolution condemning South Africa’s Operation
Protea.103 Finally, the MPLA would never reconcile with UNITA, as Crocker had hoped,
and could only lose 7,000 Cuban troops without hurting its chances of victory, a number
far too low for Pretoria.104 Furthermore, the MPLA relied on the Cuban troops to repel
South African attacks. Crocker did little to assuage the MPLA’s security concerns, telling
Angolan President José Eduardo dos Santos that he could not persuade South Africa to
stop helping UNITA.105
Meanwhile, following Crocker’s lead, Botha insisted that Namibian independence
be linked to Cuban withdrawal, refusing to move forward on Namibia until the MPLA
committed to drastically reducing the number of Cuban troops in Angola. For their part,
Reagan officials worried that Pretoria would not settle for anything less than complete
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withdrawal in an attempt to gain “political ammunition” against internal right-wing
concerns about Namibian independence.106 The international community, including the
United States, still viewed the South African occupation of Namibia as illegal, but by
introducing linkage Crocker had effectively “removed Pretoria’s obligation to swiftly
withdraw from this territory.”107 Pretoria had only to point to the Cuban troops in order to
defend its refusal to withdraw from Namibia. The United States, after having engineered
the framework of linkage, and indeed, having banked on removing the communist
influence in Angola, chose not to re-evaluate the policy and instead remained “in
something of a box.”108 Because the Reagan administration never considered abandoning
linkage, and thus could not challenge the internal logic of South African intransigence,
negotiations in the second half of 1982 were focused on ameliorating Angolan reluctance.
It took the involvement of Mozambique, combined with continued U.S. efforts at
negotiation, to make progress in convincing Angola to accept linkage.
At the beginning of 1982, U.S.-Mozambican relations were still tense. In June
1982, for example, Reagan officials debated whether to give Mozambique $6.9 million in
foodstuff aid. The State Department argued that the aid would improve U.S. credibility
among the Frontline States and strengthen the moderates in Machel’s government,
bringing about expanded ties to the West. Other Reagan officials, including Reagan’s
National Security Advisor William P. Clark, objected strongly, insisting that there were
no moderates to be wooed and that Chester Crocker was wrong about the “favorable
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trends” in Mozambique. They specifically denounced the continued Mozambican ties to
Moscow, suggesting that Machel was looking to the Soviet Union for support against a
coup. This, they posited, would bring Soviet troops to the African mainland, setting “an
incredibly dangerous precedent,” and disturbing the South Africans. The State
Department lost the argument, and the Reagan administration continued to refuse to give
humanitarian aid to Mozambique.109
The U.S.-Mozambican relationship began to improve in late summer 1982.
Mozambique had been experiencing a severe economic decline, the economy going
“from bad to worse”110 in a situation exacerbated by drought111 and the continual
RENAMO insurgency supported by Pretoria.112 When Maputo took steps toward
Washington, the Reagan administration credited Mozambique’s economic situation for
pushing Machel toward the United States.113 In August 1982, Chester Crocker and
Fernando Honwana, a special advisor to Machel, discussed the possibility of “improved
dialogue” and “better relations.”114 Perhaps in an effort to prove Mozambican goodwill,
Honwana suggested that President Machel could travel to Angola and intervene
personally with the MPLA to urge them to provide a specific proposal for the Cuban
withdrawal. The Reagan administration accepted Honwana’s offer, seeing it as the
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perfect “window of opportunity”115 to “press the Angolans toward flexibility and
compromise.”116 Soon thereafter, President Machel met with President dos Santos and
told him that the Reagan officials “were not complete devils,” encouraging the MPLA to
commit to a Cuban withdrawal, which would allow linkage negotiations to move
forward.117 After this intervention, as well as negotiations with Frank Wisner, Chester
Crocker’s deputy, the MPLA agreed “in principle to consider Cuban withdrawal during
the implementation period [of Namibian independence]” rather than after, thus accepting
the “procedural framework” of linkage.118 The MPLA, however, still did not offer a
specific proposal for Cuban troop withdrawal. Meanwhile, the Reagan administration
entreated Pretoria to reduce SADF action in southern Angola, in order to create a “taste
of peace” that would convince Luanda to move forward.119
The Reagan administration was delighted with the actions of Machel, noting that
his “personal involvement on Angola can be a major positive development which will
greatly assist our efforts to work out a compromise on Cuban withdrawal.”120
Furthermore, Reagan officials believed that Moscow-leaning Mozambique was making a
shift toward “a more balanced stance”121 which was in U.S. interests to strengthen, the
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ultimate goal being “if not a pro-western, at least a more truly non-aligned government in
Mozambique.”122 Under the overarching paradigm of the Cold War, any reduction in
Soviet influence was viewed as a victory. Additionally, in December 1982 Mozambique
and South Africa began meeting directly, meeting in Komatipoort to discuss their longheld animosity and to attempt to relieve regional tension.123 Washington hoped that this
détente would demonstrate to the MPLA the benefits of easing animosities toward
Pretoria, creating a snowball effect of stabilization.
At the end of 1982, the Reagan administration was optimistic: it had seen the first
glimpses of genuine regional stabilization and was making limited progress on linkage
negotiations. This optimism was marred, however, by the continued failings of
constructive engagement. Pretoria had made no moves to reform apartheid, nor had it
actually abandoned its regional destabilization policy. Linkage negotiations were moving
excruciatingly slowly, as the Reagan administration confronted self-engineered
challenges at every step. Thus, at the end of 1982 there was still no agreement on a
Namibian electoral system, nor was there a specific outline for Cuban withdrawal from
Angola. The next year would see the faltering of linkage negotiations and worsening of
South Africa’s internal situation.
Chester Crocker called 1983 a year of “agonizing disappointments.”124 The year
began inauspiciously, as Botha, in February, angrily accused the MPLA of taking
advantage of the SADF’s “taste of peace” ceasefire “to strengthen its own military
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position and to allow SWAPO to escalate its activities.”125 When the Reagan
administration suggested that Luanda could not completely control the activities of
SWAPO, Pik Botha retorted that the MPLA was using the South African ceasefire to
crush Savimbi and to “have the red flag fly over Windhoek.”126 Pretoria, furious that the
“taste of peace” plan had failed, once more began massing troops in southern Angola and
northern Namibia and downgraded talks with Angola.127 The SADF launched two more
offensives in Angola that year, Operations Phoenix and Askari, resuming its
destabilization tactics.128 After limited progress toward agreement, the South AfricanAngolan relationship had soured once more.
There was a similar faltering of Mozambican-South African relations in 1983. In
January, still optimistic about the Komatipoort talks, the Reagan administration noted
“increasing signs of government pragmatism, flexibility, and moderation” in Maputo, and
considered appointing an ambassador to Mozambique, resuming food aid, and granting
bank loans.129 Reagan officials hoped that Komatipoort signaled a permanent reduction in
regional tensions. These hopes were dashed in February 1983, when an explosion in
Bloemfontein, South Africa, injured seventy-six blacks, three of whom died. Pretoria
believed the explosion was an ANC operation mounted from Mozambique, and Pik
Botha declared that “as long as neighboring countries allowed themselves to be used as
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springboards for insurgency against South Africa, there would be no peace in southern
Africa.”130 The next day, Pik Botha terminated Mozambican-South African talks, despite
U.S. objections. Pik insisted that Mozambicans “swim in Marxist theory and rhetoric,”
and argued that the Reagan administration was foolish to believe it could “wean both
Angola and Mozambique from Soviet domination.”131 This pattern repeated itself in May
1983, when another ANC bombing prompted Pretoria to launch an air raid on Maputo.132
Thus, within the first months of 1983, progress on both South African-Mozambican and
South African-Angolan relations had been damaged.
Meanwhile, linkage negotiations were bogged down, as the MPLA was still
reluctant to offer a specific proposal for scheduled Cuban withdrawal. Luanda disparaged
the U.S. “obsess[ion] with the Cuban issue,” and repeatedly aired its anxieties about the
South African threat to Angola, through both UNITA and the SADF.133 Increased South
African aid meant that “UNITA’s gains in 1983 were among its most dramatic….”134
This fact, along with the renewal of South African aggression against Angola, meant that
Luanda was more worried than ever at the prospect of sending the Cuban troops home.
As was typical, Crocker did little to assuage Angola’s concerns, suggesting that, despite
its rabid anti-communism and continued support of UNITA, “South Africa’s interest in
Angola and Angolan internal politics will diminish rapidly in the wake of a
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settlement.”135 The Angolans remained unconvinced. Thus, despite months of internal
MPLA negotiations, including debates over two Angolan draft withdrawal formulas, the
MPLA reverted to its hardline position. In September 1983, an MPLA letter insisted on
the implementation of Resolution 435, the complete withdrawal of SADF forces from
Angola, and the cessation of all external support to UNITA before it would discuss
Cuban troop withdrawal.136 By linking Namibian independence to Cuban withdrawal,
constructive engagement had prevented both from happening. The policy miscalculated
the chances of reconciling the destabilization tactics of South Africa with the U.S. desire
for stability, and underestimated the extent of Angolan security concerns; constructive
engagement had hindered progress rather than hastening it.
The international community continued to reject linkage as a negotiating
framework. In April 1983, eight months before his formal withdrawal from the Contact
Group,137 French Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson harshly criticized linkage, saying,
“it is not appropriate that the Namibian people should serve as hostages to enable
neighboring countries to deal with other matters; however important they may be.”138
Using similar language, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 539 in October 1983,
on which the United States abstained:
The Security Council…
Indignant that South Africa’s insistence on an irrelevant and extraneous issue of
“linkage” has obstructed the implementation of resolution 435….
Rejects South Africa’s insistence on linking the independence of Namibia to
irrelevant and extraneous issues as incompatible with resolution 435….
135
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Declares that the independence of Namibia cannot be held hostage to the
resolution of issues that are alien to resolution 435….139
Chester Crocker reacted scornfully, calling the resolution “U.N. silliness,” and writing
that “U.N. resolutions could not kill [linkage], because we had no intention of changing
our policy.”140 In this, Crocker displayed the same rigidity that had characterized
constructive engagement for three years. It was this refusal to re-evaluate a failing policy
which would eventually cause its collapse.
In 1983, constructive engagement was even less successful in the pursuit of its
other goal, the reforming of apartheid. During Reagan’s first two years in office, the
Reagan administration resolutely characterized Botha as moderate and reformist, despite
very little evidence to support that assertion. Then, on November 2, 1983, 66% of the
South African electorate voted in favor of a new constitution that would create a
tricameral legislature, ostensibly granting political participation to the colored and Indian
populations, but excluding all blacks (73% of the South African population). The
referendum occurred after months of extensive black opposition, stemming from groups
like the United Democratic Front (UDF), a decentralized coalition of more than 400 antiapartheid groups.141 The Reagan administration, however, was delighted. In a letter to
Botha, the erstwhile Prime Minister and new State President of South Africa, President
Reagan praised the new constitution as a “commitment to constructive change” and a
“clear” indication that South Africa was moving “toward a more equitable and just
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political framework.” Reagan also told Botha that he commended “the courage of your
decision to lead South Africa along this path.”142 Meanwhile, Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, the
Zulu leader of the Inkatha Movement and Chief Minister of the homeland KwaZulu,
stated that U.S. support for the 1983 constitution “was a slap in the face to black South
Africa.”143 This was significant, as Buthelezi was generally a supporter of constructive
engagement. The Reagan administration effectively ignored black opposition, however,
believing that Botha had finally demonstrated his commitment to an overhaul of the
apartheid system, thus giving the United States something that could be touted as
evidence of constructive engagement’s success.
The Constitution of 1983 was very far from the symbol of reform that the United
States saw, however. It would bring no substantial changes to the apartheid system, to
which President Botha was still very much committed. This was because the structure of
the constitution, while technically giving the colored and Indian populations some
political power, precluded the possibility of appreciably changing the status quo. The new
legislature was to be made up of three bodies, separated by race. White South Africans
would elect 178 members to their house, colored voters would elect 85 members, and
Indian voters could elect 45 members. Each chamber would consider two types of
legislation: “own” and general. “Own” matters were those concerning only one racial
group, which included housing, education, and health. General matters would be dealt
with by all three houses, and would include foreign affairs and defense. Thus, the 1983
constitution maintained the political separation fundamental to apartheid. Furthermore,
142
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the numerical majority of the white chamber would make it impossible for the repeal of
apartheid legislation and, indeed, precluded any meaningful input by nonwhite members
on any general matter. The system was specifically designed “to ensure that policy could
be made and implemented regardless of the behavior of the Coloured and Indian
chambers.”144 In this way, the constitution brought only shallow power sharing, and
would have little effect on the apartheid system in general.
The strongest mark against the 1983 constitution was that it completely excluded
black South Africans. The fundamental beliefs of apartheid were still deeply held by the
Botha government, as Botha himself “again denied that he could ever foresee bringing
Africans into the central government in any way.”145 In what was simply a play to the
international community, the changes to the South African government were cosmetic,
adding fewer than three million people to a still-separated electorate, leaving the status
quo intact, and acting merely as a “repackaged” commitment to the policy of separate
development.146 To those outside the Reagan administration, which was blinded by the
logic of constructive engagement, Botha’s exhortation to “adapt or die” had been exposed
for what it truly was: cutting off the finger to save the hand.
Pretoria’s commitment to apartheid was visible in other ways. The Botha
government remained determined to carry out the homelands project, and forced
relocations continued throughout 1983. The Surplus People Project (SPP), a national
research project on relocation, reported that 3,500,000 removals had taken place since
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1960, and that more than 1,500,000 removals were “still due to take place.”147 Pass law
arrests continued to rise, with more than 250,000 in 1983 alone.148 In April 1983, the
Reagan administration noted with dismay that Botha had re-segregated seventeen city
parks and refused to issue a passport to Anglican Bishop Desmond Tutu, an outspoken
opponent of apartheid.149 Again, despite this clear evidence that constructive engagement
had brought no meaningful change to the apartheid system, the Reagan administration
remained committed to its policy, still pursuing a warm relationship with Pretoria.
Thus, 1983 was marked by failure. Chester Crocker had not been able to make
linkage work, as another year went by with no Namibian settlement, renewed South
African regional aggression, and the continued presence of Cubans in Angola. It appeared
that Crocker had overestimated the ability of the United States to overcome Angola’s
very real security concerns, and underestimated South African commitment to regional
destabilization. Linkage had become an obstacle to stability and reconciliation. Making
matters worse, constructive engagement consistently failed to bring about internal reform
to apartheid. The coming year would test constructive engagement anew, as linkage
stuttered to a stop in southern Africa, the situation in South Africa took a turn for the
worse, and the trickle of anti-apartheid sentiment in the United States became a flood. All
would challenge U.S. commitment to constructive engagement as a policy.
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In 1984, the last year of Reagan’s first term, linkage was to produce its most
visible successes, followed by its most disappointing failures. The events of 1983 had not
destroyed Angolan-South African relations, despite the fact that the SADF’s December
Askari incursion was “the largest operation in Angola since 1981.” Around the same
time, and at the behest of Chester Crocker, Pretoria announced that it was prepared to
begin on January 31, 1984 a “disengagement of forces which from time to time conduct
military operations against SWAPO in Angola” provided that “this gesture would be
reciprocated by the Angolan government.”150 Though it was still reluctant to agree on
Cuban troop withdrawal, the MPLA agreed to cooperate with South Africa’s
disengagement by restraining SWAPO and not moving into the vacated areas of
Angola.151 This “cooling-off period” was the precursor to the Lusaka Accords signed on
February 16, 1984, a treaty between South Africa and Angola that codified the
ceasefire.152 Crocker hoped that the ensuing “climate of reduced violence and greater
confidence”153 would encourage further movement on linkage negotiations, calling the
Lusaka Accords a “sweet success.”154 Though still concerned about the ability of Luanda
to control SWAPO and acknowledging that “the road ahead is going to be very rocky,”
the Reagan administration expected the Lusaka Accords to be a turning point in linkage
negotiations.155
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At the same time, Mozambican-South African relations thawed further. Machel
was motivated by the “economic and military pressures generated by the
SADF/RENAMO proxy war,”156 while Botha desired to neutralize the ANC in
Mozambique and to help end Pretoria’s international “pariah status.”157 In March 1984,
after a series of negotiations, Mozambique and South Africa signed the Nkomati Accord,
a nonaggression pact. Nkomati was to end Maputo’s assistance to the ANC as well as
Pretoria’s aid to RENAMO, leading to a reciprocal reduction in tensions and violence.
The Reagan administration believed that Nkomati and Lusaka together indicated that
Botha had finally abandoned his destabilization policy, and would thus enable further
success for linkage.158 Once again, Washington viewed the Nkomati Accord as stemming
directly from constructive engagement, and hoped that the Mozambican example would
create a snowball effect that would bring regional peace and stability. Reagan officials
looked to reinforce this notion by increasing aid to Mozambique, in order to “give
tangible and visible evidence of our support of Machel’s actions,”159 in a situation in
which “all of Africa is watching.”160 This, they hoped, would solidify Mozambique’s turn
to the West as well as encourage other southern African nations to lessen their hostility
toward Pretoria.
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Optimism was short-lived, however, as both Lusaka and Nkomati collapsed
within the year. By the summer of 1984, the Angolan disengagement had stalled, as
Luanda and Pretoria argued over the supervision mechanisms of SADF withdrawal.
Nkomati began to unravel soon after it was signed as well, and by August 1984 it was
clear that South Africa had reneged and was still supplying RENAMO.161
These disappointments were compounded by the lack of progress on linkage
negotiations. The positions of the MPLA and Pretoria were unchanged: Angola insisted
that a complete South African disengagement and corresponding ceasefire in Angola
were pre-conditions for Cuban withdrawal, while Pretoria maintained that it would not
implement Resolution 435 before the Cuban troops left.162 In the spring of 1984, the
MPLA suggested that it would prepare a Cuban troop withdrawal proposal in exchange
for diplomatic recognition by the United States. The concept of recognition ignited
“substantial conservative criticism,”163 both within and outside of the Reagan
administration—one national letter to conservative leaders decried the option as “akin to
helping Adolph Hitler,” by “sell[ing] out millions of people to Communism.”164 The
Reagan administration easily decided to withhold recognition, telling the MPLA that it
would only be considered if the Cuban troops left Angola. The point ended up being
moot; when, in October 1984, Luanda finally offered a plan for the withdrawal of Cuban
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forces, Pretoria’s response was “scathing,”165 and the National Security Council reported
that an agreement was “highly unlikely.”166 Thus, Reagan’s first term ended as it began,
with little appreciable progress made under the negotiating framework of linkage.
This lack of success was mirrored in South Africa’s internal situation, where
constructive engagement had consistently failed to make any noticeable impact on the
apartheid system. This pattern continued in 1984, with widespread protests and a serious
decline in the internal conditions of South Africa. This devolution would last for years
and eventually bring about the downfall of constructive engagement, an already-flawed
policy that was not prepared to deal with such a challenge.
The precipitous upswing in violence in South Africa was sparked on September 3,
1984, the day the new constitution went into effect. On the first day of protests, fourteen
people died, followed by twenty-nine the next day, as the South African police responded
viciously to the unrest.167 Seventeen leading members of the UDF had been arrested in
August,168 along with nearly 200 others, after encouraging a boycott of the August
elections.169 Arrests of black political leaders continued as the unrest spread, and, on
September 11, the police banned all meetings “critical of the Government” in twenty-one
cities.170 The violence that characterized the fall of 1984 was the worst since the 1976
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Soweto uprising, and by the end of the year, official estimates put the death toll at around
175.171
Despite the serious violence committed by the Botha regime, which made it
clearer than ever that constructive engagement had failed spectacularly in bringing about
meaningful change, the Reagan administration remained committed to its policy. Reagan
officials did not substantially distance themselves from Pretoria, focusing instead on
maintaining the U.S.-South African friendship that had characterized Reagan’s first term
in office. In October 1984, the UN Security Council adopted a resolution that condemned
the 1983 constitution and the killings of anti-apartheid protestors by the Botha regime;
the United States abstained.172 Less than two weeks after violence erupted in South
Africa, a Reagan official wrote that “a steady policy remains our best hope of
maintaining a dialogue with the South African government which can encourage
significant democratic change away from apartheid.”173 This blind devotion to the
assumptions of constructive engagement flew in the face of the experience of the
previous three years, during which Pretoria had been “happy to receive any of the carrots
presented to them by Washington in the name of constructive engagement, without
actually feeling compelled to reciprocate with any moves of their own.”174
Up until this point, constructive engagement had been carried out relatively free
of public scrutiny. Indeed, Chester Crocker engineered his policy this way, as a tactic of
“quiet diplomacy,” assuming that the glare of public awareness would only harm its
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implementation. Unfortunately for Crocker, the unrest in South Africa brought a “surge
in public interest in apartheid,”175 as “the pictures of black demonstrators, many unarmed,
being beaten and shot for demanding a voice were beamed nightly into the sitting rooms
of the American public.”176 Even before the South African election, anti-apartheid
sentiment had been growing in the United States. For example, Jesse Jackson, one of the
candidates in the 1984 presidential election, made apartheid a centerpiece of his
campaign, excoriating constructive engagement as “a violation of our national
morality.”177
A series of events in late 1984 helped to fuel awareness of apartheid and the antiapartheid movement. On October 17, 1984, anti-apartheid activist Desmond Tutu was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.178 Bishop Tutu was an outspoken opponent of
constructive engagement, and two months after winning the Nobel Peace Prize, he
testified before the House of Representatives, harshly condemning Reagan’s policy.
Apartheid is evil, is immoral, is un-Christian, without remainder…. If you have
supported the Nazis against the Jews, you would have been accused of adopting
an immoral position. Apartheid is as evil, immoral, and un-Christian in my view
as Nazism, and in my view, the Reagan administration’s support and
collaboration with it is equally immoral, evil, and totally un-Christian….
Constructive engagement is saying blacks are dispensable.179
High-profile actions and rhetoric against constructive engagement and apartheid
continued, helping to move the anti-apartheid movement to the “center of public
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attention.”180 Beginning on November 21, 1984 and continuing throughout the week,
dozens of people took part in a sit-in at the South African embassy. Amongst the crowd
were multiple members of Congress, eighteen of whom were eventually arrested.181 The
New York Times referred to the sit-in as a “return to the techniques of civil disobedience,”
comparing it to “the civil rights sit-ins of the 1960s.” Randall Robinson, the executive
director of the lobbying group TransAfrica and the coordinator of the protest, commented
that “the media has never given [the anti-apartheid movement] adequate attention and as
a result Reagan, without great political consequence, has warmly embraced the most
vicious regime on earth.”182 Thus, the protest was meant to rouse public outrage and
action against constructive engagement just as much as apartheid itself, provoking
political consequences for the Reagan administration.
On December 4, 1984, the same day as Bishop Tutu’s address to the House of
Representatives, thirty-five conservative members of Congress sent a letter to South
African ambassador Brand Fourie, raising “serious questions about your government’s
willingness to move more progressively and aggressively toward real human rights
reforms.” They warned Ambassador Fourie that they would stop supporting constructive
engagement if it “becomes in your view an excuse for maintaining the unacceptable
status quo,” implying that they would support economic sanctions if need be.183
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Constructive engagement was beginning to cause divisions even within the Republican
Party itself, foreshadowing the severe discord that was to come.
Another outlet of anti-apartheid sentiment was the divestment movement.
Grassroots support for divestment had existed for decades, but it was the chaos of 1984
that helped to strengthen the movement and broaden its support and impact. Supporters
called for two actions: disinvestment (“the sale by American companies of subsidiaries
doing business in South Africa”) and divestment (“the sale by colleges and other
institutions of their stock in companies doing business with South Africa”).184 As “the
horror of the South African situation finally entered the consciousness of the American
public,” the divestment campaign grew more visible.185 The movement operated on
multiple levels; because the policy of constructive engagement precluded federal
divestment, activists focused on state and local levels, pushing universities, businesses,
and state or city governments to divest from South Africa. For instance, by the end of
1984, over fifty U.S. colleges and universities had yielded to popular pressure and
divested at least partially from South Africa.186 The Reagan administration was highly
concerned about such divestment initiatives, worried that they “undercut a very important
aspect of the constructive engagement philosophy on which our policy is based.”187
The Reagan administration’s response to the growing anti-apartheid movement
was typical, as it attempted to highlight benefits of constructive engagement. Reagan
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officials referred frequently to the Sullivan Principles and humanitarian aid to South
Africa, the latter of which had doubled between 1982 and 1983,188 in order to argue that
constructive engagement was a force for change within South Africa. This, in turn, was
grounded in the assumption that capitalism could bring about change in South Africa.
Responding to an October 1984 letter asking for a reevaluation of constructive
engagement, for example, the Reagan administration insisted that “important
improvements have taken place,” emphasizing that “124 firms…have adopted codes of
fair employment practices” and thus had “done a great deal to promote equal treatment
for employees.”189 This response neglected to note that such companies only employed
some 66,000 black South African workers, “a tiny portion of South Africa’s active
[black] workforce.”190 Worse, those companies were still dominated by whites, who held
two-thirds of all supervisory positions and 96% of managerial jobs. Despite their dubious
impact, however, the Sullivan Principles had long been used as a crutch by the Reagan
administration, which saw the voluntary adoption of the Sullivan Principles as a
“reasonable middle ground between doing nothing and actively divesting.”191
In a move to assuage public criticism, the Reagan administration arranged for a
meeting between President Reagan and Bishop Tutu in December 1984. Reagan’s first
term had been decidedly free of dialogue with black South African opposition leaders—
indeed, between 1982 and 1984, Chester Crocker himself had only formally met with
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fifteen black South Africans.192 After the half-hour meeting, Reagan ultimately “rejected
[Tutu’s] plea for tougher actions in place of quiet American diplomacy.”193 Later, in his
diaries, President Reagan wrote that Tutu was “naïve,” and insisted that “there are S.
Africans who…understand what we are doing.” In the same entry, President Reagan
posited that “part of the problem is tribal not racial…if apartheid ended now there still
would be civil strife between the Black tribes,” echoing the racist justifications of the
Botha regime.194 In this way, President Reagan defended constructive engagement and
justified the glacial pace of reforming the racist apartheid system. Even as the violence
and repression of the Botha government increased, then, and even as the public and
Congress became increasingly and vocally opposed to constructive engagement, the
Reagan administration remained fully committed to its policy.
Constructive engagement had already failed by the end of President Reagan’s first
term. As a policy, it had three goals: to maintain a close U.S. relationship with Pretoria in
order to preserve strategic interests, to bring about reform of the apartheid system, and to
ease regional tensions by removing Cuban troops from Angola and granting
independence to Namibia. In all but the first goal, constructive engagement fell wildly
short, gradually collapsing under the weight of its own flaws and contradictions. To make
matters worse, the Reagan administration consistently refused to re-evaluate its own
failing policy. Before the very first meeting between Pik Botha and Secretary of State
Haig in May 1981, Crocker noted that Pretoria had to “make [constructive engagement]
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credible,” by reforming apartheid and thus vindicating constructive engagement.195
Despite the repeated claims of the Reagan administration that this was possible, however,
the Botha regime quickly demonstrated that it was firmly committed to apartheid.
Washington’s gestures of friendship, including the relaxation of sales embargoes and
continued support in the UN, went unreciprocated, and it became obvious that U.S.
friendship would not effect substantive change. The Reagan administration would soon
find that its chosen tactic of quiet diplomacy could only accomplish strategic goals,
having to sacrifice moral concerns that were found to be fundamentally irreconcilable; in
this, the core assumption of constructive engagement, that it could accommodate both
strategic and moral aims, was flawed. This would become abundantly clear in Reagan’s
second term, and ultimately motivated a great deal of domestic opposition.
Meanwhile, Crocker’s strategy of linkage had accomplished little in four years. At
the end of 1984, Cuban troops were still present in Angola, Namibia was still illegally
occupied by South Africa, and South Africa continued to exercise its regional
destabilization policy by inciting violence through UNITA and RENAMO. The
breakthroughs of Nkomati and Lusaka had quickly faded, and by linking the Cuban and
Namibian issues, Crocker seemed to have only thrown a wrench in negotiations—as long
as one side refused to comply, the other had an excuse for its own intransigence. Indeed,
from 1981-1984, linkage became the primary obstacle to Namibian independence. Again,
the unquestioned assumptions of linkage were to blame. As a negotiating framework, it
overestimated South African reasonableness and underestimated Angolan security
concerns. Thus, the architects of constructive engagement failed to understand the extent
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of the contradictions between Pretoria, committed to apartheid and regional
destabilization, and Washington, which sought change and stability. For a policy that was
predicated on a close working relationship between South Africa and the United States,
this would spell disaster.
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Chapter Three
“Virtually Beyond Hope:”
The Failure of Constructive Engagement, 1985-1988
At the time of President Reagan’s second inauguration, constructive engagement
faced immense challenges. The internal situation in South Africa was rapidly
deteriorating, as widespread unrest and repression continued, with 200 deaths since
August 1984.1 The Botha regime gave no indication that it was committed to meaningful
reform. Regional peace seemed more out of reach than ever, as South Africa continued to
incite violence through the SADF, UNITA, and RENAMO in spite of the Lusaka and
Nkomati Accords. No substantial change had been wrought by Chester Crocker’s linkage
policy, as Namibia remained occupied by South Africa, while Angola refused to allow
the withdrawal of Cuban troops. Even worse for the Reagan administration, domestic
anti-apartheid sentiment had become a strong force, one that would soon become a key
political issue. Constructive engagement had created more problems than it solved. Yet
the administration refused to alter its policy. As one January 1985 report put it, “the
President has determined that our policy is correct and we are to stay the course.”2
This commitment to constructive engagement hurt the Reagan administration in
its second term, as its policy continued to fail. When Reagan left office, the sole concrete
accomplishment of constructive engagement was the success of linkage, a victory that
only came after external changes revitalized a dead strategy. In terms of reforming
apartheid, constructive engagement failed miserably. From 1985-1988, Botha repeatedly
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illustrated his devotion to the ideology and structure of apartheid, willing to employ
extreme levels of violence and repression in order to preserve systematized racism.
Reagan officials consistently overlooked evidence of Botha’s intransigence and remained
convinced that he was a reformer who needed quiet diplomacy to feel comfortable
dismantling apartheid. When the Reagan administration refused to acknowledge the
inherent structural flaw of constructive engagement, which could never adequately
address the moral issues of apartheid, Congress, with public approval, seized the
initiative, instituting punitive sanctions on Pretoria and, in the process, dealing a
resounding defeat on an already failed policy. Constructive engagement was too deeply
flawed and too demonstrably inadequate to succeed in its goals of simultaneously
preserving U.S. strategic interests and pushing President Botha to reform apartheid.
The Reagan administration’s commitment to constructive engagement would
come to cost it in 1985, a year characterized by continued South African intransigence,
lack of progress on linkage negotiations, and the first direct Congressional challenge to
constructive engagement. From the beginning of his second term, Reagan made it clear
that he would not deviate from the demands of constructive engagement, or his
commitment to a close relationship with the apartheid regime. In January 1985, Reagan
wrote President Botha to “reaffirm the commitment of my Administration to the course
of action and the policies we have established towards southern Africa.” The letter
reassured Botha that “recent public statements [in the United States] do not signal a
change in these policies,” and confirmed that President Reagan would not allow the
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imposition of punitive economic sanctions on Pretoria.3 Once more, the Reagan
administration offered Pretoria a free hand to choose the extent of reforms, giving Botha
the confidence to pursue his agenda relatively unafraid of international consequences.
In the first six months of 1985, unrest in South Africa continued unabated,
accompanied by government repression. This repression took multiple forms, ranging
from arrests of black leaders to the murder of protestors. On March 21, for example, the
South African police opened fire on a peaceful funeral procession in Uitenhage, killing
twenty mourners. The funeral itself was for three people killed by the police three days
earlier, demonstrating the relentless and ruthless nature of Pretoria’s repression. The
Uitenhage shooting, which happened to take place on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Sharpeville massacre, became “a major national symbol of military excess in the pursuit
of political repression,”4 and it brought the death toll in South Africa to 242. For his part,
when asked to comment on the violence at Uitenhage, President Reagan responded:
I think to put it that way—that they were simply killed and that the violence was
coming totally from the law and order side ignores the fact that there was rioting
going on in (sic) behalf of others there. And it is tragic…. But I think also it is
significant that on the officer’s side…that some of those enforcing the law and
using the guns were also black policemen.”5
Reagan’s insistence on blaming both the black victims and the Botha regime for the
violence, as well as his attempt to frame the violence as black-on-black, was a
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characteristic effort to soften criticism of apartheid and Pretoria, even in the face of its
brutality.
In 1985, President Botha coupled violence with cosmetic changes to the apartheid
system. In April 1985, he announced the repeal of the 1927 Immorality Act and the 1949
Mixed Marriages Act, allowing interracial marriage and sex.6 Between 1949 and 1971
alone, there were more than 17,000 prosecutions under these laws,7 and the White House
interpreted their repeal as part of “important symbolic and practical” efforts by the
reformist Botha regime.8 Critics of Pretoria, however, argued that the reform was
superficial at best. The problems faced by interracial couples were not resolved because
laws like the Group Areas Act still existed, meaning that interracial couples could not
choose where to live or which schools their children would attend. Furthermore, as with
previous reforms, like the 1979 legalization of black trade unions and the 1983
constitution, the entrenched power structure of apartheid was left untouched, with the
majority of South Africa’s population still denied political power. As one journalist put it,
“despite Botha’s reformist brushwork, the iron skeleton of apartheid is very much intact,”
citing Desmond Tutu’s comment that “we don’t want apartheid liberalized. We want it
dismantled.”9 This was the heart of opposition to apartheid, and without fundamental
political changes, efforts at reform were seen only as attempts to make the apartheid
system more palatable. Additionally, as even the Reagan administration understood, “the
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reality of blacks being killed by police is far more important to most [Americans and
South Africans]…than promised or even perceived social reform.”10
The violence in South Africa reached a peak in July 1985 when the Botha
government declared a state of emergency in thirty-six magisterial districts in South
Africa. The state of emergency “conferred almost unlimited powers on the police and
military to establish curfews; to search any vehicle or home; and to detain and interrogate
anyone without charges or trial.”11 Within the first week, 1,000 people were arrested and
sixteen killed.12 The state of emergency drew “strong criticism from South African black
leaders,” as when Bishop Desmond Tutu commented that it was an “iron-fisted response,
typical of the government’s reaction to any challenge to its policies.” One South African
newspaper, the Sunday Mirror, wrote that the state of emergency “will most certainly fail
in the long term because the harsh surgical methods will be treating symptoms and not
causes.”13 Again, Pretoria refused to address the roots of the unrest, the racist apartheid
system. The Reagan administration, meanwhile, remained convinced that “President
Botha appears committed to internal reform—but in his way, which is far too slow for
many blacks.” To Reagan officials, the state of emergency, while excessive, was
understandable as a play to the Afrikaners, who were “viscerally and instinctively law
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and order advocates.”14 Reagan officials clung to the hope that once order was restored in
South Africa, Botha would pursue a reformist agenda. In contrast, the rest of the world,
especially Congress and the American people, believed that the state of emergency
“destroyed the illusion that conditions in South Africa were improving.”15
The status of linkage negotiations was nearly as bleak in 1985, which Crocker
characterized as a “now or never year.”16 On March 23, the United States presented to
Angola and South Africa a new plan for the withdrawal of Cuban troops, which the
Reagan administration called a “synthesis” paper. The synthesis proposed the withdrawal
of 24,000 Cuban troops within the first year of a Namibian settlement, leaving 6,000 to
stay in northern Angola.17 The Reagan administration hoped that the synthesis proposal
would “provide the framework for future negotiations.”18 Luanda and Pretoria, however,
took weeks to respond, and when they did, their reactions were “essentially negative,” as
“neither side moderated its positions…or addressed the issues seriously.” The Director of
African Affairs on the National Security Council Phillip Ringdahl remarked that Pik
Botha delivered his response “in an especially demeaning fashion,” calling in the
American chargé, “hand[ing] over the response saying it was self-explanatory, and
walk[ing] out of the room.”19 Over the course of the year, little would change in linkage
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negotiations, which were further spoiled by SADF raids into Angola and the July repeal
of the Clark Amendment, both of which prompted Angolan President dos Santos to
briefly suspend talks with the United States and South Africa.20
Making matters worse, Pretoria proved to be just as intransigent with respect to its
regional strategy. The first six months of 1985 saw dramatic indications that Pretoria was
committed to its destabilization policy, despite the efforts of four years of constructive
engagement. The first signal came in April 1985, when the SADF halted its Angolan
withdrawal forty kilometers away from the border, citing concerns about the MPLA’s
ability to prevent SWAPO incursions into Namibia.21 The halted withdrawal was the final
death knell of the Lusaka Accords of 1984, which had called for complete SADF
withdrawal from Angola. Matters grew much worse after a series of events in May and
June 1985. First, on May 21, the SADF moved to attack a Gulf Oil facility in the Cabinda
province of Angola. The raid failed, and Pretoria denied that it planned to attack the
American-owned installation. However, Reagan officials cited “overwhelming evidence
that the attack was, in fact, directed against the Gulf Oil facility,” and acknowledged that
the raid would be “a definite setback to our negotiating efforts.”22 The Cabinda incident
served as an indication that Pretoria’s destabilization policy inherently undermined both
constructive engagement and linkage. The failure of constructive engagement to
adequately address South Africa’s regional strategy was one of its shortcomings as a
policy.
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Less than a month later, on June 14, Pretoria launched a raid into Gaborone, the
capital of neighboring Botswana. The attack targeted ANC facilities, but resulted in
twelve deaths, seven of which were individuals unaffiliated with the ANC, including a
six-year-old boy. The attack prompted international outrage as well as irritation within
the Reagan administration; in protest, Secretary of State Shultz recalled the U.S.
ambassador to South Africa.23 On June 21 the United Nations adopted Resolution 568,
expressing its “shock and indignation” at the Botswana attack, which it condemned as
“an act of aggression…and a gross violation of [Botswana’s] territorial integrity and
national sovereignty.”24 The Security Council adopted the resolution unanimously, with
even the United States voting affirmatively. Despite the outrage that stemmed largely
from the State Department, however, President Reagan himself merely affirmed the
beliefs of constructive engagement. When asked about the Cabinda and Botswana raids,
Reagan replied:
All I can tell you is that we think we have been successful in getting some
concessions there and some changes in their policy of apartheid…. The raid
across the border was perhaps the kind of incident that I’ve just been talking
about…. There is no question about the violence of the ANC and their striking
and their attacks on people and their murdering and so forth…. [The raids are]
certainly not something that we heartily approve of, but whether they’re
something to make us break off relations with another government, I don’t think
that either.25
Once again, President Reagan had couched his gentle critique of Pretoria within antiANC rhetoric and an insistence that constructive engagement was working.
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Three days after the Botswana raid, Pretoria announced the installation of an
interim government in Namibia, upon the recommendation of the Multi-Party
Conference, a coalition of Namibian parties specifically excluding SWAPO. The
installation of the Transitional Government of National Unity infuriated the U.S.
Department of State, which stated that “we consider any and all SAG [South African
Government] moves in this regard to be null and void and without standing in relation to
a final Namibia settlement.”26 State Department officials interpreted the interim
government as an indication that Pretoria was rejecting the eventual implementation of
Resolution 435, which Washington continued to view as “the only framework within
which an acceptable settlement can be reached.”27 Once again, it was clear that Botha’s
regional policy was fundamentally at odds with Washington’s aims. Pretoria’s actions in
Namibia and raids into Botswana and Cabinda made the summer of 1985 a tense chapter
in U.S.-South African relations, as Washington officials (excluding President Reagan
himself) went farther than usual in criticizing the apartheid regime.
The state of U.S.-South African relations in the summer of 1985 illustrated the
structural flaws of constructive engagement, though the Reagan administration largely
refused to see them. The fundamental assumption of constructive engagement was that a
bridge could be built between strategic interests and moral concerns, and that both could
be addressed through quiet diplomacy. The Reagan administration often favored strategic
considerations, but as Pretoria continued its human rights abuses and regional
destabilization policy Reagan officials increasingly felt compelled to emphasize their
26
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moral goals more strongly. Washington’s condemnations of Pretoria in the summer of
1985 had immediate negative ramifications for the U.S.-South African relationship, and
thus highlighted the basic irreconcilability of strategic and moral goals. Reagan officials
found that quiet, friendly diplomacy could preserve strategic interests in southern Africa,
as they basically had since 1981. However, moral concerns, as well as international and
domestic pressure, demanded that Washington be harsher on Pretoria. At the first hint of
American criticism, the Botha government immediately recoiled from the United States,
jeopardizing U.S. strategic interests. This underlying structural flaw of constructive
engagement had severe ramifications for the Reagan administration in the second half of
1985.
The events of the summer of 1985 culminated in a meeting of the National
Security Council on July 26, 1985, wherein the Reagan administration reviewed
constructive engagement for the first time. The policy seemed to failing on all fronts, and
Washington was faced by four main challenges. First, Pretoria had resumed inciting
regional violence, Lusaka and Nkomati having completely failed to restore peace.
Second, the Botha government was engaged in “unprecedented and
sustained…repression,” with 460 people having died since September 1984, 350 of
whom were killed by police. These two issues led the National Security Council to
question “whether the South African government is still committed to the peace process
or whether it may be using it as camouflage for other, more violent, scenarios.” 28
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The third challenge was domestic; the Reagan administration knew that it was
being “perceived by the public as being soft on apartheid,”29 as the “images of repression
blot out the story of reform.”30 This had resulted in an intense public diplomacy problem,
manifesting in the growth of the divestment movement and anti-apartheid protests in the
United States. By March 1985, in fact, over 2,000 American people had been arrested in
the process of protesting apartheid and constructive engagement.31 Anti-apartheid
sentiment was growing in Congress as well. Since April, Congress had been holding
hearings on sanctions bills, which were being introduced “virtually every third day.”32
Worse, on May 7, Leon Sullivan had announced that he believed “the Sullivan
principles…should have 24 more months to work in South Africa,” and he insisted that
“if statutory apartheid has not ended by that time, there should be a total U.S. embargo
against South Africa and the withdrawal of all U.S. companies.” In the meantime, he
called on President Reagan to “set aside constructive engagement,” and to make the
Sullivan Principles mandatory.33 Reverend Sullivan’s reversal thus called into question
the administration’s favorite crutch. The final challenge faced by the National Security
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Council was the “current, chilled relation[ship]” with the South African government,
which had adopted “defiant, even unfriendly, attitudes toward Washington.”34
Over the course of the NSC meeting, it became clear that the majority of the
officials still believed in the fundamental assumptions of constructive engagement. They
remained convinced that U.S. strategic interests would be best served by a warm
relationship with Pretoria; as Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger put it, “our loss
surely would be the Soviet’s gain.” Despite the disastrous failures of constructive
engagement, Reagan officials clung to the belief that “we must maintain contact with the
SAG.” They hoped that Botha would soon end the state of emergency and reach out to
legitimate black leaders for negotiations. President Reagan, meanwhile, ardently
defended quiet diplomacy, arguing “it is often self-defeating to go public with demands;
no government can be seen to be taking orders, [and] quiet diplomacy remains the best
way to persuade any government along a desired path.” Secretary Weinberger agreed,
suggesting that “public denunciations contribute to the downfall of friendly governments
where we have strategic interests.”35
The NSC meeting saw only one solid challenge to the assumptions of constructive
engagement, when Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs Robert C.
McFarlane posed the question: “If President Botha is in a box and can only respond
narrowly to basic law and order or internal issues which do not take into account our
concerns, should we invest a lot when chances of failure are high?” McFarlane wondered
if the United States should cut its losses and alter its policy. Immediately, however, the
34
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conversation turned toward domestic opposition to constructive engagement, which was
framed as the real challenge to Reagan’s South Africa policy, and there were no further
attempts to question to its basic logic. Deputy Secretary of State John Whitehead
summarized the consensus of his colleagues, saying “despite these perceptions and
pressures, we believe we are on the right track. Though we need to be sometimes hard
with the SAG, it does not change our basic objectives or belief that we must maintain
contact with the SAG.”36
Sidestepping the structural flaws and failings of constructive engagement, the
NSC thus concluded that the Reagan administration’s primary problem was “how to best
portray our policies,” concerned mainly with domestic misperceptions of constructive
engagement. Secretary of the Treasury James Baker lamented that “little credit had been
given” for their successes, and President Reagan concurred, suggesting “we need to do a
better job of publicizing what we have achieved.” McFarlane called for a “really effective
public affairs program” to inform the U.S. public of the goals and achievements of
Reagan’s South Africa policy. Over the next months, the Reagan administration set about
crafting this public diplomacy program, aimed at countering anti-apartheid sentiment and
convincing Congress that sanctions would be counterproductive.37
Immediately after this recommitment to the tenets of constructive engagement,
the situation began to decline exponentially on all fronts. Congress was actively
considering sanctions, and by the end of July, had passed a sanctions bill. Dozens of
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Senators wrote President Reagan trying to convince him not to veto the legislation.38
Meanwhile, as pressure for official sanctions grew, American banks began to institute
informal economic sanctions. On August 1, 1985, Chase Manhattan Bank announced that
it would stop making new loans to private borrowers in South Africa and would refuse to
renew existing loans.39 Chase’s decision started a “chain reaction,” as several banks
refused to roll over short-term private debt, demanding that Pretoria repay huge portions
of its debt in a very short amount of time.40 Merle Lipton, a South African writer, would
later call such actions “market sanctions.”41 Market sanctions were motivated both by
“the political turmoil in South Africa,” which meant that “lending to businesses there is
now considered very risky,”42 as well as the “extreme political pressure” exerted by the
divestment campaign. Market sanctions panicked the South Africans. In a phone
conversation with Chester Crocker, Pik Botha argued that “no country, however strong,
can pay all of its short-term obligations at one time.” He pleaded for U.S. help and
insisted that the United States would not want to see a “bank scramble over South Africa
that could jeopardize international financial markets.” In response, Crocker only told Pik
that “the South African government must face the harsh realities which Chase and other
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banks have been confronting,” saying that it “reflects the realities of current business
decision-making.”43
It was in this context of economic decline in South Africa and increased pressure
for sanctions in the United States that President Botha made his infamous “Rubicon
speech” at the National Party Natal Congress on August 15, 1985. The Reagan
administration had high expectations, as Pretoria led it to believe that Botha would use
the speech to announce his commitment to wide-ranging reforms (his intent to “cross the
Rubicon” of reform). Indeed, on August 2, Pik Botha assured Frank Wisner, Chester
Crocker’s deputy, that the speech would be “powerful” and help “cool tempers” by
adopting “the most far-reaching decisions about South Africa’s future…ever taken.”44
Reagan officials believed that the speech would detail efforts to give citizenship to black
South Africans, announce serious and high-level negotiations about black participation in
national politics, and perhaps allow the formation of a mixed-race administration in
Natal. They further hoped that an announcement of major concessions would undermine
Congressional attempts to pass sanctions legislation, and looked to August 15 with
enormous expectations.
Ultimately, the Reagan administration was profoundly disappointed by the
Rubicon speech, which was harsh in both style and substance. President Botha opened his
remarks by issuing a warning to his international critics, declaring “the perceptions of
many overseas observers bear little relationship to the realities of the situation.”45 Botha
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then railed specifically against the South African media for promoting this distorted view,
saying “how do they explain the fact that they are always present, with cameras…at
places where violence takes place?.... Whose interests do you serve—those of South
Africa or those of the revolutionary elements?”46 He went on to claim that “certain
situations in this country were created by history and not by other national parties,”
attempting to portray his government as a victim of circumstance rather than the
gatekeeper of the apartheid system.47
Contrary to the hopes of the Reagan administration, Botha then proclaimed that
he would “reject as a solution” the principle of “one-man-one-vote in a unitary system,”
which he emphasized would “lead to domination of one over the other.”48 He also
rejected a fourth chamber of parliament for black South Africans, exclaiming “I am not
prepared to lead White South Africans and other minority groups on a road to abdication
and suicide.”49 Besides a vague promise to review influx control laws, Botha made no
announcements of reform. Even in his limited conciliatory comments, Botha betrayed his
devotion to apartheid and its racism. For example, he suggested that “our great wealth of
divergent population groups must speak to each other through their elected leaders, not
self-appointed leaders.”50 This comment, ostensibly promoting negotiations, not only
refused to recognize the legitimacy of black leaders, it completely ignored the fact that
black South Africans could not vote, and thus could not elect leaders at all. Botha closed
his speech with two warnings. The first was aimed at his international audience, as he
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angrily declared “we will [not] be forced into doing what we don’t want to do.” The
second warning was issued to South Africans: “Those who prefer revolution to
reform…will not succeed. If necessary we will use stronger measures. But they will not
succeed!”51 Therefore, rather than a promise of meaningful reform, the Rubicon speech
served as a re-commitment to violence and repression.
President Reagan’s personal response to the Rubicon speech was shocking in its
obliviousness and offensiveness, as he praised Botha’s “reformist administration” for
making “substantial changes.” He claimed, incorrectly, that “they have eliminated the
segregation that we once had in our own country, the type of thing where hotels and
restaurants and places of entertainment and so forth were segregated—that has all been
eliminated….They recognize now interracial marriages and all.” When asked about the
internal unrest in South Africa, Reagan attempted to delegitimize it by blaming Soviet
involvement: “I have to say that for us to believe the Soviet Union is not, in its usual
style, stirring up the pot and waiting in the wings for whatever advantage they can take—
we’d be very innocent, naïve, if we didn’t believe that they’re there.” He went on to say
that South Africa was made up of “a combination of minorities,” emphasizing the “tribal
divisions” of South Africa’s black population. Reagan’s comments echoed Pretoria’s
rhetoric, which was saturated with anti-communism and the ideology of benign separate
development. Minutes after the interview, the White House press office immediately
issued clarifications, assuring the American people that the President did not think
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segregation had been “totally” eliminated in South Africa, and that he did “not believe
that repression and detentions will bring an end to South Africa’s political crisis.”52
Most other Reagan officials were horrified by the Rubicon speech. Robert
McFarlane, disgusted, concluded that Botha was “a mean-spirited son of a bitch” and had
deliberately “deceived” the United States.53 The Reagan administration had been
consistently friendly toward Pretoria, but had received “no sign of South African
gratitude or even acknowledgement.”54 Reagan officials were dismayed at the “missed
opportunity” presented by the Rubicon speech, lamenting that Botha had taken the
chance to allay white fears rather than to court peaceful internal negotiations.55 They
privately deplored the speech’s “negative tone” and the “harshness of its delivery” as
adding insult to injury.56 Despite their frustration, however, and despite the fact that, as
the ANC put it, Botha had “spat in the face” of President Reagan, constructive
engagement was not to be altered.57 Secretary Shultz confirmed to U.S. ambassadors
across Africa that “it remains our view that the government is seriously committed to
reform, despite the ineptitude of its latest move toward negotiation.” Recalling the July
NSC meeting, Shultz noted that “we have reviewed our policy at the highest level and we
intend to remain constructively engaged in the process of encouraging reform which will
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bring about an end to apartheid.”58 Once again, the Reagan administration refused to
question the assumptions of constructive engagement, in spite of compelling evidence
that they were flawed.
The Rubicon speech had immediate negative ramifications for South Africa. The
credit crisis gathered momentum throughout August, as more banks withdrew, prompting
the South African Reserve Bank to desperately buy dollars to pay its debts. 59 This caused
the value of the rand to decline precipitously, and it shed thirty percent of its value in the
two weeks after the Rubicon speech.60 The speech had also hardened attitudes in
Congress, which planned to vote on a sanctions bill in the first week of September. The
White House, panicked, determined that the bill would pass with a veto-proof majority
unless Reagan could seize the initiative. Thus, on September 9, President Reagan
announced Executive Order 12532, imposing limited sanctions on South Africa. The
Executive Order implemented most of the same sanctions proposed by the Congressional
bill. Among other measures, it prohibited new loans to the South African government or
to entities controlled by the government, excepting loans to be used for educational,
housing, or health projects; it banned the sale of computers to the military, police, and
prison system; it forbade the importation of arms from South Africa; and it encouraged
U.S. firms to follow codes of conduct like the Sullivan Principles.61 Observers suggested
that the Executive Order represented the most major shift in constructive engagement
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policy since its inception, as the Reagan administration had, for months, been strenuously
objecting to sanctions in fear that they would alienate Pretoria and endanger constructive
engagement and linkage.
In his remarks upon signing the Executive Order, however, it became clear that
Reagan only issued it to forestall more strict Congressional sanctions, and that the tactics
of constructive engagement had not shifted at all. President Reagan insisted that U.S.
policy had not changed, saying explicitly that it would still be called “constructive
engagement” and was “similar to what we have been doing in the past.” He reiterated his
commitment to quiet diplomacy and friendly relations with Pretoria, arguing that “we in
America—because of what we are and what we stand for—have influence to do good.”
He again explained one of the assumptions of U.S. foreign policy, insisting that “South
Africa is not a totalitarian society…. Every day we see examples of outspoken protest
and access to the international media that would never be possible…in the Soviet Union.”
Pretoria, Reagan believed, could change. The sanctions of the Executive Order, Reagan
continued, were designed to attack the “machinery of apartheid” and this new application
of constructive engagement did not mean that the United States would “quit…reaching
out.” 62 In this, Reagan made it clear that his administration still held to the fundamental
assumptions of constructive engagement.
The Executive Order damaged an already cooled relationship with Pretoria.
Reagan wrote to President Botha two days after the announcement, offering conciliatory
remarks and emphasizing that the Reagan administration was “deeply concerned and
compassionate about South Africa’s difficulties,” and would make every effort to block
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further sanctions efforts. Herman Nickel, the U.S. ambassador to South Africa, met with
President Botha and stressed that Reagan had shown “considerable political courage…in
the face of apparent Congressional determination to approve sanctions legislation.”
Botha’s only response to the letter and Nickel’s comments was a warning that Pretoria
“did not take instructions from either the U.S. or any other power. South Africans will
decide their own future, no one else.”63 The Executive Order, combined with U.S.
criticism over Botha’s regional destabilization policy, had jeopardized the warm relations
between Pretoria and Washington, and thus endangered one of the core requirements of
constructive engagement.
Despite Reagan’s insistence that the Executive Order fit within the framework of
constructive engagement, it was obvious that the administration had been forced to act by
external pressure. This highlighted, once again, the fundamental conflict within
constructive engagement: as had become clear, the requirements of quiet diplomacy were
inconsistent with the moral concern of bringing about internal reform in South Africa.
When Congressional and public pressure demanded action that deviated from the
fundamental tenets of constructive engagement, as with Executive Order 12532, it
endangered U.S. strategic interests by embittering relations with Pretoria. Thus, the same
strategy could not be used to fulfill both strategic and moral goals; they were
fundamentally irreconcilable.
As the year ended, the Reagan administration found itself in a disastrous situation.
The optimism of Reagan’s first term had long since faded, as the administration was left
with a stalled regional policy, worsening intransigence and hostility from South Africa,
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and an intense domestic challenge to constructive engagement. Congress and the U.S.
public had successfully forced the Reagan administration to deviate briefly from its
constructive engagement strategy by instituting economic sanctions, to the detriment of
U.S.-South African relations. By the end of 1985, even the assumption that the United
States could exert friendly influence over Pretoria was in question as Botha turned away
from Washington. In spite of the catastrophic failures of 1985, however, the Reagan
administration remained deeply committed to constructive engagement, refusing to reevaluate its basic assumptions. The following year would see an intensification of the
administration’s problems, with the continuation of Pretoria’s destabilization policy, no
progress on linkage, worsening violence in South Africa, and the culmination of domestic
outrage at constructive engagement with the passing of the Comprehensive AntiApartheid Act (CAAA).
The first half of 1986 brought attempts by the Reagan administration to address
what it felt were its two biggest problems regarding South Africa: domestic opposition to
constructive engagement and Pretoria’s hostility. As Reagan entered his sixth year in
office, his administration began to craft a public diplomacy strategy along with its efforts
to thaw relations with Botha. In late 1985, two groups had been established by the
Reagan administration to formulate and implement this strategy: the South Africa
Working Group (SAWG) and the Advisory Committee. The SAWG was tasked with
public outreach, serving as the administration’s “primary public diplomacy resource,”64
while the Advisory Committee was asked to provide recommendations to Secretary
Shultz on South Africa policy and advise the State Department on “how to encourage
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peaceful change in South Africa.”65 The Reagan administration hoped that these efforts
would dampen the sanctions and divestment movements, and it embarked on a vigorous
public relations campaign that included public addresses by administration officials and
new publicity materials to explain the assumptions and achievements of constructive
engagement. These efforts would fail dismally, as became clear by the end of the year.
At the same time, the Reagan administration attempted to calm the upsurge of
anti-American sentiment in Pretoria. In doing so, it adhered to the assumptions of
constructive engagement, which called for warm relations with South Africa. In January
1986, President Reagan sent Botha a conciliatory letter, assuring the State President that
“it pains me…to see your country become the object of criticism and abuse, must of it
based on over-simplified or distorted notions.” Reagan reiterated that he did “not want to
see South Africa isolated or subjected to ill-advised punitive sanctions.” Though Reagan
complimented Botha on his “leadership [that] moved South Africa impressively away
from the failed policies of the past,” he also gently encouraged further reform, suggesting
that “lifting the State of Emergency and pulling security forces out of the townships could
help create a new climate” that would encourage negotiations with black political
leaders.66 Reagan’s attempts to win back Botha came to naught, however, and U.S.-South
African relations remained icy.
The international community attempted to moderate Pretoria’s actions through the
Eminent Persons Group (EPG), an international group formed in October 1985. The goal
of the EPG was to “facilitate a dialogue between the South African government and anti65
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apartheid leaders.”67 In 1986, the EPG traveled throughout South Africa, speaking to
individuals across the political spectrum, ranging from the imprisoned Nelson Mandela to
P.W. Botha himself. After five weeks of travel in South Africa, the EPG concluded that
the only way for negotiations to move forward was if both the opposition and the South
African government suspended violence. However, as the EPG report put it, “the South
African government did not accept the premise that it perpetrates violence. Moreover, it
demanded that the ANC renounce violence, not merely suspend hostilities.”68
The fading optimism surrounding the EPG completely disappeared by May 1986
when Pretoria authorized military raids into neighboring states, once again carrying out
its regional destabilization policy. The raids ostensibly targeted ANC facilities in Zambia,
Zimbabwe, and Botswana, but the international community saw the attacks as
confirmation that Pretoria was committed to regional hegemony, not to regional peace.
As Chester Crocker would later put it, “it was almost as if the elements of the Pretoria
government had consciously dreamed up the best possible way to get credit for scuttling
the Commonwealth exercise.”69 The EPG immediately collapsed and recommended the
imposition of sanctions on South Africa. For its part, the Reagan administration reacted
to the raids with anger, expelling South Africa’s senior military attaché from the United
States in “the first tangible step taken [against Pretoria]…beyond verbal denunciation.”70
Even this relatively restrained reaction further soured U.S.-South African relations. As
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they had in the summer of 1985, Pretoria’s actions illustrated that Crocker’s regional
policy had made little progress in calming tensions in southern Africa.
While Botha continued to employ his destabilization policy, linkage negotiations
once again failed to move forward. The parties were still stalled on the question of Cuban
troop withdrawal, having essentially rejected Washington’s synthesis proposal the year
before. In 1986, a new challenge arose, when the Angolan Civil War became an
important concern in U.S. politics, interfering with Crocker’s fragile linkage framework.
The previous summer, Congress had repealed the Clark Amendment, originally passed in
1975 to prohibit U.S. financial involvement in the Angolan Civil War. Soon after the
repeal, right-wing politicians and organizations began to lobby the Reagan administration
for a resumption of aid to UNITA. In early February 1986, Jonas Savimbi visited the
United States, meeting with President Reagan, Vice President George Bush, Secretary
Shultz, and CIA Director Casey.71 During the same visit, Savimbi spoke to the American
Security Council, a U.S. foreign policy organization. The introductory remarks of Senator
Orrin Hatch captured the pro-UNITA sentiments of many conservatives at the time.
I am…honored to be able to introduce a truly revolutionary hero. I have closely
followed Dr. Jonas Savimbi’s struggle for freedom, and have come to respect and
admire his heroic efforts…. [The State Department has said] that the best way to
assist you is by approving resolutions of “moral support” in the U.S. Senate….
[The State Department’s policies have] strengthen[ed] the Soviet backed MPLA
at UNITA’s defense…. I for one refuse to fall into such a trap. What your
Freedom Fighters need is fewer speeches and more anti-tank weapons. You need
less moral support and more shoulder mounted heat seeking missiles that can
shoot down Soviet helicopters….72
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Senator Hatch’s rhetoric aligned perfectly with the language of the Reagan Doctrine,
which called for support of “freedom fighters” against the pervasive influence of
communism. In using such rhetoric, Hatch was scolding the Reagan administration for
not living up to its convictions.
Savimbi’s address to the American Security Council utilized the same Cold War
rhetoric, trying to scare the Reagan administration into helping him, by warning:
Angola is a key to southern Africa. Southern Africa is a key to Africa. Africa is a
key to Europe. If the Russians consolidate their forces in Angola, and if they
succeed in wiping out UNITA, then they are going to expand and they will deny
the Western countries access to strategic minerals…. It is a reality that we have
only two real non-aligned countries in the world today, the United States and the
Soviet Union…. We don’t want to be on the side of the Russians…. I hope you
will decide to help us.73
The State Department viewed pro-UNITA pressure with concern, worried about the state
of linkage negotiations with the MPLA. In October 1985, Representatives Claude Pepper
and Jack Kemp had introduced a bill that would have provided $27 million in aid to
UNITA.74 The State Department lobbied against the bill, as it had long been an
assumption of constructive engagement that the Angolan Civil War could only be
resolved through diplomatic means rather than military strength. Certain administration
officials, chief among them Chester Crocker and Secretary Shultz, believed that overt aid
to UNITA would scuttle talks with the MPLA and thus undermine negotiation efforts in
the whole of southern Africa.
This did not, however, preclude the administration’s desire to covertly aid
Savimbi. Indeed, the Reagan administration, both in private and public, insisted that
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UNITA was “a legitimate nationalist movement” and emphasized that “we share the
widespread sympathy for UNITA’s struggle against Soviet/Cuban imperialism.”75 On
February 18, 1986, the Reagan administration informed Congress that it had decided to
provide UNITA with $15 million of military aid.76 Outraged critics argued that in doing
so, the Reagan administration formed “an alliance with apartheid South Africa,” the most
generous patron of UNITA. The anti-apartheid organization TransAfrica bitterly posed
the question: “How can we expect South Africa to seriously believe that we totally reject
its discredited system when our government works in concert with it in Angola?”77
Domestic protest was the least of Crocker’s problems however: in March 1986, the
MPLA broke off linkage negotiations with the United States.78 On March 18, President
dos Santos wrote to UN Secretary-General Javier Pérez de Cuéllar to request that the UN
take over the coordination of the Namibian negotiations, stating that Washington’s open
support of South Africa and UNITA “jeopardized its credibility as a mediator.”79 Direct
negotiations with the United States would not resume until April 1987. Thus, as Crocker
feared, conflicting U.S. interests had threatened a substantial prong of constructive
engagement, and 1986 closed as another disappointing year for linkage.
In 1986, constructive engagement also failed to bring about reform of the
apartheid system, as the cycle of unrelenting repression and unrest in South Africa
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continued. By March, the death toll since September 1984 reached 1,400.80 In November
1985, the Botha government had instituted “draconian regulations on the domestic and
international press” in an attempt to control the negative media attention of which Botha
had spoken so venomously in his Rubicon speech.81 The regulations prohibited the
recording of “any public disturbance, disorder, riot, public violence, strike, or boycott.”82
This crackdown continued into 1986 as the unrest continued, but ultimately did little to
stem the tide of international anti-apartheid sentiment and coverage. For instance, in 1986
The New York Times alone published a record 1,100 articles on South Africa.83
Pretoria continued to attempt to reassert internal control, exercising its power
especially against black political organizations. In 1986, “repression of black political
activity…reached an unprecedented level.”84 One of the primary targets of the apartheid
regime was the UDF, which was portrayed as an ANC puppet; by mid-1986, Washington
estimated that perhaps as many as seventy percent of an estimated 8,000 detainees were
UDF leaders, effectively driving the organization underground.85 Black South Africans
continued to resist apartheid, however. As one of the few legal ways to organize, black
labor unions had grown spectacularly, becoming one of the only political outlets
available to the disenfranchised. By 1986, nearly one million black workers were
unionized, 400,000 of which were members of the Congress of South African Trade
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Unions (COSATU), which supported the UDF and became the dominant organization for
black trade unions in South Africa.86 In the spring of 1986, COSATU organized two
“work stayaways.” The first took place on May 1, and with 1.5 million participants, it
became the largest one-day strike in South African history, demonstrating the vitality of
the South African anti-apartheid movement, even in the face of extreme suppression.87
The second general strike was set for June 16, the tenth anniversary of the Soweto
uprising. Like the strike five weeks earlier, the June 16 action saw 1.5 million
participants, another remarkable indication of the strength of the opposition in South
Africa.88
Four days before the June strike, however, President Botha announced the
imposition of another state of emergency, which, unlike the ongoing state of emergency
instituted in 1985, was to be nationwide. Once again, the South African police were given
extensive powers, even more rigorous than the previous year, which allowed them to
“apply such force as…under the circumstance [they] may deem necessary.”89 On the
same day, Botha announced that international television crews were banned from filming
in areas where there was political unrest.90 In his speech announcing the state of
emergency, President Botha demonstrated his firm commitment to repression, glossing
over the brutality of the South African police and the apartheid system with rhetoric of
law and order. He asserted that “the security forces are the friends of each peace-loving
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and law-abiding citizen of this country,” but warned “it is however also their
responsibility to enforce the law, to maintain public order and to protect lives and
property.” Botha was defiant, castigating the United States without naming it.
To those in the international community who are and will remain prepared to
resist the demands for sanctions, I say this: your reward is not to be found in any
right to dictate the contents of South Africa’s domestic policies—that will be
determined by South Africans themselves.
He thundered that “South Africa will not crawl before anyone to prevent [sanctions], and
if [sanctions have] to come, we will make sure that it is to our advantage in the long
term…. If we are forced to go it alone, then so be it.”91 By mid-1986, reasoning with
Pretoria seemed more impossible than ever.
In spite of the overwhelming evidence of South Africa’s intransigence, the
Reagan administration refused to re-evaluate constructive engagement. Officials regarded
the state of emergency as a serious setback but, as President Reagan put it in late July
1986, “our strategy…is still valid.”92 Some Reagan officials went even further: in an
appallingly tone-deaf interview with CNN, White House Chief of Staff Donald Regan
was asked if the administration needed “some sort of gesture from Mr. Botha to stem the
momentum in the United States in favor of stronger economic sanctions against South
Africa.” Regan responded by defending Pretoria and the state of emergency, saying:
[Botha], I think, is trying…. There are times when leaders of a country have to go
against the suggestions of their friends…. Mr. Botha thought that for the safety of
his own country that he should clamp down and try to avoid any rioting that
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would go on that Soweto day. And while there was some rioting, it was
minimal.93
Such comments played directly into the hands of Pretoria, engaging in the same law and
order rhetoric that Botha employed to justify the brutality of the apartheid regime. 94
Ever since President Reagan’s outmaneuvering of sanctions legislation in
September 1985, anti-apartheid sentiment had been gathering strength in the United
States. This had manifested in multiple ways. From 1985-1986, for example, ten state
governments, forty-two city governments, and ninety-four colleges or universities had
divested from South Africa.95 In 1986 alone, fifty-three U.S. corporations divested,96
including General Motors, Coca-Cola, IBM, and Eastman Kodak, substantially reducing
the amount of U.S. investment in South Africa.97 The violence committed by the
apartheid regime had hardened attitudes in Congress as well, which had been considering
several sanctions bills since Reagan’s Executive Order. Criticism of constructive
engagement was a bipartisan phenomenon. For example, on June 2, in her testimony to
the Advisory Committee, Republican Senator Nancy Kassebaum critiqued the Reagan
administration: “The original policy of constructive engagement may have made sense in
1981. However, the situation has changed dramatically since then. The administration has
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tried to adjust its position by increments, without readdressing its basic strategy.”98 Two
weeks later, Senator Kassebaum publicly offered her support to the sanctions efforts,
positing that:
The situation in South Africa is now virtually beyond hope…. Given South
Africa’s destabilizing behavior in the region and its harsh internal crackdown on
all dissent, it is clear that South Africa no longer cares about the opinions of the
United States and other Western democracies. It has rejected cooperation and
restraint…. Our policy toward South Africa has become largely irrelevant. Our
ability to influence events…now appears to be ended altogether. In recent days, I
have come to the conclusion that sanctions now are probably inevitable. For the
first time, I can no longer flatly rule out my own support for such action.99
Thus, both the American public and Congress were turning against the policy of
constructive engagement.
It was in this atmosphere, with the Reagan administration confronted by the ire of
both the U.S. public and a still-angry Botha, that Reagan spoke to the nation on his South
Africa policy. Crocker described the motivation behind the speech, writing, “from every
quarter, we heard the message that Reagan needed to lead if he wished his party and his
country to follow.” In his previous remarks on South Africa, President Reagan had often
sent “garbled messages” that undercut or mischaracterized U.S. policy, and “the President
needed to do something unequivocal” to illustrate U.S. opposition to apartheid.100 The
speech was meant to mollify constructive engagement’s critics, quieting calls for
sanctions and silencing Reagan’s detractors by showing that the administration was
serious about bringing reform to apartheid. The process of writing the speech was
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embroiled in intense administration in-fighting, however. The State Department’s draft
highlighted Reagan’s “reservations about economic sanctions,” but noted that the United
States “did not oppose sanctions on principle,” which were instead considered “a last
resort when all else fails.”101
This version of the speech then went through dramatic revisions at the hands of
the archconservative White House Director of Communications Patrick Buchanan.
Buchanan’s opinions on South Africa and constructive engagement were among the most
extreme in the Reagan administration. In an article written for The New York Times,
Buchanan explained his views.
While South Africa’s racial sins (like our own) are scarlet, she has not adopted as
her ruling ideology the century’s most odious form of tyranny…. She has not
converted her territory into a staging area for the export of Communist
revolution…. What have the people of South Africa done to us that we are now
anxious to collude with the most despotic regimes on earth in waging economic
war against them?… Surely, Americans can manifest their distaste for Pretoria’s
racial policies without collaborating with a jackal pack of hypocritical despots and
Marxists.102
After Buchanan’s edits, the same instinctive sympathy toward Pretoria came to saturate
Reagan’s speech.
On July 22, President Reagan stood in the East Room of the White House and
criticized the idea of punitive economic sanctions and the ANC more harshly than the
repressive and racist apartheid regime. After an obligatory critique of Pretoria, in which
Reagan called apartheid “morally wrong and politically unacceptable,” Reagan declared
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that sanctions were “immoral and utterly repugnant.”103 He argued that economic
sanctions would only hurt black South Africans and neighboring black states, and insisted
that “racial progress comes swiftest and easiest, not during economic depression, but in
times of prosperity and growth.”104 Reagan emphasized that “in southern Africa our
national ideals and strategic interests come together,” and he told his audience that it
would be “a historic act of folly for the United States…to write off South Africa,”
detailing the importance of the Cape route, vital minerals, and Botha’s anticommunism.105 He painted the Soviet Union as waiting in the wings to “fill the vacuum if
[South Africa’s] ties with the West are broken.”106
All of these statements were articulations of the underlying assumptions of
constructive engagement. But Reagan went further. He defended the apartheid regime,
claiming that “in recent years there’s been a dramatic change”107 in South Africa, going
on to say that “in contemporary South Africa—before the state of emergency—there was
a broad measure of freedom of speech, of the press, and of religion.” In a line that
underlined the Cold War reasoning of the difference between authoritarian and
totalitarian (Communist) regimes, Reagan went on: “Indeed, it’s hard to think of a single
country in the Soviet bloc…where political critics have the same freedom to be heard as
did outspoken critics of the South African Government.”108 As if this hagiography of prestate-of-emergency South Africa was insufficient, President Reagan made an effort to
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actually defend Botha’s state of emergency, insisting that “the South African Government
has a right and responsibility to maintain order in the face of terrorists.” In contrast, he
excoriated the anti-apartheid ANC, condemning its “calculated terror,” a line that echoed
Pretoria’s own rhetoric.109 He defended Botha’s refusal to negotiate with the ANC,
saying that “the South African Government is under no obligation to negotiate the future
of the country with any organization that proclaims a goal of creating a Communist state
and uses terrorist tactics and violence to achieve it.”110 Reagan reserved the full force of
his disgust for the “violent attacks by blacks on blacks,” emphasizing especially the
“barbaric” practice of necklacing, in which “a tire is filled with kerosene…placed around
the neck of an alleged collaborator, and ignited.”111 This echoed Reagan’s personal and
consistent preoccupation with what he called the “tribal problem between blacks,” a
phenomenon that he characterized as of equal concern to state violence against black
South Africans.112
So strongly negative were the reactions to Reagan’s address, that Chester Crocker
later wrote that “we lost the sanctions debate on July 22, 1986.”113 The New York Times
described it as “the speech that launched a thousand critics,” reporting that “perhaps no
other speech in the Reagan Presidency has stirred as much internal opposition and
bipartisan criticism.”114 The international press reported similar widespread dismay and
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disgust:115 one Italian newspaper correctly predicted that “an avalanche of criticism is
going to hit the White House.” The Nigerian press, for example, called the speech
“patronizing and insulting” while a Swedish radio show noted that “many South African
experts were heard to comment that the President’s speech could have been given by
P.W. Botha himself.” The harshest invective came from the outraged Bishop Desmond
Tutu. He called the speech “nauseating” and said that “even Botha could not have drafted
a better speech,” angrily declaring “I think the West, for my part, can go to hell.”116
In contrast, and unsurprisingly, President Botha was ecstatic. He wrote to
President Reagan two weeks after the speech to express “appreciation for a number of
themes in [the] speech.” In the letter, which was described as “more promising and polite
than recent messages received,” Botha thanked Reagan for his “realism.” It seemed that
Pat Buchanan’s efforts had successfully warmed U.S.-South Africa relations once more;
National Security Advisor John Poindexter excitedly suggested that Botha’s letter “may
represent a political opening which your speech created and we would be remiss in not
exploring [it] to the fullest.”117
The Reagan administration’s hopes for meaningful reform were, however, once
again disappointed. On August 12, President Botha gave the annual address to the
National Party Congress. Though not nearly as incendiary as his Rubicon speech the year
115
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before, Botha’s 1986 remarks were still deeply defiant and defensive. He claimed that
Pretoria was “in the dock before an international conspiracy,” which was targeting South
Africa in “the idle hope of eventually pounding upon the riches of our country.” He again
declared that “no one has the right to demand suicide from me or my people,” and
painted the anti-apartheid struggle as “between the proponents of freedom and stability
on the one hand, and those who, as a small power clique, want to force a socialist dictator
upon South Africa.” Botha went on to complain that white South Africans were “the
sacrificial lamb for a world with feelings of guilt,” a situation that was “being exploited
to the advantage of the expansion of international communism.” Finally, he once more
warned “we reject interference in our domestic affairs,” insisting that “if sanctions must
come…we will survive it.”118 It was evident that little had changed in the year since the
Rubicon speech.
The events of the summer of 1986 had once more highlighted the fundamental
flaw of constructive engagement: in appeasing Pretoria, President Reagan spurred the
critics of his South Africa policy. The Reagan administration was being pulled in two
different directions. On one side, the assumptions and proponents of constructive
engagement explicitly held that warm relations with Botha would yield strategic benefits.
On the other, domestic and international critics demanded that Reagan put pressure on the
apartheid regime to bring about reform. The two sides were fundamentally at odds—as
soon as Reagan conciliated the critics of constructive engagement, as with his 1985
Executive Order, it infuriated the Botha government. Meanwhile, when Reagan made
concessions to Pretoria, it cemented domestic opposition to constructive engagement,
118
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which saw the policy as failing in its moral aims and attempted to block its
implementation. It was impossible to balance the two conflicting goals of constructive
engagement, and this flaw was a major reason for its failure.
This structural contradiction was at its most stark in the three months following
Reagan’s July 22 speech, when it became clear that the Reagan administration had gone
too far and Congress dealt the worst blow to constructive engagement. Proponents of
sanctions had been gathering momentum for months, a phenomenon that intensified after
Reagan’s disastrous speech. On August 15, eighty-four senators voted to approve a set of
economic sanctions on South Africa,119 and the House accepted the Senate’s legislation
on September 12 by an overwhelming majority (310-79).120 Desperate to regain control
over its South Africa policy, and committed as ever to the fundamental tenets of
constructive engagement, Reagan vetoed the bill on September 26.121 Then, in the fear
that Congress would override the veto, the White House lobbied intensely, employing
five arguments against sanctions.
As the Reagan administration saw it, the primary reason to oppose sanctions was
that they would backfire, harming relations with Pretoria without bringing about reforms.
Since Chester Crocker’s 1980 article laying out the tenets of constructive engagement,
Reagan officials had insisted on the “siege mentality”122 of the Afrikaner minority, which
they argued meant that Pretoria’s reflexive reaction to pressure would be to “[dig] in its
heels.” Crocker believed that “U.S. influence for change is unlikely to be increased by
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‘pinpricks’…. Such moves are more likely…to erode our influence with those we seek to
persuade.” 123 An angry Botha, Crocker thought, would never concede to institute
reforms.
The second argument against sanctions was that they would target the black
victims of apartheid more than the system itself. President Reagan castigated the
sanctions legislation as “economic warfare,” and argued that sanctions would heavily
target “the labor intensive industries upon which the victimized peoples of South Africa
depend for their very survival.”124 Furthermore, Reagan officials hypothesized that the
effect on black South Africans would be disproportionate, as Pretoria would make an
effort to shield whites from the worst effects, leaving the already-impoverished blacks to
fend for themselves.125 In a related argument, the Reagan administration insisted that
sanctions would “deliver a devastating blow to the neighboring states in southern Africa
that depend on Pretoria.”126
The specter of South African retaliation was a third reason to oppose sanctions,
though experts agreed that the likelihood of retaliatory sanctions was negligible.127 The
Reagan administration worried that South Africa might react to punitive economic
sanctions by lashing out at its neighbors or the West, and officials were especially
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concerned that Pretoria might cut off Western access to strategic minerals.128 To them,
sanctions represented a potentially disastrous undermining of constructive engagement by
poisoning relations with a necessary ally.
Fourth, the Reagan administration consistently said that U.S. influence in South
Africa was positive, believing that capitalism specifically brought “ideas of social
justice” to South Africa.129 Officials argued that if the United States cut itself off from
South Africa via sanctions, the progressive influence of U.S. businesses would be
replaced with the hardline racism of Afrikaner companies that did not adhere to the
Sullivan Principles, a source of meaningful improvement to the lives of many black
workers. Finally, the Reagan administration particularly opposed Congressional sanctions
because it believed that such an action would hamper the president’s flexibility in
determining foreign policy, arguing that sanctions would “infringe on the President’s
constitutional prerogative to articulate the foreign policy of the United States.”130
For their part, proponents of sanctions rebutted the arguments of the Reagan
administration. First, they insisted that economic action could be an effective lever
against Pretoria, pointing out that South Africa was “an export-based economy” and
arguing that the South African government “will not work for its own demise without the
pressure of sanctions and disinvestment.”131 They also highlighted the South African debt
crisis of 1985 as evidence that economic punishments could have deeply damaging
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effects on Pretoria. If the damage brought by sanctions outweighed the benefits of
apartheid, it was hoped that white South Africans would relent in order to relieve
international pressure.
Second, proponents of sanctions argued that apartheid caused more suffering to
black South Africans than sanctions ever could.132 To support this argument, they pointed
to leading black South Africans, like anti-apartheid activist Allan Boesak, who said “he
wanted the privilege to decide what misery he would accept.”133 Similarly, Desmond
Tutu castigated those who cited possible black suffering as a reason to oppose sanctions:
“For goodness sake, let people not use us as an alibi for not doing the things they know
they ought to do…. We are suffering now, and this kind of suffering seems to be going to
go on and on and on. If additional suffering is going to put a terminus to our suffering,
then we will accept it.”134
Third, speaking in the strategic terms of policymakers, the sanctions lobby
insisted that U.S. strategic interests were specifically threatened by the continuation of
apartheid, which invited instability and disorder. In this formulation, the foreign policy
goals of the United States could best be served by the rapid elimination of apartheid,
rather than the gradual change proposed by the architects of constructive engagement.
Furthermore, proponents of sanctions believed that the United States was “setting the
stage for a black backlash against the United States” that would only invite more
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conflict.135 In a related argument, proponents of sanctions argued that sanctions were the
only way to illustrate American disgust with apartheid, feeling that constructive
engagement put the United States on the wrong side of a stark moral debate. Some
pointed out that an eventual black government in South Africa would not be friendly to a
nation that had stood by and let apartheid continue.
Fourth, like Reverend Sullivan himself, supporters of sanctions derided the
Sullivan Principles as having little effect—by 1986, nearly half of U.S. companies in
South Africa still refused to follow the code of conduct. Those companies that did adhere
to the Sullivan Principles often did so half-heartedly, employed less than one percent of
the black work force, and had clearly failed to make any systemic changes to apartheid.136
A watchdog group called the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility reported that,
on average, U.S. firms in South Africa “have spent at most 2% of the amount they paid in
taxes to the South African Government on Sullivan Principles activities,” arguing that the
U.S. business presence bolstered Pretoria more than it assisted black victims of
apartheid.137 Pro-sanctions groups also doubted the correlation of economic growth and
social change, pointing to the 1960s, a time of immense economic growth in South Africa
that was paralleled by intense repression and the entrenchment of apartheid.138
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The strongest argument of the pro-sanctions lobby, however, was that
constructive engagement had failed dismally in bringing about change. After five years of
quiet diplomacy, although the situation in South Africa was demonstrably worse, the
Reagan administration repeatedly refused to alter its policy. By 1986, large segments of
the United States and of Congress were calling for a “radically different strategy” toward
South Africa and demanding action.139 As the internal conditions in South Africa
worsened, the arguments against sanctions grew weaker, overshadowed by the stark
shortcomings of constructive engagement. Thus, on October 2, 1986, in spite of panicked
lobbying by the White House, Congress overrode President Reagan’s veto, passing the
Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act (CAAA) with seventy-eight votes in support.140
Chester Crocker bitterly called it the “great foreign policy robbery of 1986.”141
The CAAA included the following economic sanctions on South Africa, amongst
others: the prohibition of the import of all products produced by the South African
government or its parastatals, with an exception for strategic minerals; the banning of
new investment in South Africa, except to black-owned firms; the banning of
Krugerrands; the prohibition of certain exports to the South African government,
including computers, most nuclear materials, and crude oil; the banning of the import of
South African uranium ore/oxide, coal, and textiles, as well as certain agricultural
commodities, iron, and steel; and the prohibition of U.S. cooperation with the armed
forces of South Africa, with some exceptions for intelligence gathering. The CAAA also
called for an increase in funds meant for scholarships, legal assistance, and the Human
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Rights Fund for South Africa. It further required the president to make an annual report to
Congress on the effect of sanctions, requiring the recommendation of additional sanctions
if the report was negative. Sanctions were to be lifted automatically if the South African
government released Nelson Mandela and all political prisoners, repealed the state of
emergency, unbanned all political parties, repealed the Group Areas and Population
Registration Acts, and agreed to enter negotiations with representative members of the
black majority.142
The critics of the CAAA believed that, though it was more extensive than
Reagan’s Executive Order, it fell short in many areas. It did not, for example, make the
Sullivan Principles mandatory or require that U.S. corporations pull out of South Africa,
nor did it require action against allies who contravened the UN arms embargo.143 The
legislation was further weakened in 1987, when the Reagan administration found ways
around the provisions of the CAAA. However, the CAAA remained the strongest blow
against constructive engagement, decisively illustrating Congress’s rejection of the
Reagan administration’s policy.
After a summer of cordial relations with Pretoria, the CAAA reversed the
pendulum once more, severely damaging the relationship between South Africa and the
United States. President Botha was furious about the sanctions, and wrote to Secretary
Shultz on October 2, the day the CAAA passed. The tone of the letter was venomous,
described by Poindexter as “tough, unyielding, and bordering on the insulting.” It
referred to the “deplorable measures” imposed by the United States and, Poindexter
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complained, did not acknowledge “the President’s firm and consistent opposition to
punitive sanctions.”144 The Reagan administration worried that constructive engagement
had been permanently hobbled, fearing that warm relations with Pretoria would be
impossible, thus precluding the basic requirement of constructive engagement.
The Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act, however, was merely the most visible
challenge to an already failed policy. The year had brought only disaster on every front.
Botha remained committed to apartheid, refusing to negotiate with black leaders and
intensifying the brutal repression of dissent. The U.S.-South African friendship appeared
to have no influence on Pretoria’s actions, as the violence inside South Africa was
mirrored by regional violence and destabilization. Linkage had been rendered inert, with
both sides more intransigent than ever, and Angolan anxieties heightened by U.S. aid to
UNITA. On the domestic front, 1986 was filled with blunders, as President Reagan
undermined his policy and spurred the American anti-apartheid movement to new
heights. Confronted with the increasingly visible failures of constructive engagement,
Congressional and public opinion united against Crocker’s policy, demanding a shift
away from quiet diplomacy to punitive sanctions.
Throughout the year, the fundamental contradiction of constructive engagement
became evident: it could not achieve both strategic and moral goals. When the
administration refused to review its policy, the domestic front seized the initiative and
wrenched America’s attention onto moral concerns that had been underserved by
constructive engagement. The resulting souring of U.S.-South African relations would
last through 1987, a year that once again brought disappointments as Pretoria continued
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its violent repression and moved rightward politically. The Reagan administration
continued to try to ameliorate the still-strong domestic opposition with its public
diplomacy strategy, while attempting unsuccessfully to woo Botha back to the
negotiating table. In a welcome reversal, however, 1987 also saw the beginnings of
progress on linkage negotiations as the situation in Angola changed, and it appeared that
the policy of constructive engagement was not yet dead.
At the beginning of 1987, the Reagan administration was aware that constructive
engagement was in a precarious position. In January, the Advisory Committee released
its report, the culmination of eighteen months of work. Entitled “A U.S. Policy Toward
South Africa,” it offered a grim view, opening with the declaration that “the
Administration’s strategy of constructive engagement has failed to achieve its
objectives.” The Advisory Committee’s report went on to challenge the fundamental
assumption that South Africa was strategically crucial to the United States.
The immediate material interests of the United States in South Africa are
relatively modest…. We are agreed that a minerals cutoff…would have an
undeniable impact on the United States…but we have concluded that the potential
impact…is not sufficient cause to determine U.S. policy toward South Africa….
South Africa’s position aside the sea-lines around the Cape of Good Hope is
frequently used as an argument in favor of South Africa’s military importance,
but the apparent consensus among U.S. defense planners is that these sea-lanes
are under minimal threat and that the active collaboration of the South African
government would not significantly increase our ability to protect them….
In the short run, we do not believe that the escalating conflict in South Africa will
precipitate a major confrontation with the Soviet Union…[which shows] no
inclination to become directly involved.
The report recommended a shift in U.S. policy toward South Africa, noting that “the time
for easy and comfortable choices…has run out.” It argued that Botha would be “unlikely
to accept [the need to negotiate with blacks] until a further combination of internal and
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external pressures raises the financial and human costs of maintaining apartheid.” To this
end, the report called for U.S. encouragement of multilateral sanctions.145
The report went on to note that constructive engagement had inhibited good
relations between Washington and black political leaders in South Africa, and insisted on
the necessity of “a good working relationship with South Africa’s black majority.” In
another blow to the logic of constructive engagement, which had long implicitly valued
communication with white South Africans over relationships with blacks, the Advisory
Committee suggested that “the Embassy must maintain channels of communication with
the South African government, but it should not allow concerns about the possible
closure of those channels to restrict opportunities to be in communication with black
leaders across the political spectrum.” The report further reminded the Reagan
administration that “all of the formulas for ‘power sharing’ so far discussed by the Botha
government have been cast within the framework of apartheid, and have provided for a
continuing white veto.” It stressed that the Reagan administration should not
“endorse…[any] ‘reforms’ that fail to address the fundamental concerns of black South
Africans,” noting that such praise of Pretoria had been counterproductive in the past. It
scolded Reagan officials that, contrary to the beliefs of constructive engagement, “until
apartheid is ended, it will be impossible to carry on the full range of normal relations with
the South African government.” In its closing remarks, the report declared that “U.S.
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policymakers now face a situation markedly different from that which existed in 1981. A
new policy is now urgently required.”146
After the challenges of the previous two years, the Reagan administration
determined that its South Africa policy, while still firmly rooted in the assumptions of
constructive engagement, needed to be shifted slightly. The administration was
particularly concerned with expanding contacts with black political leaders in South
Africa, just as the Advisory Committee had recommended. As Reagan officials saw it,
this approach had two benefits: it offered a chance to further exert U.S. influence in favor
of peaceful negotiations, while also helping “forestall accusations [in the United States]
of an uncaring attitude.”147 To facilitate this process, Edward Perkins, the new U.S.
ambassador to South Africa, was instructed to “extend our hand to all South Africans,”148
seeking contact with individuals “right across the political and racial spectrum,” and
specifically opening up contacts with the black community.149
The main indication that U.S. policy had shifted came on January 28, 1987, when
Secretary Shultz met with Oliver Tambo, the head of the previously vilified ANC. In
early January, the planned meeting generated considerable opposition from both Pretoria
and conservatives in the United States. Pik Botha wrote to Secretary Shultz on January 16
in an attempt to “sandbag” the meeting. He claimed that “the ANC has never publicly
declared its willingness to engage in negotiations,” and blamed it for the lack of progress
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in getting negotiations underway. He further complained that the “ANC promotes
violence and espouses a dictatorship” and was allied with the South African Communist
Party.150 Similar arguments were heard from American conservatives, who argued that
the ANC “sponsor[ed] violence against the whites of South Africa” and was “heavily
infiltrated by Communists.”151 One right-wing journalist published an article titled “Red
Carpet for an African Terrorist, But Cold Shoulder for an Anti-Communist,” that asked
why Tambo was allowed to visit the United States while the president of the Venda
homeland was barred.152
The State Department, meanwhile, knew that “the ANC is by no means controlled
by its Communist members” and noted that “Tambo himself is considered to be on the
black nationalist side and distrustful of the communists.” The Assistant Secretary of State
for African Affairs, Herman J. Cohen, insisted that “in any negotiation, the ANC is going
to be a major player” and that “if the United States wants to play a role” in South African
negotiations, it needed to “deal with the major players.”153 Furthermore, he argued that
such a meeting could be of use in moderating the ANC. In the end, as Cohen put it, “the
most significant element of the Shultz/Tambo meeting was that it took place. Positions
were clarified on both sides, but no minds were changed.” The meeting had three
outcomes: it improved the U.S. position in Africa by winning the approval of black
150
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African states, exacerbated domestic polarization and provoked Pretoria’s hostility, and
signaled that Washington was serious about building relationships with black South
Africans.154
For the Reagan administration, however, there was to be no other change in
constructive engagement, and it merely viewed the possible new relationships with black
South Africans as another application of its policy. Reagan officials remained unwilling
to reevaluate the basic logic of constructive engagement. In May 1987, the administration
adopted National Security Decision Directive 273, “United States Policy Toward South
Africa.” The document reiterated the major assumptions and goals of constructive
engagement, largely unchanged since 1981. It confirmed that the United States would
continue to implement “a strategy of active involvement in South Africa and the region,”
which would involve “efforts to reinvigorate diplomatic communication” with Pretoria. It
maintained that key goals were to minimize Soviet influence, to stave off further
economic sanctions, and to encourage U.S. businesses to stay in South Africa.
Underlying NSDD 273 was the continued belief that Botha could be convinced to reform
apartheid, and that U.S. involvement was the only way in which to do so. Though NSDD
273 also called for expanded contacts with the South African opposition, a new tactic, it
did not advocate disassociating from the Botha regime in the process. The Reagan
administration continued to conciliate the apartheid government, as when it helped shield
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South Africa from a Nigerian-led attempt to expel Pretoria from the IAEA.155 Thus, the
core beliefs and structure of constructive engagement remained.156
The Reagan administration was aware that it faced a public relations challenge.
As they had concluded in the July 1985 NSC meeting, Reagan officials remained
convinced that the real problems rested in communication and publicity rather than the
policy itself. Thus, especially after the passage of the CAAA the previous fall, in 1987
the Reagan administration aimed to employ a public diplomacy strategy that would ease
domestic opposition to constructive engagement. In February 1987, the head of the South
Africa Working Group, Doug Holladay, reported on the administration’s diplomatic
offensive. He wrote that “a major obstacle to improving understanding of U.S. policies is
the general perception that President Reagan has sided with the white government at the
expense of blacks in [South Africa].” Elaborating, Holladay suggested that
because of Presidential statements and answers during news conferences, the
American public perceives the President to be more understanding of the white
government than the plight of South African blacks. This is singularly the most
difficult obstacle…in explaining and attempting to gain support for U.S. southern
Africa policies.
He also warned that “on a number of U.S. campuses the issue of South Africa has
become, for the 80s, what Vietnam was for the 60s.” Nevertheless, Holladay reported that
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“Americans, except for certain university, minority, or religious groups, tend to
sympathetically receive spokespersons explaining U.S.-Southern Africa policy.”157
Another public diplomacy strategy of the Reagan administration was to paint the
CAAA as negatively as possible. Reagan officials continually dismissed sanctions as
having had no effect on South Africa, arguing that “[it is] clear that sanctions are not
going to attain the stated objectives of the legislation,” and insisting that “by targeting
everything…we have targeted nothing.”158 They hoped that by discrediting the CAAA
they could prevent its expansion or the adoption of the sanctions bills continually being
considered by Congress.
In reality, it was difficult to determine the effects of sanctions in 1987, especially
as they could not easily be separated from the cumulative effects of state and local
divestment, international sanctions, and the market sanctions imposed by banks refusing
to give loans to Pretoria. By the end of 1987, twenty-two states, eighty-two cities, and
sixteen counties in the United States had anti-apartheid laws,159 and over one hundred
U.S. businesses had pulled out of South Africa.160 This process was facilitated in June
1987 when Reverend Sullivan, as he had promised in May 1985, called for “a mass
corporate exodus and broad economic sanctions” on South Africa. Sullivan insisted that
the Sullivan Principles had failed to bring about change, arguing that “the time has come
for American corporations and the United States to take a definitive stand against the
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evils of apartheid.”161 The value of direct U.S. investment in South Africa plummeted
from $3.2 billion in 1984 to $1 billion by the end of 1987.162 The South African economy
was also burdened by continued war with the MPLA and occupation of Namibia. Thus,
the Reagan administration knew that South Africa was “experiencing its most serious
economic crisis since the 1930s,”163 and despite the ambiguity over the role of the CAAA
specifically, it was clear by the end of 1987 that “the South African economy was slowly
and steadily sinking.”164
Meanwhile, Pretoria gave the Reagan administration few reasons to be optimistic
about the possibility of reform in 1987. The violence that had so long dominated South
Africa continued, and the U.S. embassy in Pretoria reported that the South African
government had reached “new extremes of brutality and torture.”165 Twenty thousand
South Africans, many of them children, had been detained in the six months since the
renewed state of emergency, and the death toll between September 1984 and January
1987 reached 2,200.166 The restrictions of the state of emergency continued. In April
1987, for example, President Botha outlawed any protests on behalf of political
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detainees.167 Botha continued to lash out at anti-apartheid groups, and the Reagan
administration grew increasingly concerned that the violence of apartheid acted “like a
centrifuge, driving more blacks toward militant positions and leaving a dwindling number
of moderate blacks in the center.”168 The more Botha refused to concede, Reagan
officials believed, the less likely a negotiated solution became. Meanwhile, Washington
anxiously noted that the “attitude of most white South Africans toward the United States
has changed from ambivalence to resentment,”169 and that Pretoria, “since mid-1986, has
all but closed itself off to outside counsel.”170 Reagan officials also observed that Botha
“has made clear that separate education, separate residential areas, and…white control of
most decision-making structures are inviolable,” and that Botha refused to move away
from a hardline stance on negotiations, requiring that the ANC renounce violence before
talks could begin.171
The rightward shift of white politics in South Africa was confirmed by the
election on May 6, 1987. President Botha’s re-election campaign looked to build on the
nationalist backlash to Western sanctions as well as anti-communist sentiment, and in the
months leading up to the election Botha further reiterated his commitment to the ideology
of apartheid, declaring, for example, that “the principle of separate residential areas”
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would remain “as long as he was in charge.”172 On the day of the elections, nearly two
million South Africans participated in work and school “stayaways,” demonstrating their
objections to the whites-only election.173 Botha’s National Party won a landslide victory,
gaining seven seats in parliament, and the Conservative Party, an extreme right party that
remained explicitly devoted to the entire apartheid system, won five seats, usurping the
liberal Progressive Federal Party as the official opposition party.174 The election
confirmed the rightward swing of white politics in South Africa; for the first time since
1948, more votes were cast for opponents to the right of the National Party than for
candidates on the left. Washington interpreted the results as an indication that
“Nationalist leaders will tend to err on the side of satisfying whites” and that the priority
for South African whites was security rather than reform.175
In the absence of good relations with Pretoria, the Reagan administration focused
on continuing linkage negotiations with Angola, hoping to agree on a timetable for Cuban
troop withdrawal that could eventually be presented to the South Africans. On April 7,
1987, negotiations with Angola officially resumed, after fourteen months of diplomatic
silence. The obstacle of U.S. aid to UNITA still existed, however; though the MPLA
agreed to meet with Crocker again, it insisted that a cessation of U.S. support to UNITA
was a pre-condition for Cuban troop withdrawal. Crocker reported that the MPLA offered
no new position, but was satisfied that negotiations could resume, at least with Angola.
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Progress was elusive, and Crocker met with the MPLA again in July 1987 with no
tangible results.176 Crocker noted that “a substantial gap remained to be bridged on the
Cuban withdrawal timetable.”177 It was clear that, unless something changed, linkage
negotiations would continue to be fruitless; as one journalist put it, “negotiations with
Angola have reopened, but this seems akin to hair continuing to grow on a corpse.”178
The requisite shift came, surprisingly, from Cuba, which had never been invited
to take part in linkage negotiations. President Fidel Castro had been sending troops and
aid to the MPLA for over a decade and, despite these efforts, the Angolan Civil War
remained a stalemate. The Cuban presence in Angola was expensive to maintain, and
Angola was falling behind on its payments to Cuba,179 so in late July 1987, Castro sent a
secret message to the White House asking if Cuba could join the U.S.-MPLA talks. The
State Department inferred that “Cuba was interested in winding down its Angolan
entanglement,” and responded affirmatively.180 After a meeting between President dos
Santos and Castro in Cuba, the MPLA offered a new withdrawal proposal to Washington
on August 4, 1987, shortening the timetable for Cuban withdrawal from three years to
two years.181 Though the Reagan administration concluded that the terms were still
inadequate,182 it welcomed the new proposal as a “significant step.”183
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Despite the renewal of linkage negotiations, the war between the SADF/UNITA
and the MPLA continued. On August 14, the MPLA’s armed faction, the People’s Armed
Forces of Liberation of Angola (FAPLA), attacked UNITA and the SADF, launching the
Battle of Cuito Cuanavale, one of the last major conflicts of the war.184 The seven-month
Battle of Cuito Cuanavale would become a key factor in the success of linkage
negotiations in 1988.
The revival of linkage negotiations was the one small victory for constructive
engagement in 1987. In all other areas, the policy had continued to fail. As always, Botha
remained committed to apartheid and repression, despite the Reagan administration’s
conciliatory gestures, once again debunking Crocker’s hopeful view of the South African
State President. The passage of the CAAA in October 1986 had thoroughly embittered
relations with Pretoria, and Botha turned away from Washington, intransigent and
unwilling to negotiate. Meanwhile, the rightward swing of white politics in South Africa
brought anxieties as to the repair of relations and stimulation of negotiations. The small
triumphs of meeting with black leaders like Oliver Tambo were overshadowed by
persistent domestic opposition to constructive engagement, fueled by continued
American divestment and Reverend Sullivan’s repudiation of his own code of conduct.
Substantial segments of the American public remained dissatisfied with the Reagan
administration and its policy toward South Africa. Thus, after seven years, constructive
engagement had accomplished none of its goals: apartheid was still entrenched in South
Africa, U.S.-South African relations were severely damaged, South Africa remained in
Namibia, and Angola retained Cuban troops. Reagan’s final year in office would see little
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change, with the major exception of linkage negotiations. The latter change was due,
however, to external changes in Angola and not U.S. policy.
The year began with a renewed focus on the U.S. sanctions debate. By February
1988, five new sanctions bills had been introduced in Congress. Ever since the passage of
the CAAA in October 1986, the Reagan administration had argued that sanctions were
doomed, insisting that economic measures had failed to bring about substantial change to
the apartheid system. Proponents of sanctions, meanwhile, insisted that the CAAA was
too weak to provoke change, a shortcoming exacerbated by the Reagan administration’s
circumvention of certain provisions. The Reagan White House had indeed found ways to
work around Congress, often violating “the spirit, if not the letter, of the CAAA.” For
example, though the CAAA unambiguously prohibited the importation of “uranium and
uranium ore” from South Africa, the Reagan administration chose to categorize uranium
hexafluoride, a fuel used in nuclear reactors, as exempt from the embargo.185 In addition,
the CAAA specifically required that the Reagan administration encourage its allies and
work with the UN to create multilateral sanctions; here, Reagan officials flatly refused,
repeatedly vetoing UN Security Council Resolutions that would mandate economic
sanctions on South Africa.186
The new bills aimed to strengthen sanctions by closing these loopholes and
adopting new measures: the Dymally Bill proposed a ban on diamond imports from
South Africa; the Gray Bill prohibited military and intelligence cooperation with Pretoria;
the Wise Bill required divestiture from the oil industry in South Africa; the Leland Bill
185
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expanded the investment ban; and the Dellums Bill, among other measures, proposed
complete divestment from South Africa.187 The White House employed all the same
arguments against sanctions that it had used in 1985 and 1986—that U.S. businesses were
a progressive force in South Africa, that divestment would hurt blacks more than
apartheid, that South Africa remained strategically important to the United States, and
that further sanctions would only play into the hands of extremists and spoil the
implementation of constructive engagement. In 1988, the passion of the pro-sanctions
lobby was no longer able to overcome such arguments, weakened as it was by doubts as
to the efficacy of the CAAA and what appeared to be the permanent position of apartheid
in South Africa. The peak of the sanctions movement had already passed, and Reagan’s
final year in office ended without further defeat at its hands, indicating general
disenchantment and frustration more than a public embrace of the failed policy of
constructive engagement.
Meanwhile, there were indications that President Botha remained committed to
regional destabilization. The SADF continued to launch attacks on neighboring states that
it believed harbored ANC members. For example, on March 28, 1988, an SADF raid in
Botswana targeting alleged ANC guerrillas resulted in the deaths of four people.188
Despite years of constructive engagement, which called for a reduction of regional
tensions, Botha still employed his regional destabilization policy, making it evident once
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again that the policies of South Africa and the United States were fundamentally
irreconcilable in terms of regional stability and peace.
It was also clear that Pretoria would not abandon apartheid. On February 23,
Botha signed an emergency order that effectively banned eighteen anti-apartheid groups,
including the UDF. The order prohibited the groups from “publishing information,
organizing public meetings, distributing leaflets, or engaging in any other political
activities.”189 In addition, it placed restrictions on COSATU, banning it from political
activities.190 President Botha also made moves to reinforce one of the remaining pillars of
apartheid, the Group Areas Act. On July 1, in an attempt to appease conservatives, who
had been gathering political strength ever since the May 1987 elections, the South
African government proposed legislation that would lead to stricter enforcement of
residential segregation. The Group Areas Act Amendment Bill would remove
requirements that alternative housing be made available before evicting violators of the
Group Areas Act.191 The attempt to cement residential segregation ignited outcry within
South Africa, especially from blacks and the liberal Progressive Party, and on October 20
the legislation was shelved.192 Nevertheless, the episode had shown once more President
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Botha’s commitment to the ideology of apartheid and its basis of separate development.
This commitment would preserve the core structure of the apartheid system beyond
Reagan’s time in office. Constructive engagement, with all its assumptions about Botha
and quiet diplomacy, thoroughly failed to bring about meaningful reform of apartheid.
The failures of constructive engagement in 1988 were overshadowed by its best,
and only, victory: the success of linkage. On the brink of abandonment before the 1987
revival, linkage negotiations resumed in earnest in 1988, bolstered by changing regional
conditions. In January 1988, the Battle of Cuito Cuanavale had been going on for nearly
five months. Despite an infusion of 15,000 Cuban troops in November 1987, the conflict
had settled into a costly stalemate. As the months stretched on, South Africa’s resolve
began to falter, a shift motivated by the increased cost of the war, both in human and
economic terms. The South African casualty rate, though low compared to the other
parties’, was still “politically unacceptable” to Botha’s domestic constituency, which
“was beginning to wonder why the war was being fought.”193 In addition, the Soviet- and
Cuban-supplied FAPLA forces were at a technological advantage, exacerbated by
international sanctions on Pretoria, which made lost aircraft and weapons very difficult to
replace.194 Furthermore, the South African economy was struggling under the combined
weight of sanctions, internal unrest, and the cost of occupying Namibia. All of these
factors pushed Pretoria back to the negotiating table, after years of intransigence and
delaying tactics. Meanwhile, as The New York Times reported, the Soviet Union appeared
“eager to settle the conflict, both to enhance [Mikhail Gorbachev’s] image as a
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peacemaker and to plug an expensive drain on the Soviet military budget.”195 Soviet
attitudes, similar those already expressed by Castro, helped facilitate linkage
negotiations.
Over the course of the year, a series of negotiations took place between South
Africa, Angola, the Soviet Union, the United States, and Cuba. There were two obstacles
to linkage’s resolution: disagreements over the Cuban withdrawal timetable, which had
long been an issue, and the continuation of U.S. aid to UNITA. It was the latter problem
that presented the most difficult challenge, as neither side was willing to compromise on
its position. The MPLA feared that U.S. support of UNITA would tip the scales in
Savimbi’s favor after the Cubans left Angola. For its part, by 1988, the Reagan
administration was giving $20 million per year to Savimbi,196 and Crocker resolutely
refused to “abandon UNITA” in the course of negotiations.197 Soon, the Reagan
administration had implicitly developed a second form of linkage, tying the future of the
Cuban-Namibian question to the survival of UNITA.198 In March, the United States
soundly rejected an MPLA proposal that offered a Cuban withdrawal schedule in
exchange for ceasing U.S. aid to UNITA. The next month, the Organization of African
Unity sent a delegation to Washington D.C. requesting that the United States stop its
support of UNITA and arguing that “assistance to UNITA impedes U.S. efforts to
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mediate the southern Africa peace process.”199 After the intercession of Cuba in June
1988, however, the MPLA dropped the UNITA issue, though it still asked for a complete
SADF withdrawal from Angola, the cessation of South African aid to UNITA, and
Namibian independence.200 In August, Pretoria and Luanda agreed to a ceasefire in
Angola and Namibia and to a deadline for pulling the SADF out of Angola, which was
completed by August 30. Additionally, the parties agreed to set the implementation of
Resolution 435 for November 1.201
The timetable for withdrawal of Cuban troops was the only remaining issue; the
Angolans wanted the Cubans to stay as long as possible, worried about UNITA, and
Pretoria wanted the opposite, worried for UNITA. After months of negotiations, the issue
was gradually and finally resolved by mid-December 1988. On December 22, the parties
signed two peace treaties. The first, a bilateral agreement between Cuba and Angola,
outlined the schedule for Cuban troop withdrawal from Angola. Within the first year of
the implementation of Resolution 435, two-thirds of the Cuban troops would be
redeployed to northern Angola and then withdrawn; the rest were to follow by July
1991.202 The second treaty, the Tripartite Agreement between South Africa, Angola, and
Cuba, outlined the agreement on Namibian independence. Implementation of Resolution
435 was to set for April 1, 1989, with all SADF troops withdrawing from Namibia.203
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Finally, after eight years of negotiations under the linkage framework and decades of
illegal occupation by South Africa, Namibia would be independent.
Crocker received virtually universal praise for the Tripartite Agreement, which
was framed as the product of linkage, a complicated but ultimately successful strategy.
This narrative obscured many of the flaws of linkage, which were readily apparent until
the last months of the Reagan presidency. Chief amongst them was that the linkage
framework consistently misjudged its subjects. First, Crocker incorrectly supposed that
Pretoria’s reluctance to give up Namibia could be countered by its desire to remove
Cubans from Angola. On the contrary, the apartheid regime believed that the Angolan
Civil War could be won militarily in spite of the hated Cuban forces, making it unwilling
to accept a settlement that left the MPLA in power. In addition, internal right-wing
pressure to occupy Namibia remained constant in South Africa, as well as the fear that
the anti-Pretoria SWAPO would win any truly independent elections in Namibia. Second,
Crocker underestimated the MPLA’s fears of UNITA and the SADF, which made
President dos Santos extremely unwilling to give up Cuban aid. This problem was
exacerbated first by the U.S. insistence on aiding UNITA and second by Pretoria’s
continual regional destabilization policy, which Crocker incorrectly assumed would be
moderated by constructive engagement. What the linkage framework did do was offer a
ready-made excuse for both Pretoria’s intransigence and Luanda’s anxieties, diverting
attention from the root problem that was South Africa’s illegal occupation of Namibia.
Linkage only succeeded when external conditions changed: it was primarily the
involvement and conciliatory attitudes of Cuba and the Soviet Union, as well as the
economic drain of the war, that ultimately facilitated the acceptance of the linkage
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framework by all parties. The eventual triumph of linkage, though an undeniable success,
did not erase all that came before it.
Thus, during Reagan’s second term, constructive engagement repeatedly failed to
accomplish its goals. Most glaringly, by the end of 1988, the apartheid regime was still
entrenched in South Africa. The state violence instituted by Botha in 1985 showed no
signs of abating, and over 20,000 South Africans were in jail when Reagan left office.
Though softened marginally by the Botha government, the structure of apartheid
remained, as school and residential segregation were firmly in place, and South Africa’s
twenty-four million blacks were locked out of the political structure. Botha and his
government imposed rigid restrictions on anti-apartheid groups, unleashing the violence
of the police and military, and then had the audacity to claim that the opposition’s
behavior precluded negotiations. Reagan’s second term also saw repeated evidence that
Botha was committed to his policy of regional destabilization. The SADF launched
several attacks on its neighbors from 1985-1988, raiding Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia,
and Angola in its efforts to defeat the ANC and maintain regional hegemony. Pretoria’s
regional violence also manifested in its continued support of RENAMO and UNITA.
Meanwhile, the Reagan administration, though frustrated that its gestures of sympathy
and encouragement were failing, remained committed to constructive engagement.
The events of 1985-1988 highlighted the structural contradiction underlying
constructive engagement: it could not achieve both its strategic and moral goals. The
Reagan administration believed, however, that constructive engagement could be
employed to bridge this gap between strategic and moral concerns, thinking that quiet
diplomacy and positive sanctions could preserve U.S. strategic interests, prompt reform,
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and bring regional peace. It was clear early in Reagan’s second term that this logic was
faulty, as the Reagan administration was pulled in two opposite directions: any
appeasement of Pretoria, which was committed both to apartheid and regional instability,
invited instant domestic outrage; any distancing or condemnation of the apartheid regime,
however, dangerously cooled U.S.-South African relations. Soon it became obvious to
the American public and Congress, if not the administration itself, that constructive
engagement was fundamentally flawed. As the situation in South Africa devolved, large
numbers of Americans concluded that constructive engagement could not be effective in
reforming apartheid. Thus, in 1986 constructive engagement was dealt its most decisive
blow by the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act, a repudiation of the Reagan
administration’s policy, the culmination of the anti-apartheid movement, and an
amplification of state- and local-level economic measures against Pretoria. Sanctions
immediately chilled relations with Botha, and despite Washington’s efforts, the U.S.South African relationship could not be fully salvaged during Reagan’s tenure. Thus,
even the eventual resolution of linkage, itself an unsound strategy that required
circumstantial changes to succeed, could not overshadow the overwhelming defeats of
constructive engagement, a flawed and ultimately failed policy.
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Conclusion
A Doomed Policy
Throughout Reagan’s time in office, constructive engagement accomplished little,
as the efforts of the Reagan administration to moderate Pretoria failed miserably over and
over again. Over the course of eight years, President Botha clung to his regional
destabilization policy and the underlying ideology of apartheid, pairing cosmetic reforms
with increased repression and violence. Yet, these failures never deterred U.S. officials,
who were solidly committed to their policy. Instead, the Reagan administration continued
to employ quiet diplomacy and tried to encourage and placate the apartheid regime,
hoping that such gentle methods would prompt reform. Constructive engagement
ultimately failed because it was based on fundamental contradictions and incorrect
assumptions, which in turn prompted regional conflicts of interest. These problems were
furthered by the domestic challenges of the sanctions and divestment movements. The
shortcomings of constructive engagement were illustrated once more by the events
immediately following Reagan’s departure from office, as changes within South Africa
(unmotivated by and independent of constructive engagement) prompted the reform that
had eluded the Reagan administration for eight years.
The shift came when State President Botha left office on August 14, 1989, having
been pushed out by his own party and weakened by health issues. Botha’s replacement,
former Education Minister Frederick Willem de Klerk, had a reputation for conservatism,
coming from a prominent Afrikaner family actively involved in apartheid politics. One
rumor held that it was de Klerk who had insisted on the extreme nature of Botha’s
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infamous Rubicon speech in 1985.1 Thus, de Klerk’s ascension to State President of
South Africa on August 15 was at first interpreted as a sign that Pretoria’s commitment to
apartheid would continue. The New York Times, for example, cautioned that de Klerk
“still supports the basic concept of racially separate groups” and would never accept
“domination by the black majority.”2
However, it soon became clear that de Klerk was not interested in maintaining the
strategies and outlook of his predecessor. Only a few weeks after being officially elected
on September 6, President de Klerk began to institute “a mix of symbolic and substantive
reforms:” he disbanded the Koevoet, a paramilitary force operating against SWAPO in
Namibia; he released prominent political prisoners like Walter Sisulu, an anti-apartheid
activist arrested at the same time as Nelson Mandela; he allowed ANC supporters to hold
a welcome rally for Sisulu; and, finally, de Klerk repealed the 1953 Reservation of
Separate Amenities Act, which had legalized public racial segregation.3
These reforms had a variety of motivations, primarily the dire economic situation
in South Africa and the continuation of internal unrest and opposition to apartheid. The
South African economy had continued to decline under international sanctions and
internal unrest, and inflation reached fifteen percent in de Klerk’s first year as president.4
As always, official sanctions were compounded by unofficial economic pressures and
divestment. In April 1989, for example, the Mobil Corporation had pulled out of South
Africa, citing a 1988 U.S. law that eliminated the deductibility of South African taxes
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from U.S. corporate income taxes. American companies in South Africa would be taxed
twice, first by South Africa and then by the United States, making the effective tax rate
72.5 percent. Mobil’s announcement was a decisive blow to Pretoria, as Mobil had been
the largest American company remaining in South Africa.5 These economic stresses were
coupled with political pressures. Also in April 1989, the South African Democratic Party
had been formed, a group of white liberals opposed to apartheid.6 This pressure was
further amplified by the formation of the Mass Democratic Movement (MDM), a
coalition of South African anti-apartheid groups, which launched its first disobedience
campaign in August 1989.7 De Klerk also felt compelled to reform because of the
September 6 election, the results of which signaled a concrete shift to the left in South
African politics. The National Party and Democratic Party received nearly 70% of the
vote, which President de Klerk viewed as a mandate to move away from the apartheid
system.8 Thus, de Klerk embarked on an effort to reform and, eventually, to dismantle
apartheid.
De Klerk’s commitment to reform became especially visible on February 2, 1990,
in his address at the opening of the South African parliament. In a speech that Bishop
Desmond Tutu later said had “taken my breath away,” President de Klerk announced
sweeping reforms to apartheid and a commitment to negotiations with black opposition
groups.9 The address marked a striking change in tone from President Botha. De Klerk
declared that the September election “placed our country irrevocably on the road of
5
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drastic change” and assured his audience that “the Government will accord the process of
negotiation the highest priority.”10 Even more surprising, President de Klerk reversed his
predecessor’s stance toward external involvement, saying that “the Government is aware
of the important part the world at large has to play in the realization of our country’s
national interests.”11 Thus, in style alone, de Klerk created an immediate contrast with the
intransigent and hostile Botha.
De Klerk’s speech was also distinct from Botha’s public addresses in that it
backed lofty rhetoric with concrete action. De Klerk announced an astonishing series of
reforms: the African National Congress and Pan-African Congress, as well as the South
African Communist Party, were officially unbanned, having been illegal since 1960 and
1950, respectively. Restrictions on the media were “abolished in their entirety.” De Klerk
also removed restrictions on the UDF and COSATU, as well as thirty-one other antiapartheid organizations; he vowed to end the state of emergency “as soon as
circumstances justify it;” and he announced that the South African government had
decided to suspend the death penalty.12 Finally, de Klerk announced that “the
Government has taken a firm decision to release Mr. Mandela unconditionally,”13 and
indeed, Nelson Mandela was released nine days later. Again, this was in marked contrast
to the Botha years, during which Pretoria had demanded that groups like the ANC make
the first move toward negotiations by denouncing violence. Under de Klerk, the apartheid
government made efforts to demonstrate that it was serious about negotiating in good
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faith. De Klerk’s February speech thus marked a “genuine watershed in South African
history,” as the apartheid government finally began to make concrete moves toward
reform and negotiation.14
Meanwhile, the George H.W. Bush administration had quickly distanced itself
from Reagan and his policy of constructive engagement. First, Bush officials made it
clear that the new administration intended to work “more openly, in a way the Reagan
Administration refused to do, with the full spectrum of South African black leaders.”15
The first manifestation of this strategy came in the summer of 1989, when President Bush
met with Albertina Sisulu, the co-president of the UDF and the wife of Walter Sisulu. In
June 1990, Bush invited Nelson Mandela to the White House, and this meeting was
followed by one with President de Klerk in September 1990—the first White House visit
from a South African head of state since 1946.16 Next, the Bush administration
emphasized that “Reagan made a mistake in saying that sanctions didn’t work….
Sanctions had a strong positive impact in the sense of stimulating new thinking on the
part of the whites toward a political settlement.”17 Though Bush officials remained
opposed to further sanctions, repeatedly voting against anti-apartheid UN resolutions,
they kept the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act (CAAA) in force.18
The eagerness of the Bush administration to distance itself from constructive
engagement stemmed primarily from the repeated failures and backlash of the Reagan
14
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years. This eagerness was rendered effectively moot, however, since the changing
situation in South Africa meant that hard decisions about policy were no longer required.
Indeed, with a reformist leader in Pretoria and negotiations underway, Washington no
longer had to balance strategic and moral goals in its South Africa policy. Thus, the Bush
administration’s policy toward South Africa was primarily in reaction to Reagan-era
policy and to a changing situation in Pretoria, and was much less defined than
constructive engagement had been.
In the eighteen months following de Klerk’s February 1990 speech, de Klerk’s
government began to dismantle the apartheid system, culminating in June 1991, when
President de Klerk lifted the state of emergency and repealed the Group Areas Act and
the Population Registration Act. With this, the last pillars of apartheid had crumbled, and
two weeks later the Bush Administration lifted the CAAA via executive order.19
Negotiations between the white South African government and black opposition groups
continued, though both de Klerk and Mandela rebuffed U.S. offers to play a mediating
role, indicating their desire “to achieve a South African solution agreed between South
Africans.”20 After years of complex negotiations, this solution became a reality on April
27, 1994, when Nelson Mandela was elected to the presidency in South Africa’s first
nonracial elections.
Reagan’s policy of constructive engagement had done nothing to bring about this
resolution, repeatedly failing to prompt change in either Pretoria’s internal policies or its
external destabilization strategy. In fact, the Reagan administration had consistently
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fought against the efforts that ultimately created change, including the divestment
movement and external pressure, as well as internal opposition groups like the ANC. The
failure of constructive engagement ultimately rested in the policy’s irreconcilable and
contradictory goals: quiet diplomacy could not both protect the U.S.-South African
relationship and exert pressure to reform apartheid. This contradiction was overlooked by
the Reagan administration because U.S. officials continued to hold to the four central
assumptions of constructive engagement, all of which turned out to be flawed, if not
completely incorrect. These unsound assumptions meant that constructive engagement
was doomed to fail.
First, Chester Crocker had been convinced that South Africa was strategically
vital to the United States. This assumption had been shared by several previous
administrations, and was rooted in South Africa’s mineral resources and its proximity to
the Cape route. It was true that South Africa was an important supplier of many strategic
minerals, especially platinum-group metals. However, as the 1987 Advisory Committee
report argued, it was debatable whether South Africa’s strategic minerals were important
enough to be an overriding concern of U.S. South African policy.21 Furthermore,
administration concerns over mineral access should have been countered by ongoing
efforts to stockpile minerals and find alternate sources, so as to reduce reliance on
Pretoria. As one report put it, “we believe Western countries could survive [reduced
access to South African minerals] by encouraging alternate producers to restart idled
capacity, increasing imports from the USSR, using stockpiled materials, intensifying
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recycling efforts, and if necessary, reducing civilian usage.”22 In addition, experts and
intelligence reports argued that South Africa was unlikely to halt mineral exports to the
United States, pointing out that such a move would be “counterproductive” for the
suffering South African economy, which relied heavily on profits from mineral sales.23
Thus, extreme measures to protect access to South African minerals were inappropriate.
Furthermore, the strategic importance of the Cape route was often overemphasized. In 1981, the Study Commission on U.S. Policy Toward Southern Africa
reported that “a number of analysts find the military case for the threat to the Cape route
far from compelling.”24 This conclusion was later corroborated by the 1987 Advisory
Committee report, which found that “these sea-lanes are under minimal threat” and that
continued U.S. access was not reliant on cordial relations with South Africa.25 Thus, the
strategic goals of constructive engagement were given an inflated and undeserved
importance by the Reagan administration.
The second assumption of constructive engagement was that the Soviet Union
posed a legitimate threat to southern Africa, and thus Botha’s fierce anti-communism
made Pretoria a natural ally. This played especially well in the Reagan administration,
due to President Reagan’s devotion to Cold War principles and his strident anticommunism. Washington was particularly worried by the existing Soviet influence in
Angola and Mozambique, which fueled paranoid theories about a Soviet desire to directly
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dominate all of southern Africa. In this, it was obvious that the revived verities of the
Cold War underlined U.S. policy toward South Africa.
President Botha often capitalized on U.S. fears by employing anti-communist
rhetoric in an attempt to win its support. In 1980 for example, Botha told parliament, “the
main object of the onslaught on the Republic of South Africa, under the guidance of the
planners in the Kremlin…is to overthrow this state and to create chaos in its stead, so that
the Kremlin can establish its hegemony here.”26 The apartheid government knew that the
Reagan administration would respond to a perceived communist threat, as the logic of the
Cold War demanded support even for regimes “with no virtue other than their anticommunism.”27 Thus, the Reagan administration bought into Botha’s rhetoric and “a
political megaphone called the ‘Total Onslaught’ passed for analysis.”28
In reality, the threat posed by the Soviet Union in Southern Africa was
overblown. The 1981 Study Commission report had argued that “a number of
circumstances work to restrain Moscow’s activities in southern Africa.” It noted that
southern Africa was “not high” on the Soviet Union’s list of priorities; that Moscow did
not want to escalate “the racial conflicts and guerrilla wars of the area into a nuclear
confrontation with the United States;” that the Soviet Union exhibited “a reluctance to
fan the distrust that its invasion of Afghanistan generated among Third World countries;”
and that the “formidable South African military establishment,” along with the huge
distance between Pretoria and Moscow, acted as a deterrent to direct Soviet
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intervention.29 The Reagan administration, blinded by the bi-polar Cold War logic
designating Soviets as aggressively expansive and opposed to the West, consistently
ignored reality and forced the situation in South Africa into a Cold War framework.
It soon became clear that the Reagan administration prioritized containment of
communism over all else, finding apartheid to be “more of a political embarrassment than
an intrinsically moral concern.”30 In July 1985, Mona Charen, Associate Director of the
Office of Public Liaison, wrote to Pat Buchanan, clearly demonstrating the
administration’s priorities:
We lose ground every time an Administration official explains our opposition to
sanctions on the grounds that it will hurt the very people we are trying to help. It’s
garbage. The left knows it and so do we. No wonder we sound half-hearted…. We
don’t like apartheid but we’re just afraid to be too hard on South Africa if the
likely outcome will be communism. Everyone will be permanently worse off
then, with no incremental steps toward democracy such as Botha is currently
taking…. Let’s say it plainly. We have nothing to be ashamed of. The American
people understand opposition to communism. They have no idea that that’s what
we’re worried about because we haven’t told them yet.31
Charen’s views about communism and apartheid were representative of the broader
administration’s beliefs, but her opinion on public diplomacy was not. Indeed, it would
have been counterproductive to stress only strategic goals, and Reagan officials knew that
“talking ‘strategic minerals’ or ‘cape route’ in isolation would be disastrous” in terms of
public diplomacy.32 Therefore, constructive engagement also needed to address moral
concerns with apartheid. The fundamental anti-communism of Reagan officials like
Chester Crocker, however, meant that the policy was unbalanced from its inception, and a
29
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reflexive prioritization of strategic goals resulted in a strategy that was unequipped to
address the human rights abuses of the apartheid regime.
This prioritization of anti-communism undermined constructive engagement in
multiple ways. It complicated the efforts of linkage negotiations, because it meant that
the Reagan administration was reflexively sympathetic to the apartheid regime in its
regional context, undermining Washington’s ability to act as a mediator. The
administration frequently demonstrated its pro-Pretoria bias. For example, Reagan
officials consistently legitimated Botha’s concerns with respect to the Marxist groups in
Angola and Mozambique, as well as the ANC (an organization that, as many outside
observers agreed, was by no means dominated by communists). This manifested in
statements like Reagan’s July 1986 speech, in which he excoriated the ANC as a
communist, terrorist organization rather than a legitimate liberation group fighting the
racist regime in Pretoria. Such rhetoric implicitly encouraged Botha’s destabilization
policy and directly undermined constructive engagement’s goal of regional peace. The
Reagan administration’s anti-communism also complicated linkage through U.S. support
for UNITA, which enraged Luanda and killed negotiations for more than a year.
Washington’s position on the Angolan Civil War contradicted the very tenets of
constructive engagement, with “one strand [of U.S. policy] promoting negotiations,
stability and peace in the region…and the other promoting violent conflict by military
and political support for one side in a civil war.”33
The Reagan administration’s prioritization of anti-communism also meant that it
was unwilling to negotiate directly with the Soviet Union or Cuba, which complicated
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linkage negotiations. In 1981, for example, the United States rejected an offer by the
Soviet Union to open negotiations on the Angola question. Though the details remain
classified, it is clear that Pretoria was willing to talk with the Soviets:
Pik does not agree with Ambassador Sole that the Soviet approach should not be
taken seriously…. His own view is that the Soviet Ambassador in Salisbury
would not have mentioned such possible initiative without instructions…. Foreign
Minister Botha still thinks there is something in the Soviet Ambassador’s
approach for USG/SAG/USSR talks on Angola, but he accepts our decision not to
pursue it at this time....34
Thus, in this instance at least, the Reagan administration’s prioritization of anticommunism undermined constructive engagement, closing the door on a possible
solution to the regional problems in southern Africa. Later, Chester Crocker himself
admitted that “cool analysis of the situation in 1981 would suggest that Washington
should address itself to the Soviets or the Cubans (or both).” Crocker defended U.S.
refusal to do so, writing:
To approach either of them with the terms we had in mind would have required a
readiness on our part to ask them for help and to give something in return…. We
knew that the Communist powers did not wish to drop their newly acquired
African stake. Bargaining with them over the Cuban presence in Angola was
intrinsically undesirable. It would also have the perverse consequence of
legitimizing their regional roles—as expansionist and interventionist powers….35
For Crocker and others, the principles of the Cold War precluded any negotiating with
Communist powers; Reagan officials, blinded by their anti-communism, did not pursue
every avenue of negotiation in linkage. This is all the more striking in view of the
ultimate resolution of linkage in 1988, which only came about through Soviet and Cuban
involvement. Thus, the Reagan administration’s flawed assumptions about the Soviet
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Union and the threat it posed to Pretoria served to undermine the goals of constructive
engagement.
The third assumption of constructive engagement was that the apartheid regime
would not respond to external pressure for reform. In certain instances, this was correct.
When the 1986 CAAA was passed, for example, Botha refused to communicate with
Washington for months, proclaiming that South Africa “will not crawl before anyone”
and would determine “the contents of [its own] domestic policies.”36 In other instances, at
least historically, external pressure was more successful in forcing reform. In the 1960s,
for example, there was an international sports boycott against South Africa, prompted by
international outrage at apartheid policies in South African sports. The International
Olympic Committee banned South Africa from the 1964 and 1968 Olympics upon the
Prime Minister’s announcement of an all-white team, and numerous countries began to
withdraw from bilateral competition with South Africa.37 By 1970, the South African
government announced modifications to its sports practices and “the government [was]
compelled to desegregate sports to a considerable extent.” Thus, in the case of the
international sports boycott, external pressure had been effective in bringing about
internal change.38
The problem with assumptions about external pressure was not that such beliefs
were completely wrong; instead, it was the rigidity with which the Reagan administration
held to such assumptions that doomed constructive engagement, as Reagan officials
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refused to explore any alternatives to quiet diplomacy. Such preconceived notions made
constructive engagement inflexible and precluded the possibility of incorporating some
form of external pressure into South African policy. Thus, in completely dismissing the
utility of external pressure, the Reagan administration consigned itself to constructive
engagement, even as it clearly failed and crumbled under domestic pressure.
The fourth assumption of constructive engagement was that the Botha
government would respond to quiet diplomacy—that by maintaining a warm relationship
with Pretoria, Washington could not only protect its strategic interests, but successfully
encourage reform to the apartheid system. This was itself built on two beliefs, both of
which were flawed: that U.S. business was a liberalizing force for change within South
Africa, and that Botha was a reformer. The former assumption proved to be flawed in
practice. Even if the demands of the capitalist system could eventually force Pretoria to
rely on and give rights to black workers, the presence of U.S. business certainly could not
force such reform. This was shown in the failure and repudiation of the Sullivan
principles and the victories of the divestment movement. In addition, critics had only to
point to the parallel processes of economic growth and escalating repression during the
1960s in South Africa to argue that economic growth was no guarantee of political
liberalization, countering a key argument of the anti-sanctions lobby.
The latter assumption, that Botha was a reformer, was categorically incorrect. The
Reagan administration had theorized that “Botha and his coalition” represented a
moderate wing of the National Party, one that had power over more extremist members.39
This idea of a moderate-extremist split was the logical basis of constructive engagement,
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allowing Reagan officials to believe that Botha and his allies were open to reform. They
were convinced that, with gentle encouragement from a friendly ally, moderate
Afrikaners would feel comfortable amending apartheid. To adhere to this belief, the
Reagan administration had to ignore overwhelming evidence that Botha was a firmly
committed ideologue of apartheid.
Botha’s tenure was characterized by two trends: marginal reform and increased
repression. Throughout the 1980s, Botha instituted cosmetic changes, including the 1983
constitution, the repeal of the Mixed Marriages and Immorality Acts, and the reforming
of pass laws. Reagan officials welcomed these changes as confirmation that Botha was a
reformer, praising the “important symbolic and practical” efforts of Pretoria.40 The
administration often chose to emphasize these marginal changes over the ever-increasing
violence of Pretoria and the continued human rights violations of apartheid. In doing so,
Washington misinterpreted and mischaracterized Botha’s actions and motivations.
One historian, Robert Schrire, proposed that the apartheid system was made up of
three prongs. First were the policies of prejudice, which aimed at minimizing interracial
contact.41 Botha’s repeal of the Mixed Marriages and Immorality Acts in 1983 served as
one example of reform to the policies of prejudice. However, at the same time, the
retention of the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act and the Group Areas Act
demonstrated that the ideology of racial separation remained very much in place under
Botha. The second prong of apartheid, Schrire argued, was composed of polices of
privilege, which served to protect white material interests and encompassed health,
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housing, job reservation, education, and land ownership.42 Here, Botha instituted even
fewer reforms. For example, Botha made efforts to increase funding for black education,
but by 1986, the South African government still spent more than seven times as much to
educate a white child as to educate a black child.43 Meanwhile, housing and employment
conditions for black South Africans (in the homelands especially) remained dire.
Schrire’s third prong of apartheid was composed of policies of power, meant to
ensure white political control.44 Here, Botha instituted no meaningful reforms, instead
consistently safeguarding white power, both in terms of the legislature and the police. He
never allowed black political participation, excluding black South Africans from the 1983
constitution and outlawing legitimate black political organizations. He instituted state
violence to ensure the continued oppression of blacks and used the state of emergency to
crush black opposition. Everything Botha did to marginally reform policies of prejudice
and privilege—everything that the Reagan administration praised as “dramatic
change”45—was only meant to make the apartheid system more palatable and to ensure
its survival; to adapt or die. The heart of apartheid, racial separation and political
disenfranchisement, remained. Botha was never a true reformer, and “never intended to
bring about the end of white rule.”46 This should have been clear to the Reagan
administration at least by the 1985 state of emergency, if not from the very beginning, but
blind adherence to the assumptions of constructive engagement precluded re-evaluation
of the policy.
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All of the administration’s flawed assumptions meant that constructive
engagement could never succeed—quiet diplomacy could not force the intransigent
Botha to reform, while assumptions about Pretoria’s strategic value ensured that the
overall policy was never questioned. Constructive engagement’s fundamentally incorrect
assumptions resulted in a structural contradiction at the heart of the policy: the
incompatibility of the administration’s strategic and moral goals. This was the main
reason for the failure of constructive engagement, and was what doomed the policy.
These structural contradictions of constructive engagement, and the resulting
failure to accommodate both strategic and moral goals, generated vehement domestic
opposition. The strength of the public and Congressional challenge to Reagan’s South
Africa policy was the second reason for its failure. The 1980s saw increased repression
and violence in South Africa, culminating in the state of emergency that stretched from
1985-1991, and resulting in the deaths and imprisonment of thousands of South Africans,
as well as frequent cross-border violence. Meanwhile, the Reagan administration clung to
constructive engagement, issuing rote condemnations of Pretoria’s violence while
privately attempting to placate the apartheid regime. For his part, President Reagan often
exhibited a reflexive sympathy for the racist South African leaders, issuing public
statements that undercut the administration’s domestic credibility and made it clear to
Americans that President Reagan was “soft on apartheid.”47
While the Reagan administration floundered, merely pointing to Pretoria’s
shallow reforms to justify the continuation of constructive engagement, domestic antiapartheid sentiment grew stronger. Confronted with such strong public opinion, the
Memorandum of Conversation, NSC Meeting On South Africa, July 26, 1985, folder
“[South Africa] Sanctions (Including Legislation) (9),” AAD, RAC Box 16, RRPL.
47
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Reagan administration made efforts to placate its domestic constituency, and
consequently undermined constructive engagement. In 1985, for example, Reagan’s
Executive Order instituted sanctions on South Africa, temporarily calming domestic
outrage but simultaneously poisoning the U.S.-South African relationship and
endangering perceived strategic interests. This should have made it clear to Washington
that its goals were fundamentally at odds, because the pursuit of strategic interests called
for warm U.S.-South African relations, while responding to the public’s moral concerns
necessarily destroyed such relations. Reagan officials, however, remained committed to
constructive engagement, conciliating Pretoria and once again angering the U.S. public.
The fight against constructive engagement was not over. The divestment
movement successfully pressured hundreds of U.S. businesses, governments, and
universities to divest from South Africa, in an attempt to stop U.S. complicity in the racist
apartheid system. Soon the U.S. public and Congress seized control of South Africa
policy. In October 1986, building on public momentum, Congress dealt a decisive blow
to constructive engagement with the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act, a humiliating
defeat for President Reagan and an indication that large segments of the U.S. population
opposed constructive engagement. Congressional action undermined efforts at quiet
diplomacy, both cooling U.S.-South Africa relations for the remainder of Reagan’s term
and cementing the dual failure of constructive engagement to protect strategic and moral
concerns.
It was only in regional policy that constructive engagement saw any success, with
Namibian independence and the removal of Cuban troops from Angola. This victory,
however, was marred by the eight years of failure that preceded it, which had been
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characterized by stalled negotiations and perpetual regional violence. For the majority of
Reagan’s time in office, Washington utterly failed to calm regional tensions, and indeed,
it was only when Soviet and Cuban attitudes changed in 1987 that any real progress was
made in linkage negotiations.
Linkage itself was a deeply flawed and morally questionable policy for three
reasons. First, the conceptual basis of linkage was morally bankrupt. The presence of
Cuban troops in Angola was perfectly legal; meanwhile, South Africa had illegally
occupied Namibia for decades, instituting its racist apartheid policies and ignoring
repeated efforts by the international community to resolve the situation. Linkage
inherently removed focus from South Africa’s occupation of Namibia in order to
emphasize the supposed communist threat to southern Africa. Much to the dismay of the
Front Line States and many Namibians, Washington thus used the linkage framework to
blame regional tensions partly on Angola, rather than the racist and destabilizing
apartheid regime.
The second flaw of linkage was the way in which it damaged Washington’s
efforts at quiet diplomacy. Botha’s continued employment of regional destabilization
tactics often could not be ignored by the Reagan administration, which needed to
maintain regional credibility to facilitate linkage negotiations. In the summer of 1985, for
example, Pretoria launched a raid in the Cabinda province of Angola and attacked
Botswana. Washington’s harsh response, necessitated by international and domestic
outrage at the incidents, strained the U.S.-South African relationship. The 1985 attacks
were part of a wider pattern that plagued constructive engagement and exposed another
flaw: Botha’s foreign policy was based in the use of force to protect South Africa’s
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regional hegemony and to destabilize ostensibly communist neighbors, while constructive
engagement was both predicated on and aimed toward regional stability. Crocker
believed that such stability was essential not only to protect U.S. strategic interests, but
also to help encourage internal reform. In this, Washington’s goals and Pretoria’s
strategies were in direct conflict, effectively dooming constructive engagement.
Finally, linkage itself was flawed because it consistently misjudged all parties
involved. Because the Reagan administration believed that Pretoria’s actions could be
moderated with constructive engagement, it assumed that Botha’s regional destabilization
policy would fade. This would then reduce tensions in southern Africa and help create a
climate of confidence in which to negotiate. Reagan officials also believed that the
Angolan Civil War could not be resolved militarily, and they hoped that UNITA and
Pretoria would take their chances in negotiations rather than continue to fight the MPLA.
Finally, the Reagan administration assumed that the MPLA could be convinced to repair
its relations with Jonas Savimbi and his patron, the racist apartheid regime, in the name
of regional peace. This, in turn, would allow for Cuban troops to be sent home. Thus,
linkage was based on interlocking assumptions about the motivations and fears of the
MPLA, UNITA, and Pretoria, all of which had to be correct for linkage to succeed.
Throughout the Reagan years, Washington found that it was wrong on all accounts. As
shown by the failure of the Lusaka and Nkomati Accords, Botha remained committed to
his regional destabilization policy and support of UNITA, thus in turn stoking the
anxieties of the MPLA, which refused to offer an acceptable timetable for Cuban troop
withdrawal. Little progress was made in linkage negotiations from 1984-1987; indeed, it
appeared that the framework had only succeeded in allowing Luanda and Pretoria to
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blame each other for the lack of progress. Reagan officials, the champions of linkage, did
little but wring their hands at each renewed indication of Pretoria’s intransigence and
Luanda’s anxieties. It took the involvement of the Soviet Union and Cuba in late 1987
and 1988, as well as the economic and physical drain of the Angolan Civil War, to
motivate Angola and South Africa to accept the linkage framework and negotiate.
Ultimately, regional success was achieved in spite of the flawed linkage framework,
rather than because of it.
Overall, constructive engagement was a resounding failure on every front.
Reagan’s policy did not bring about internal reform to apartheid or halt Botha’s regional
destabilization policy. This failure prompted domestic outrage in the form of the
divestment and sanctions movements, which culminated in the passage of the
Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986. This, in turn, undermined the original
strategic goal of constructive engagement—a productive and friendly relationship with
Pretoria. Even the regional victories in Angola and Namibia were diluted by the
persistent moral and practical issues of linkage. The disastrous failures of constructive
engagement were ultimately rooted in the policy’s flawed assumptions and structural
contradictions, domestic pressure and opposition, and regional complications, as the
Reagan administration attempted to pursue contradictory goals that required conflicting
tactics. Constructive engagement was structurally flawed, morally bankrupt, and
politically unacceptable, and thus was doomed to fail.
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